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JUSTICE NGCOBO Ladies and gentleman, good morning. Welcome to these public
hearings for the first day of the fourth week of these public hearings. Today we are
going to have presentations from four stakeholders. We will commence with the
5

Western Cape Department of Health followed by the Gauteng Department of Health,
KwaZulu-Natal Department of Health and the Day Hospital Association of South

10

Africa.

I would like to take this opportunity just to remind those who will be

presenting that what we are interested in at this stage is no more than the interaction
between the various stakeholders, who do these stakeholders interact with, what are the
10

challenges faced by the stakeholders in the course of that interaction.
We do understand that stakeholders have a lot to say and they would want to say more
than we would accommodate for a day, but I would please urge them to try and focus
on those issues. There will be an opportunity later on when we will be dealing with the
regulatory issues in which event we may want to hear further from the government

20
15

stakeholders just to get a sense of their contribution into the regulatory framework that
might have an impact on competition and that is when we will be conducting an in
depth analysis of the regulatory framework so as to determine the extent to which that
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framework has an impact on competition. Thank you.
May I take it that that’s the representative, those are the representatives from the
Western Cape Provincial Government? Okay. Well, may I ask you to please give us a
voice reaction as opposed to a sign because ...?
5

DR VALLABHJEE Yes, Chairperson.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

Thank you so much indeed. I wonder if you would do me this

favour, if you could just place yourself on record and also indicate to us how you
intend managing your presentation. Thank you.
DR VALLABHJEE

10

Chairperson, I'm Dr Krish Vallabhjee, I'm representing the

Western Cape Department of Health and will be doing the presentation. I have with
me two colleagues, Miss Kim Lowenherz and Mr Julian Thops who will be
accompanying me as part of the delegation, but I’ll be doing the presentation.

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO It appears we have a problem with the sound.
PROF FONN Sorry, it’s just reverberating all over the room and it’s very hard, can

15

you change something?
JUSTICE NGCOBO

The room is too big, that’s the problem.

Okay, shall we
4|Page
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continue and then perhaps we should make every effort to speak closer to the mic and
make sure that we hear one another? Yes.
DR VALLABHJEE Chair, can I start?
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, you may, thank you.
5

DR VALLABHJEE Chairperson, colleagues, a very good morning. First of all I’d
like to apologise. Apparently a presentation was submitted some time ago but we've

10

made some changes to it but I’ll draw your attention to those changes and we will make
this one available to the panel. So I apologise for that.
The presentation this morning, we thought we should cover the following areas. We

10

have Provincial regulations governing the licensing of private facilities in this province
and explain why the need for these Provincial regulations at the Provincial level, then I
want to speak a bit about the process itself as governed by these regulations, give you
what the current situation is as an outcome of these regulations and there are three

20

15

areas that are regulated.
The first one is private health establishments, the second one is community mental
health facilities and then the third one is ambulance services and then I want to pass
some concluding remarks.
5|Page
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So why the need for Provincial regulations, we, in 2001 and 2003 passed Provincial
regulations, the power was assigned to the provinces in 1995. I believe the majority of
these other provinces still use the old R158 which was passed in 1980 but in this
province we’ve decided to pass a different set of regulations. Currently we have about
5

265 private health establishments that are licensed.
So why the need for new regulations? First of all we felt the R158 was quite outdated.

10

There’s been the last twenty, thirty years new patterns of care and care provision that
have developed, for example, step down facilities, rehabilitation, sub- acute obstetric
units, etc. that needed to be brought within the ambit of the regulations, the need for

10

criteria to be explicit and transparent, to allow a process for public comments on
applications, to have greater flexibility in the relocation of facilities, to modernise the
physical standards that are contained in annexure B of the regulations, to create
provisions for reporting of information from the private sector, to building efficiency
standards in the way applications are processed, revise the structures for adjudicating

2015

applications and then to create provisions such as application fees and penalties, etc.
So we believe that effective legislative administration requires good clear legal
framework, it requires adequate capacity to enforce the regulations, and it requires
consistency in application of the legislation, administrative efficiency and then
6|Page
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executive support.
So just to outline what is contained the regulations. The purpose of the private health
establishment regulations is to establish and maintain standards of quality of care for
all facilities.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO May in interrupt? To what extent does this slide that you have
at the moment differ from what you’ve submitted? I'm trying to find out whether

10

should we be looking at what you are presenting at the moment or can we rely on what
we have?
DR VALLABHJEE I think you should be looking at what I'm presenting, Chair.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO I beg your pardon?
DR VALLABHJEE I think you should be looking at what I'm presenting.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. I wonder, at some stage, would you be kind enough to

20

make sure that at least we have what you’ve been presenting?
DR VALLABHJEE Certainly, Chair.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO Thank you.
DR VALLABHJEE I apologise for that, again.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Thank you.
DR VALLABHJEE So to establish and maintain standards of quality of care, to
protect the interest and promote the safety of the patient, public and staff, and to give
assurances to the public that a licensed service was rigorously assessed for compliance
5

on an annual basis.
Now, the application process is, there’s a well-defined form, the HOD requires,

10

reviews the application within thirty days, the application is then published in the
newspapers for comment. So all stakeholders have an opportunity to comment or
object to the application, it’s usually thirty days for comment and then the HOD refers

10

this to an Advisory Committee. The Committee must, within ninety days of receiving
an application either approve or reject the application or conditionally approve it and
that recommendation is then made to the Head of Department who has a further ten
days in then making a final decision on the process.

20
15

The Advisory Committee is appointed by the Head of Department and the Committee’s
composition is we have three departmental officials, two persons with expertise in the
field of the private health sector, two persons selected from nominations either from
National, local or Provincial government that’s outside of the Department of Health,
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and there’s conflict of interest prohibitions as well provided for in the regulations and
there’s a declaration that the members sign.
Two important criteria, we have a norm of three beds per thousand population which is
a National norm. At that stage the National split between insured and uninsured was
5

80% to 20%, 80% uninsured versus 20% insured populations. We, in this province,
have used a slightly different ratio because our data was that there’s a higher proportion

10

of insured patients in this province. So in the metro region we used 65/35 split and in
the rural regions we use a 75/25% split. There are other norms like, for example, for
dialysis, 150 more dialysis patients per million population.

10

Now, in the regulations there’s a set of criteria that are explicitly stated and this is what
the Advisory Committee uses to make a recommendation to the HOD and I’ll just go
through this very quickly. So consistency of health service developments, and that’s
regarding National, Provincial and local planning.

The equitable distribution and

rationalisation of health services to correct inequities of the past, and these could be
20
15

racial, gender, economic or geographical, to promote a mix of public, private services
to address the burden of disease and demographic profile, the optimal use of spare
capacity across both public and private sectors, bed to population rations like the one I
just quoted, the availability of alternative services, and then the criteria that they also
9|Page
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consider is the promotion of the track record of promoting high quality services,
advantages and disadvantages for existing public and private services that this
application would have, advancement of persons according to the Employment Equity
Act, potential benefits for training, research and development, and then ensure
5

ownership of facilities does not create perverse incentives for over servicing and
inappropriate referrals, the track record of quality of services and a complaints
mechanism for all users.

10
So those are the kind of broad range of criteria that they Advisory Committee uses.
The administration of these regulations have been delegated to the Director of
10

Professional Support Services and this Advisory Committee then makes a
recommendation

and

the

HOD

may

confirm,

reverse

or

approve

these

recommendations.
Now, so there are three kind of areas. There’s the regulatory authority and this is the
regulatory framework which I've spoken to. The executive authority also is the appeal
20
15

authority in this process and there’s an exemption authority as well granted to the
Minister. Those applicants that are refused have the right to appeal within seven days
of receiving a response and the Minister then has, could appoint up to three persons on
a further Committee to advise him or her on the appeal and the minister could also
10 | P a g e
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access legal advice and support and the appeal must be finalised within ninety days of
receipt.
As far as exemptions go the regulations also make provisions for exemptions. These
are largely around building plans and the commencement of building activities but
5

clearly there are concerns with the number of exemptions that could be granted. For
example, these concerns would include delay in commissioning the services to the

10

community, contributing to the backlog of approved licences, blocking licences from
other competitors, etc.
There is a two year waiting period so if an application is refused that applicant could

10

not submit the same or similar application for a period of two years. So there is that
provision in the regulations, and clearly exemptions have concerns as well because of
people wanting to change services on the original approval.
So what is the outcome of some of these? We've had in the period 2009 to date, so

20
15

over the last five to six years we've had a total of 600 applications from the private
sector. The number of exemptions requested are 152 and the number of exemptions
granted, 117. The exemptions dismissed is 35.
So out of these regulations this slide here, excuse the small font, but this slide just
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gives you the numbers in terms of facilities that have been licensed and then on the
right hand side those facilities that have been licensed but have been uncommissioned
as yet. So if we take the acute non [inaudible 0.15.39] mental healthcare beds, to date
there’s 6,198 beds that have been licensed and are functional and a further 2,251 beds
5

that have been licensed but uncommissioned. Similarly if you take radio diagnostic
units, 91 that are functional but 9 that are uncommissioned. If you take dialysis
stations, 247 that have been commissioned and 97 uncommissioned. Oncology units,

10

145 commissioned and 38 uncommissioned, and nuclear medicine similarly and 15
commissioned and 3 uncommissioned. So it gives you a sense of what’s in place

10

already and is functional, and then there’s a whole lot of licences that have been
approved but not been commissioned as yet.
This slides take that further down by geographic area and just gives you an indication
of the kinds of beds that have been uncommissioned in the various areas, and I won't
read through the specific numbers.

20
15

This slide shows total population per geographic sub district and rural districts and then
what is the proportion of private medical insured populations in the various areas.
So after having gone through the application of these regulations, what are the kinds of
numbers that come out of the wash, and this slide just shows by geographic area the
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kind of oversupply and under supply of private beds in the different areas. So if you
take Khayelitsha, there’s an under supply of 493 beds, according to the norm that I
spoke to, 3 per thousand population. If you take Klipfontein, there’s a deficit of 306
beds, Mitchells Plain, 477 beds. In other areas there’s a significant over supply, for
5

example, in the western sub district it’s 730 beds more, in the eastern, 123, northern,
424, southern, 281, and then in a whole range of other districts that’s further under
supplies, in the rural areas there’s largely an under supply of private beds and I won't

10

through the specific numbers.
In terms of appeals, so in total 176 appeals were submitted between 2009 and 2015 and

10

65% of those were upheld.
In terms of mental health facilities, so there’s a provision in the Mental Healthcare Act
that provides for licensing of community mental health facilities, and this licensing is
really for residential or day care facilities to five or more people with mental disorders,
and we then implement that provision in the province. I won't go through the details

20
15

but they are similar provisions and timelines for the processing of mental health
applications as well.
There’s a set of guidelines which need to be considered in approving mental health
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applications and these range from the services to be provided, the physical
environment, human resources, clinical management, governance, etc.
So to date there are 139 mental healthcare services that have been commissioned and
54 uncommissioned.
5

Now I want to move on to the Western Cape Ambulance Services Act of 2010. The
purpose of this Act was to provide norms and standards for the provision of ambulance

10

services, to regulate the ambulance services to ensure pubic and patient safety,
compliance to prevent service being rendered in an unregulated fashion and clearly
certain fly by night kind of operations which were not safe for the public to then be

10

controlled. In the absence of National legislation the Western Cape then drafted and
promoted this Act in 2010.
There’s a similar process for ambulance services, there’s a R10,000 license application
fee. The application is then advertised in two newspapers, thirty days for comment,

20
15

and there’s an Advisory Committee and the HOD makes the final call. There’s a
provision for appeals to the Minister as well. The Advisory Committee consists of one
staff member of the department who is not from the ambulance service Section of the
department itself. One person who is a specialist in the emergency medicine, we have
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a local government representative, and then one person with extensive technical
expertise in ambulance services.
The factors to consider are similar to the private hospital regulations. We need to
consider the equitable distribution and rationalisation of ambulance services to correct
5

inequities of the past, promote quality of ambulance services, to consider the
advantages and disadvantages for existing services, to promote small, medium, and

10

micro enterprise sector and to consider the benefits for training, research and
development as well.
The ambulance service must comply with a range of criteria that the norms and

10

standards and these speak to personnel, vehicles and equipment that must be provided
for, each of the vehicles must be adequately marked, the vehicles must be road worthy,
and comply with minimum norms and standards, there should be adequate liability
cover, the service should be managed by an ambulance services manager, and the
service must have a base in the province from which it operates, and a communication

20
15

system to receive requests.
In the case of the ambulance services, they must capture the following information on a
system, priority one calls, priority two calls, the names, the number and qualifications
of the staff on the service, the number of ambulances in the service, adverse patient
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incidents, and a patient care record must be kept for every patient that is treated or
conveyed by the service.
Other provisions to note is that the ambulance service must appoint a person who is
qualified and registered at least at intermediate life care support level to manage the
5

service. No patient is ever refused care or transport by the ambulance service on the
basis of that person’s inability to pay, and the Head of Department must designate a

10

staff member of the department to manage mass casualty incidents. These provisions
in the Ambulance Services Act apply both to the public sector and the private sector.
So the current situation as far as ambulance services goes is that these are the numbers

10

for the public sector and private sector and then the combined totals, so ambulance
bases, we have 49 in the public sector and there are 54 in the private sector.
Ambulances themselves, we have 259 ambulances in the Provincial public service, 107
in the private sector, response vehicles, 30 and 60, rescue vehicle, we are the main
provider of that, we have 37 vehicle, the private sector only has one, and then aircraft,

20
15

there are 2 in the private sector and we outsource the aircraft service to the Red Cross
MIC service.
So this is just further breakdown of the numbers. I won't read them in detail.
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So in conclusion, Chairperson, I think the Western Cape has done well to put in place
an explicit regulatory framework we’ve created an efficient administrative capacity to
manage the regulations and we now over a decade have a tried and tested machinery to
administer these regulations, and the lessons from private health establishments which
5

is the longest track record that we have, we've applied that to the more recent
ambulance service sector.

10

It could be argued that regulations have been effective in maintaining standards, but
clearly limited in achieving an equitable distribution of private hospital beds and
services, given by the under supply and over supply that I've shown. I think the future

10

situation will be significantly impacted upon by the proposals of the white paper on the
NHI which hopes to contract both private and public accredited services and this will
clearly have implications for the planning configuration and utilisation of health
services in all geographic areas.
The National Department is also in the process of promulgating the National EMS Act

20
15

and regulations and clearly we will need to look at the implications of that.
In conclusion I’d just like to acknowledge the team from the director at professional
support services within the department that assisted with the slides. Thank you very
much, Chair.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Thank you. My colleagues will put questions to you to
clarify some of the matters that has been raised in your presentation. Thank you.
DRS VAN GENT Good morning. I must admit I'm still a bit confused because you’re
the first Provincial government that comes to testify, a bit confused about who is
5

dealing with what, I mean, the relationship between the powers, the Minister, central
powers and your powers. I don't think, but you went very fast, I don't think you

10

mentioned the certificate of need phenomenon in your presentation. So first of all what
I would like you to explain in simple terms precisely in terms of deciding what
capacity is needed within the Western Cape and within the specific regions in the

10

Western Cape, who is dealing with what, the Minister versus your Head of
Department?
DR VALLABHJEE

Chair, so the National Health Act makes provisions for a

certainly of need process. My understanding is the certificate of need process has not
been put into effect as yet. So there were challenges raised by stakeholders. This is a
20
15

National process, so that certificate of need provision has not come into effect as yet.
In the meanwhile the province was assigned these powers in 1994, 1995 and within
that power assigned to the province, we've passed the regulations that I've spoken to
and so the licensing and certificate of registration process at this moment in time sits
18 | P a g e
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with the province.
DRS VAN GENT But it will sit with the Minister once these provisions, I think it’s
chapter 405 will become effective. What do you think about that, the fact that then as
from that moment in time I take it that the criteria that you mention in your slides in the
5

old presentation, I think it’s slide number 6 and 7, it’s a whole list of criteria that you
apply, consideration, as you call them, are these criteria then taken over centrally and

10

are you, you’re not controlling your own capacity anymore at that time?
DR VALLABHJEE Chair, through you, my understanding of it is that the intention
with the certificate of need process was to move this decision to issue licences to

10

National, but the provinces would be used to do inspections and maintain the service,
but the initial decision to license would be moved to National.

That was my

understanding of the certificate of need process. Now, we, over a period of time, had
shared what we have developed in this province with the National department and I
think there’s, it’s been received quite positively. I'm not able to confirm what the
20
15

status is or whether these criteria would be used in the National process. We did
express a concern that from our experience in this province and these regulations now
go back to 2001, 2003, so we’re talking about a 15 year track record of trying to do this
in the province, it requires quite a nuanced understanding of local specifics, and it
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would be a challenge trying to do this and Nationally for the whole country. So that is
a concern but clearly there is the flipside of it is at the National level one has the kind
of the National picture and if you are trying to then provide uniformly across the
country you have that advantage Nationally. But our experience in the province is you
5

require quite a local understanding of the different factors that go into making that call
about whether you should approve a license or not.

10

DRS VAN GENT I appreciate what you say and I think I understand. The Department
of Health is present at the moment in the audience and I'm sure they will address us on
Friday if they won't do it on their own. I’ll ask them and explain how these sort of

10

delicate balance between central powers and Provincial powers will be dealt with in
future. Can I come back to these two slides, 6 and 7?
JUSTICE NGCOBO Can I just make a follow up? Now, as I understand the position,
the Provincial government has concurrent powers in relation to health services with the
National government in terms of the fourth schedule, is that right?

20
15

DR VALLABHJEE Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Now, the National government has passed the National Health
Act which extensively regulate matters including the circumstances under which a
20 | P a g e
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hospital can be established and can be licensed via what is now described as a
certificate of need. Is that right? Now, in terms of I think the schedule to that Act,
Section 36 which deals with the issuing of certificates of need came into operation, I
think it was in April 2014. are you aware of that?
5

DR VALLABHJEE No, my understanding was it was not activated as such, Chair.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Well, when the Act was initially adapted some of the provisions

10

were to come into operation on a date to be prescribed by the president by notice in the
Government Gazette. Now, if one looks at the schedule now to that statute, which
indicates the dates of the commencement of that Act, it indicates that Sections 36, 37,

10

38, 39 and 40 came into operation on the 1st of April, pursuant to a Government
Gazette which was published on the 31st of March 2014.
DR VALLABHJEE Chair, my understanding is that Provincial was challenged in
court and I think it was put on hold through that process. That’s my understanding of

20
15

it, Chair.
JUSTICE NGCOBO What is the situation now?
MR THOPS Good morning, Chair.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO I wonder if you could just state your name and position for the
record please.
MR THOPS I'm Julian Thops, I'm a ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO You are who?
5

10

MR THOPS Julian Thops.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Tops.
MR THOPS Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes.
MR THOPS I'm a state law advisor with the Department of the Premier. The position

10

now currently is that it’s not still in operation because of the outcome of the case that,
the finding was it was prematurely put in here operation so the certificate of need, the
provisions are not in operation at this stage.

20
JUSTICE NGCOBO No, I understand that. I'm talking about the provisions of the
Act because if you look at the schedule to the provisions, I mean, to the Act it indicates
15

that these provisions, that is Sections 36 which deals with the certificate of need came
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into operation on the 1st of April 2014 pursuant at Government Gazette that was
published on the 31st of March 2014. Do you understand that?
MR THOPS Yes, I understand that but as Dr Vallabhjee indicated that the provisions
are putting into the effect of the provisions were challenged and currently it’s not in
5

effect.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Well I want to know how far with the challenge in court.

10

MR THOPS Yes, it was a challenge in court and the court said it decide the coming
into effect of the specific provision, as I can recall.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Sorry, I can't hear, I didn’t hear the last word. If you could just

10

speak up please.
MR THOPS I speak under correction but to my mind it was a court challenge and it
was ...

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO What do you say when you say you speak under correction?
What does that mean?

15

MR THOPS Well, the facts are not so clear to me now at this stage.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I beg your pardon?
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MR THOPS I'm not too sure.
JUSTICE NGCOBO What is it that you’re not too sure about?
MR THOPS I'm not sure whether it was a settlement after a court challenge or
whether the court pronounced on it specifically.
5

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Is there a way you can verify that?
MR THOPS I can check in ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO Would you please check that and come and let us know?
MR THOPS Yes, I will.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, and let us know the status of the coming into operation of

10

those provisions.
MR THOPS I will.

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, thank you.
PROF FONN Sorry, can I ask one further question of clarification? Is there a
difference between the certificate of need and the hospital licensing process? Are these
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two different processes or are they the same process?
MR THOPS Chair, the certificate of need and the licensing process in terms of the
Provincial legislation, they do, if you look at that criteria that they use, they do overlap
but there are also some differences. So it’s not the same.
5

PROF FONN So to clarify then, the licensing of private hospitals has and remains a
Provincial function and the certificate of need at whatever point that it’s in is now still

10

under debate but does not replace the licensing of hospitals.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I see you nodding. What does that mean? Are you saying yes to
the question?

10

DR VALLABHJEE I'm just trying to think how to ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO What is the position though that this provision which is Section
36 seeks to relocate the power to authorise, the establishment of the hospital from the

20

provinces onto the National government and the effect of that is that once that happens
the issuing of licences by the provinces will no longer be authorised? If you want to

15

practise, if you want to establish your hospital that will have to be done under the
provisions of the Act once they come into operation. Is that right? Is that how you
understand it?
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MR THOPS Chair, there should be a decision made by the Provincial department
whether they would want to continue with their present legislation. The National
Health Act doesn't automatically take away the power of the province to continue with
the legislation.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO Which Section are you talking about?
MR THOPS It’s 36 of the certificate of need.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO I've got it in front of me. Which provision in Section 36?
MR THOPS No, no, what I'm explaining is that the Provincial department still has its
current legislation, that’s 187, being 187, so there’s not an automatic process in the

10

National Health Act that sort of take away the power of the department.
JUSTICE NGCOBO What are you suggesting? Are you suggesting that the National
government and the Provincial government, both these governments will have the

20

power to issue, one will have the power to issue a license, the other one will have the
power to issue a certificate of need which is the equivalent of the license. Is that what

15

you’re saying?
MR THOPS Yes, that’s what I'm saying.

Until the Department of Health, the
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Provincial Department of Health made a decision whether they want to repeal their
legislation.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I didn’t hear the last word.
MR THOPS
5

There must be a decision made by the Department of Health, the

Provincial Department of Health to repeal their legislation in order to ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO To repeal which legislation?

10
MR THOPS Provincial notice 187, the Provincial legislation.
JUSTICE NGCOBO But what is the effect then of Section 36?
MR THOPS
10

Well, the effect would be if both legislation is still in place, that

applicants would have to apply both for a certificate of need and for licensing under the
PN187. So that’s why I say that there should be a point where the department decide
whether the certificate of the need, the requirements are sufficient to regulate private

20

health facilities.
JUSTICE NGCOBO The powers that the provinces were exercising to issue licences,

15

these were the powers, as I understand it, which were assigned to the provinces by
virtue of the provisions of the 1994 constitution. Is that right, or the schedule that, is
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that right?
MR THOPS That is correct, Chair.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Right. Because previously it would have been the Provincial
competence.
5

10

MR THOPS That is correct.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Right, and the power to make those regulations was made
pursuant to the Health Act of 1977, wasn’t it?
MR THOPS That is correct.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Now, that Act has been repealed as a whole by the National Act

10

of 2003. Is that right?
MR THOPS Yes, that’s correct.

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO Which is the act then that the provinces must repeal before they
cease to have the power to make the regulations, I mean, to issue licences?
MR THOPS Our understanding is ...
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JUSTICE NGCOBO When you say our understanding, whose understanding?
MR THOPS The understanding of the province is that because the legislation was
assigned to the provinces the specific Sections of the Health Act 1977, because it was
assigned it became Provincial legislation.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO Well, these powers were assigned pending the enactment of the
legislation. Isn't that the position?

10

MR THOPS I can't confirm that. That was not my understanding.
JUSTICE NGCOBO What was that?
MR THOPS That was not my understanding.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO What is your understanding?
MR THOPS My understanding was that it was assigned to the provinces so that they
can deal with the legislation as Provincial legislation. I'm not sure, maybe you’re

20

correct, that the understanding was that National legislation would later on pass to deal
with ...

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO So insofar as the Western Cape, the National Health Act is of
no consequence. You will retain the power to issue licences.
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MR THOPS Well, but if, Chair, if I follow your argument since the Health of Act of
’77 was repealed, the regulations were issued under that Act, automatically then our
187 should also have been repealed, but that’s not our understanding, that’s not the
situation because the part of the Health Act was, 1977, was assigned to the provinces.
5

So insofar as it keeps those 187 alive, it’s still Provincial competence to deal with 187.
Our understanding is that our 187 is still in place even though the National Health Act
was repealed.

10
JUSTICE NGCOBO So in other words, there will be two processes that will regulate
the issuing of the licences, one that applies in the Western Cape where you issue your
10

own licences and another one which applies at National level where the National
government will issue a certificate of need pursuant to the provisions of Section 36 of
the National Health Act. So we’ll have a dual system of licensing.
MR THOPS Well, the province hasn’t decided yet whether that will be the position.
Although it’s not uncommon because you have the same situation in the Mental

20
15

Healthcare Act where community facilities are ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO No, I'm talking about this one. How do stakeholders now know
what the position is? Is the position that there will be two systems under which the
power to authorise a hospital to issue, to establish, the power to establish a hospital will
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be authorised, one under the regulations that you're referring to, and another under the
National Health Act? So we will have a dual system.
DR VALLABHJEE Chair, I think the position, I think you raise an important point
and at this moment in time there is no firm clarity on that matter. The department has
5

not looked at these two together to say what call we actually make. So that’s a process
that we will need to undertake, Chairperson.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO I think you should undertake that process immediately because
the Provisions of the National Health Act make it quite clear that the issuing of the
certificate of need, which in effect is the equivalent of a license, as I understand it, to

10

establish a hospital will now be issued by the National Government via the DirectorGeneral, as I understand it.
Now, although the Act, as you will recall, was enacted, I think it was in 2003, those
provisions, the provisions of Section 36 were not immediately brought into force and

20
15

presumably … to get things to cool down, but in order to allow the situation to be
rectified, because at the time the provinces were issuing licences under the regulations
promulgated under the 1977 statute, but on the 1st of April 2014, those provisions came
into operation and the effect of that is that from that moment onwards the power to
issue a certificate of need resides with the Director-General, but the gentleman, Mr
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Thops, Mr Thops is it, yes, Mr Thops tells us that, no, that’s not the case, the Provincial
Government continues to exercise that power. Now, if that’s so then you would have a
dual system. That’s what I would like to know what the position is so that the
stakeholders have a sense of what is the position.
5

DR VALLABHJEE Chairperson, I also, it will be interesting when we listen to the
other provinces as well because my understanding is that the R158 which was also

10

under the 1977 Health Act is still in operation in other provinces. So licences are still
being issued under that provision even in other provinces, notwithstanding the fact that
they don't have ...

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Even after the 1st of April 2014?
DR VALLABHJEE That’s my understanding but I stand to correction. When we hear
the other provinces probably that we’ll get clarity around that.
JUSTICE NGCOBO No but you don't have to rely on what other provinces are

20
15

saying. The question is what do you understand, what do you tell the stakeholders.
That’s what I, this is what we would like to know, what is the position. Have you
issued any licences subsequent to the 1st of April 2014?
MR THOPS Yes.
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DR VALLABHJEE Yes, we have.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And how many of those licences have you issued?
MS LOWENHERZ

My name’s Kim Lowenherz and I'm the chairperson of the

Advisory Committee. As my colleagues have already alluded to, the certificate of need
5

issue with respect to licences is not operational yet. There has been a discussion prior
to 2014 that when certificate of need does become into effect, then the province would

10

have to obviously review whether its particular licensing processes would then act as a
separate or just get subsumed into the National processes, but given that that hasn’t
come into effect yet, licences have continued to be applied for, considered and then

10

issued within the PN187, the Provincial Act, and that happens right up to date.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Would the agreement that the provisions of Section 36 have not
come into operation, it was an agreement between who?
MS LOWENHERZ I can't remember the gazette that it was published in but the

20
15

portion with respect to the certificate of need was suspended. That’s my recollection of
it.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, do you know when that was done?
MS LOWENHERZ As I said, I can't remember the date of the gazette.
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DR VALLABHJEE National?
MS LOWENHERZ Pardon? National, yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I beg your pardon.
DR VALLABHJEE Chairperson, that would be a National ...
5

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, I understand but it would have been issued subsequent to
April 2014.
MS LOWENHERZ It would have been, yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Now, what about the court case that Mr Thops is referring
to?

10

MR THOPS Chair, if I get the opportunity I will quickly check and report back to you
what the, but there was a court case and what was the outcome or what was it.

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO Indeed.
MR THOPS I will do that for you.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay. So what you are telling us therefore is that the provisions

15

of Section 36 are not, although they were brought into operation by this gazette, there
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was a subsequent gazette which withdrew that, which recalled that government notice,
rendering Section 36 to be inoperative. No, if you’re nodding, ma’am, that doesn't get
recorded, so if you would just say yes or no.
MS LOWENHERZ Yes.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Okay.

So stakeholders in the Western Cape must have

continued to apply to the province. Is that the position?
10

MS LOWENHERZ Correct.
DR VALLABHJEE Yes, Chair.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay.

10

DRS VAN GENT In the meantime I had a chance to look at the criteria, at your
criteria, I think you mentioned 13 specific criteria, Mrs Chairperson, maybe I should
address you because you work with them on a daily basis, and 16 in Section 36 and

20

they’re literally the same, precisely the same. So it’s not even a dual system, it would
not even be a dual system, it would be a duplicate system. Can I go in a little bit

15

deeper to the criteria because I think if would have 13 criteria for admission or for
issuing a license I would panic, especially if they’re phrased in such a broad way as
they are phrased. Now, the norm like the 3,000 norm is quite, I mean, that’s fairly
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concrete and that’s easy to calculate, of course, but other norms are, and then, as you
explained, the 3 to 1,000 norm hasn’t been very effective because you showed us that
there’s areas where you haven’t been able to get hospitals into and others with an
oversupply. There’s two criteria that I would like to a little bit deeper into. First
5

there’s a criteria to ensure that ownership of facility does not create perverse incentives
for over servicing and inappropriate referrals. How in practise do you ensure that in
your licensing permit?

10
MS LOWENHERZ That relates particularly to the over servicing if, or the potential
for over servicing if the person or the clinician admitting the patient also owns that
10

facility. What the, within this legislation or this criteria, that particular, all applications
are then sent to the relevant statutory body. So if it is somebody who’s registered with
the Health Professions Council, the application is sent to them for their opinion with
respect to that, to the perverse incentives.
DRS VAN GENT Thank you, yes, I understand. I'm not sure whether the HBCSA

20
15

would be able to help you because in that sense it would admit that over servicing
happens and I don't think they are ready to admit that, that over servicing happens by
medical specialists, so I'm still not sure how helpful this criteria is, if you leave it up
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the HBCSA to decide on whether you want to admit a medical doctor to a hospital.
MS LOWENHERZ Hindsight’s always 20/20 vision. When this legislation was
initially contemplated and promulgated in 2001, in this province there were a large
number of small private health facilities that were owned by clinicians exclusively and
5

it was prior to the Health Professions Council making a ruling with respect to the
amount of stock or shares the clinicians can own in their facilities, and at the time that

10

was, this criteria contemplated to try and minimise that. If we were to amend the
legislation that could be something that would be considered and reviewed again.
DRS VAN GENT Well, the wordings that you gave us are sufficiently vague to apply

10

it in any possible way, I think. I mean, you now confine it to medical specialists but
the, I don't know whether you had a chance to listen to the submissions of discovery
last week, well one third of the explanation of discovery after doing research on their
[inaudible] 0.55.24 broad base of patients is that on third of over supply or growth of
supply, growth of supply and costs is due to over servicing and they attributed not to

20
15

doctors per se but to hospitals, so investments of hospitals in a particular region, it
could be in the Western Cape as well, would trigger over supply of services by
hospitals, not by doctors per se. So I do think you have the, you follow that type of
discussion, are you worried about these figures and does that feed into your licensing
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[inaudible] 0.56.16?
MS LOWENHERZ The ambit of 187, this Provincial legislation is to regulate the
beds and the services rather than the behaviour of clinicians.

Clinicians are not

employed by a hospital group, they, as you know, they’re independent contractors. So
5

the governance that this particular legislation enables does not cover and it doesn't go
as far as looking at clinicians’ potential behaviour.

10

DRS VAN GENT I wasn’t referring to behaviour of clinicians, I was referring to
behaviour of the hospitals. So it doesn't allow you to look into what hospitals, so to the
evidence that discovery gave us, for example, that hospitals investments, hospital

10

groups investments triggers over supply in a particular region. You can't do that under
your current legislation.
MS LOWENHERZ At present we don't do that, no.
DRS VAN GENT You can't do that. My question was can you do that?

20
MS LOWENHERZ No, as I understand, we can't.
15

DRS VAN GENT I won't keep you too long. Just two other criteria which in seen in
connection. One says promotion of high quality services. That’s what we all want,
isn't it? Promotion of high quality service and then the track record of provision of
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quality health services. How do you know that this track record, how do you know
whether healthcare services have been at quality before you decide on the license?
MS LOWENHERZ The department investigates complaints that the public may bring
to its attention with respect to care at a particular facility. Those complaints are
5

investigated and then if it is something to do with a registered person’s statutory
responsibilities, it’s referred there, whether it’s the Nursing Council or the Health

10

Professions Council, whichever is appropriate, and the complaints, and actually there’s
a third one which is the complaints mechanism and the patient satisfaction survey,
that’s all tied in. So when the Committee considers and application, part of the

10

applications then is to enquire as to whether the outstanding complaints with respect to
quality and what the next step in that particular process is or whether in fact they’ve
been resolved or there may be none.
DRS VAN GENT So the only indicator you use for quality is whether or not there are
complaints. You're not structurally investigating their quality provided at the hospitals

20
15

themselves.
MS LOWENHERZ No, there’s an annexure B relating to this legislation and that talks
about infrastructure, and what is required to floors and walls and the size of rooms. So
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it also takes that into account and that’s also taken into account when inspections take
place at these facilities. It’s a physical infrastructure.
DRS VAN GENT

So it’s more the structural indicators then that you measure

structurally what the performance is at the hospitals themselves.
5

MS LOWENHERZ That’s one thing.
DR VALLABHJEE If I can add, I think the answer to your question more directly is

10

we don't do a kind of detailed quality of care assessment on each of these services, we
don't do that. We also must consider, I think you’re absolutely right, I think these
criteria are quite widely phrased, so they allow a lot of leeway and that’s both positive

10

from our flexibility point of view but it’s also a challenge from being specific and kind
of quantitative about that, and what we then find is that there are often competing
criteria. For example, there might be over supply in a particular area but then the
applicant might be from a disadvantaged community and it’s an opportunity to give

20
15

somebody a chance to develop. So those are kind of competing criteria. So there’s no
exact science about it, it’s a kind of judgement call that the Advisory Committee makes
and the HOD and Minister then apply their minds in making the final decision or
addressing the appeal.
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DRS VAN GENT From a regulatory point of view that is a problem, isn't it, for a
hospital not being able to sort of be able to depend on a transparent and very clear
regulatory framework before they take on decision. Thank you very much for your
answer, sir, I’ll give the floor to my colleagues.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO Mr Thops, you referred to a proclamation that we drew or
recalled the earlier one. Is that right?

10

MR THOPS No, I didn’t, sorry, Chair, I didn’t refer to a proclamation that we drew or
recalled the, earlier on. Is that right?
MR THOPS No, I didn’t, sorry, Chair, I didn’t refer to a proclamation, I referred to a

10

court case and one of my colleagues gave me the citation of the court case.
JUSTICE NGCOBO That is the case in which the President went to the Constitutional
Court to ask the court to declare Proclamation 14, Proclamation 21 which brought these
provisions into operation on the grounds that they were premature and that they were

20

15

also inconsistent with the certain provisions of the constitution.
MR THOPS That was the court case that I [indistinct] 1.02.15.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Is that the decision that was decided on the 27th of January last
year, I think it was?
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MR THOPS Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay. So based, which was based on the approach to the court
by the President.
MR THOPS Yes, that’s correct.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, so it wasn’t challenged, it was just the President who
went to court, and ...

10
MR THOPS Yes, sorry, I wasn’t so clear about the ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO

I understand, okay, and the court therefore declared those

provisions, the proclamation invalid and the effect of that is that these provisions,
10

Section 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40, which were brought in error are still not in operation,
which therefore leaves the position as it was prior to the 1 st of April 2014, which was
the effective date of the proclamation.

20

MR THOPS That is correct, Chair.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, now is there any indication as to whether this provision

15

will ever be brought into operation?
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DR VALLABHJEE Chairperson, I think the National Department were better placed
to answer it. I'm not aware of that.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, okay, alright. I understand. Okay.
DR NKONKI Thank you for your presentation. My question also is along the lines of
5

the criteria you used, in the particular the first one promotion of high quality services.
So I heard your response to my colleague. So I wanted to know if part of the criteria

10

also includes the different healthcare professionals balance. So, for instance, the
number of doctors and in particular nursing services. So I have a follow up question
but I just wanted to ask that first.

10

DR VALLABHJEE Chair, through you, when the application is initially made in the
form itself the applicant has to give an indication of the number of doctors or nurses,
etc. that they intend to employ. So that’s the provision that is made.
DR NKONKI So in the past two weeks we've had both practitioners and nurses

20
15

coming to give evidence on the decline in nursing care within private hospitals, and I
just wanted to hear what your experience is as the government of the Western Cape,
first in terms of the initial licences and the inspections that you do.
MS LOWENHERZ Sorry, could you repeat that because I'm a bit hard of hearing?
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DR NKONKI My question is, in the past two weeks we've had both practitioners and
private nurses talking about the decline of nursing quality within private hospitals, and
so I’d like to know what is your experience as a Western Cape province, in particular
in the inspections that you do, do you have a criteria for assessing whether the nursing
5

staff that was presented when you licensed the hospital is still, continues to be the same
or if it changes once you are in operation?

10

MS LOWENHERZ Thank you for repeating your question. The, with the initial
applicant there is a portion of the applicant that is required to be completed with
respect to a nursing plan. Once the facility is up and functional and the inspections do

10

not necessarily look at what the nursing ratios or the nursing staff ratios are in each
facility. So we, that isn't part of the inspection criteria within this legislation.
DR NKONKI So what is the inspection criteria, what do you look at?
MS LOWENHERZ I previously alluded to the annexure B which is largely the

20
15

infrastructure, that is where a large focus of it is, particularly the infrastructure, for
example, in a theatre or in an intensive care unit or in an emergency unit, but the
staffing and the staffing ratios do not form a large part, if at all, of the inspections.
DR VALLABHJEE Can I just add? I think an important development is going to be
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the National core standards that has been put forward by the office of Health Standards
Compliance at the National level, and the intention is under the NHI white paper is that
both public and private sector services would comply with these standards, and those
standards are very extensive, so they actually look at quality in a very detailed way,
5

very wide ranging and not only just the physical facility standards, but staffing levels,
infection control, a range of criteria. So I think going forward, I think that’s an
important development that the private sector would be expected to comply with that to

10

be accredited under the NHI, and the same would apply to the public sector.
DR NKONKI My last question is with regards to day hospitals. Do you treat the

10

licensing of day hospitals differently from the other hospitals and if you do is there any
particular rationale behind that?
MS LOWENHERZ Within the norms that the department utilises, day hospitals are
included in the acute beds, but having said that, there has been over recent time an
increase in the number of applications for standalone or separate day facilities, and then

20
15

those are regarded as separate private health establishments and they would have to
comply with the regulations with respect to the infrastructure, the support services like
cleaning and catering exactly as though they were a larger facility.

So they are
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regarded as private health establishments, they may just be on a smaller scale.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Thank you.
PROF FONN Thank you very much. I suppose I'm continuing on the theme. I'm
trying to understand the degree of latitude and you’re the first province, we’ll ask all
5

the provinces this, the degree of latitude that hospital licensing gives the province, and
this is particular in relation to your claims about promoting equity across the province,

10

to stop provider driven over servicing, and allow market forces to drive efficiency.
What kind of latitude do you have within the licensing, and again I'm coming to the
staffing issues? In many of the submissions there are two issues that are brought to our

10

attention. The one is moonlighting of nursing staff who are in the employ of the public
sector but frequently for their own personal reasons see the need to supplement their
income and therefore can sometimes use what should be their recovery or recuperation
time, in fact, to do work in the private sector, and the second one is in relation to
RWOPS through remuneration of work outside of the public sector which is supposed

20
15

to be governed by contracts between your public sector full time employee who
nonetheless have the right to do work in the private sector but subject to agreement
with you. I suppose my question is threefold. Is there a lot of moonlighting that you
know of among the nursing staff, how well are your RWOPSs managed, and lastly, is
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there space within the licensing of private hospitals to withdraw a licence if, for
example, your employees are working outside of the RWOPSs approved times inside
these private hospitals, and the reason I'm asking this is because if people are not
available in the public sector at the agreed times that they would be available in the
5

public sector, they would decrease access for public sector users and that it is possible,
I'm imagining, but this is my question, to control this through the licensing process,
have you considered this, have you done this, and what has been the outcome of it?

10
DR VALLABHJEE In terms of the number of staff that perform RWOPSs from the
department I think there’s a significant number of staff that do that, both doctors,
10

nurses and other categories. The department has quite a firm processes in policies and
processes in place for approval of RWOPSs, so it’s actually an offence to moonlight
without approval. So that is in place. We have not used the licensing as an approach to
penalise institutions with the private sector for our staff doing RWOPSs in their
facilities. So I'm not aware of that and we haven’t taken that kind of position and it

2015

would be quite a harsh decision, in my opinion, to close a facility down or to take any
harsh measures, it would be our responsibility to better manage our employees and
their relationship in terms of approval and control, in my view, but it’s something that
we haven’t considered now.
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PROF FONN In relation to the other issue that has been brought to our attention the
submissions is one of public hospitals being designated service providers for PMBs
and the question, there isn't a problem with that is the province has agreed to perform
those facilities and the province has the capacity to perform those abilities. There are
5

two questions in relation to that. Do you have any sense to which this has impeded
your ability to service people who do not have medical aids? In other words, are they
using up space and resources in the public sector that could be getting in the way of

10

other people who have no access to the private sector getting that access, and does this
influence your agreeing to contract with the private sector in that regard? That’s the

10

one question. The second question is, can you present to us, do you monitor in any
way your billing of the private sector for those services? Because quite clearly it could
be an advantage to the province to bill for those services and then to use that income to
improve access for public sector service users. So I’d like some indication of that.
DR VALLABHJEE So in terms of, let me start with the second one first, which is the

2015

billing of the private sector, so generating of revenue in these hard times of fiscal
constraints, etc. is an important issue for the department, and billing medical aids for
private patients is an important source of income for the department, but the
department does not make that a criterion for admission to our facilities. So when
patients pitch up at our services, they are triaged and depending on their need, the
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clinician makes a clinical decision about whether the patient requires admission or not,
and that decision is not on the basis of whether you belong to a medical aid or not. So
that’s how the department operates its service, but when patients do come into the
service for whatever good clinical reasons and they belong to a medical aid, we then
5

bill and get the revenue back.
PROF FONN Are you confident that you bill and get the revenue back?

10

MS LOWENHERZ Yes, I am.
PROF FONN Even I've forgotten my first question.
DR VALLABHJEE Sorry, I didn’t hear that.

10

PROF FONN No, I'm just trying to remember what my first question was because
you answered the second one, but I even seem to have forgotten what it was.
DR VALLABHJEE You mentioned about the crowding out of public patients and I'm

20

saying that that’s not the position in the department because we don't use medical aid
membership as a criterion of whether you should get admitted to a hospital or not. It’s

15

clinical criteria, it’s triaging outpatients, etc.
PROF FONN I suppose that is, I mean, I get your point, you don't deny anyone access
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and that’s laudable, but there’s a meta question to that which is the degree to which we
are using both private and public, you speak about access and equal access to services
as one of the criteria you give for licensing of hospitals. At the same time it seems to
me that if those same hospitals are then referring patients that they no longer feel they
5

can afford to treat to the public sector, that can then place a crisis on public sector beds
and so I understand your point, that you wouldn’t turn anyone away, but I suppose I'm
asking you for a different level of question, not at the individual level, but at the ability

10

for provinces to serve their population, if you have any data or an opinion on whether
there is a problem with the public, private sector using the public sector as a designated

10

service provider.
DR VALLABHJEE I've not looked at data, I haven’t seen the data and I can certainly
go back and ask within the department, but I'm not aware of us tracking systematically
the issue, the challenge that you are raising where patients are kind of referred back
from the private sector into the public sector. What I do know is anecdotally it is raised

2015

as a serious issue, and just given the service pressures in the department, one is
constantly aware of that.
PROF FONN I suppose one of the useful pieces of information which you can
provide us would be your bed occupancy rates across your public sector facilities and I
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suppose, I don't know if you require this at all in your annual reports from your private
facilities, if you do we would like that data and if you don't it might be something you
might consider for the future.
DR VALLABHJEE We can certainly make the bed occupancy rates for our hospitals
5

available and just for your information they’re very high. So while the kind of norm
sits at around 85%, many of our hospitals operate beyond hundred percent at times, but

10

we can make that available. The private sector, I don't think we get that systematic
[indistinct] 1.19.27.
MS LOWENHERZ We don't do it on an annual basis but with respect to each

10

application we may ask for a twelve month review of a particular type of service and its
bed occupancy rates, and the same for theatre occupancy rates on a five day and a
seven day basis as well.
PROF FONN So if you do have some of those data that would be interesting for us.

20
15

My final question relates to the issue of day hospitals. We have data submissions
before us which speak to the relative efficiency of day hospitals that a day hospital can
be cheaper, that many, that with the increase of medical technology, many things that
used to require admission can now be done on a day patient basis and so on. My
question is in relation to the current review regime for approving beds, if we do it on
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the crude basis of number of beds per person, per thousand, per hundred thousand,
whatever, in the province, it seems too crude to work out whether you need a day bed
or a hospital bed. Are you limited by the current regulation, does it need to change in
any way, in your opinion, to deal with this and have you reviewed the costs? I mean,
5

when people apply for a licence, do they give an indicative cost of a day in hospital for
a hospital bed and do day hospitals give a similar and are we seeing any of these
efficiencies that are apparently supposed to be there?

10
DR VALLABHJEE So I think the short answer to your question is that norms are
crude and then we concede that, and I think we in the department are starting to relook
10

at these regulations because like we said we passed them many years ago and we've
been using these norms over many years and a lot has changed. So I think we need to
go back to the drawing board and review the kinds of norms and completely accept that
the three beds per thousand is a very crude norm, so that we accept and we have to go
into more technical work around it, which we don't have at this moment in time.

20
15

PROF FONN On a practical basis, with each application, it’s obviously looked at
individually and on its merit. So also within the criteria we ask, one of the criteria is an
optimal mix of levels one, two and three beds. A day facility would be regarded as a
level one bed. So with ... even though the norms are quite crude and even though one
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has the 35/65% split in the metro, when the Advisory Committee meets and looks at
each application, we actually also look at what the quantum of day services that are
currently licensed or approved and uncommissioned in that area are, as just to add a
little more of a nuance to that particular aspect, and then last question in relation to the
5

relicensing. So every, you apply for a licence and then you have to apply a year later to
continue your licence.

10

MS LOWENHERZ No the process works that you apply for the licence and then
there’s an annual inspection and based on the annual inspection the licence is then
renewed for the next year.

10

PROF FONN So is it possible in that renewal process to decrease the number of beds?
Because clearly if day hospital, day treatments are a viable and cheaper option to
continue the number of beds in a hospital while increasing day hospitals doesn't make
sense. So in your relicensing can you review the number of beds that are approved?

20
15

MS LOWENHERZ The general process is not within the annual inspection in the
relicensing but facilities often request for an extension or an amendment to service and
that’s the point at which the engagement then commences with respect to sacrificing
beds that are under utilised. This is also why we ask for bed occupancy rates so that
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we can actually marry what is being requested for with what perhaps the market could
be moved towards.
PROF FONN Thank you.
DR BHENGU Thank you. Thank you for your presentation. I had a lot of questions
5

on quality but my colleagues have covered them, except to basically ask regarding your
purposes that you have stated for regulating private health establishments, one of the

10

points says to establish and maintain standards of quality care for all. Having heard
what you’ve said here, is it fair to say that the department doesn't really do much in
maintaining and monitoring standards in the private sector, is it a fair statement that I'm

10

making?
DR VALLABHJEE

I think it would be, yes, we use certain standards that we

described [indistinct] 1.24.58 that we used to adjudicate applications but it would be
fair to say that we don't rigorously assess the quality of care in the private sector in its
20
15

totality because quality of care has many aspects to it from clinical governance to a
range of other things which we don't systematically do.
DR BHENGU Actually it seems like your intervention is purely at structural design of
the facilities themselves, not so much the care, the service provision side.
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MS LOWENHERZ That is correct. Within the infrastructure there is an infection
prevention and control aspect that links to it as well but not, as Dr Vallabhjee said, not
as much as National core standards that have now been introduced deals with, that kind
of details is not in ...
5

DR BHENGU Okay. No, thank you. Regarding the, may I just pick up on Prof
Fonn’s question regarding RWOPS? You did say that you do have the RWOPSs

10

policy and agreements in place, but what you did not address was the part that asks
what you do to monitor that the agreement is respected by all parties involved.
MS LOWENHERZ Just something also to add to the RWOPSs in particular as Dr

10

Vallabhjee said, they are allowed by they are monitored by each facility. On the
converse, when an application for a particular type of service that a particular clinician
of which there may be a handful would provide and they say it’s Dr X doing Y, we, as
the Committee, we then check with that person’s employer, whoever that facility is,
that in fact that person doesn't have the permission to conduct RWOPSs, and we have

20
15

found in some of our licensing environments that the CEO, that it was not discussed
and it was just going to be a matter of course for the clinician.
DR BHENGU We probably can get into detail later on in focused hearings but would
you say on a high level that the province is happy that RWOPSs work as intended, by
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and large? Sure, there will be problems but by and large is the impression that there is
no crisis in that area?
DR VALLABHJEE I wouldn’t say, Chair, through you, I wouldn’t say it’s a crisis but
at the same time there might be instances where people are not sticking to their
5

agreements, and I think that would be, be more comfortable with that approach. I think
it’s not, I wouldn’t call it a crisis, as such, and I can certainly go back and get more

10

detail on how RWOPSs is monitored in the department, I do know it happens at the
local level in terms of the facilities.
DR BHENGU Now, regarding PN187 as opposed to R158 for other provinces, would

10

you say there are visible successes that come purely from the fact that the province has
gone the way of PN187?
DR VALLABHJEE Like I alluded to in one of my slides, I think what has been a big
plus is that we've made the criteria notwithstanding the kind of flexibility and the laxity

20
15

of some of these criteria, but we've made that list of considerations transparent and it’s
explicit.

We've actually defined very tight timelines for the processing of these

applications because my understanding is that was also a frustration when many
stakeholders, that when an application is made, how long does it take and where is it in
the process. So we've actually explicitly put that down in regulation and we stick to
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that. So I think those are the plusses, and over the years we've developed quite a good
administrative missionary to implement that. Those would be the big plusses, our
ability to monitor the distribution of these services, like I've shown in the slides, but
clearly there are some challenges in that regard and that needs to be addressed.
5

DR BHENGU Well what, in your view, is the reason that other provinces are not
following up what you regard as a successful system?

10

DR VALLABHJEE Chair, through you, I would be reluctant to answer that. I'm not
sure what the view of other provinces would be.
DR BHENGU You don’t know, not that you wouldn’t want to say.

10

DR VALLABHJEE I don’t know yes.
DR BHENGU But ...
DR BHENGU

20

They used R158 and we probably would need to hear the experience

of using 158.
DR BHENGU Okay, but I imagine that in, whether it’s min max or other meeting

15

where you sit around the table with the other provinces, it’s not so much that it’s not
discussed, that it’s not taken up by other provinces, it’s not an issue that it’s not
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discussed and the successes are not shared.
MS LOWENHERZ

187 has its advantages but it also, I think one of its most

important criteria for making it work as a sustainable base, on a sustainable basis, is the
fact that there is a dedicated team that administrates this particular process, both from a
5

licensing and from an inspection process. We’ve had a visit from just about every
department of health around the country looking at our processes being part of one of

10

the Advisory Committees to see, and in fact some have even been on an inspection to
see what the inspection actually entails and the informal responses back from every
province is that this is not inspections, is an add on to somebody’s already very full

10

plate, and one of the advantages, I think, in this province is that we have a dedicated
unit that does the administrative process, because it is, you know with the timeframes it
does hold the department to account. So we have got to stick to our own rules, and it is
very difficult, I think, if one is doing licensing and then the inspection responsibility as
part of something else that you also do.

20
15

DR BHENGU Well I’m not sure I got to where I wanted to go, but I suppose the one
last question in this is that clearly the public would just want to know if you regard this
as a successful, because why this stands out, because out of the provinces that there is
one that’s running with this, I would imagine the assurance probably would want to
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know what gets taken up, the successes learnt in one province are not applied
Nationally, that at no stage are political considerations coming into it, I think that’s the
point. Do you have a comment on that?
DR VALLABHJEE I think the, yes we have some successes like we’ve spoken to. I
5

think we must also acknowledge that we’ve got a long way to go as well in terms of,
and just given the discussion we’ve had this morning, I think there’s lots of areas for

10

improvement even within this province. Like my colleagues have said, we’ve shared
the experience of the province, of our province with other colleagues, and I think they
are better placed to make a call on how to take that forward within their provinces.

10

DR BHENGU Okay. No, thank you very much. Thanks, Chair.
JUDGE NGOBO Thank you. I just want to explore very briefly with you at least four
areas, if I may. The first one really relates to the proper approach to healthcare
services, the second one is the regulatory framework, the third one is the access to

20
15

health care, and the fourth one is the quality of the services. They are all interrelated,
and perhaps starting with the first one, a number of stakeholders have emphasised that
even though we are conducting this inquiry in the context of competition law and
policy, but what we should not do is to lose sight of the fact that the provision of
healthcare services is a constitutional right as well as an international human right, and
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therefore we should develop an approach which does not see the provision of
healthcare as a commercial commodity. We should see healthcare rather as a public
good. Do you understand that? Yes. What is your comment on that?
MR THOPS I completely agree. I think it’s, like you say, Chair, I think it’s in our
5

constitution to provide that service, and if the constitution also makes a specific
reference to emergency care, so nobody should be denied that, and given our history I

10

think access is an important issue and I don’t think we’ve addressed it fully. So there
are equity issues as well even 20 years on that need to be addressed, and just given the
unequal distribution of resources between the private and the public sector, and given

10

the coverage that is in the opposite direction in terms of the large population that
depends on the public sector versus the smaller one on the private sector, I think that is
a major challenge in trying to address the overall issue of equitable access to quality
care. So I think I would agree with you.
JUSTICE NGCOBO If we were to adopt that approach, what are the implications for

20
15

that approach in relation to the obligation of government, whether at National,
Provincial or local level in facilitating access of access to healthcare services?
DR VALLABHJEE Chair, I think it’s quite a big question.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO I thought it was a small question. Yes.
DR VALLABHJEE I think in terms of, as government we need to plan better, right,
as a cross with three spheres because at this moment in time we have all three spheres
of government involved in the delivery of healthcare, so we need to plan better.
5

Resources is always a challenge so we need to pool our resources better, and then of
course the other issue is of between the public and the private sectors themselves. So

10

government struggles to resource adequately what services need to be provided, and
given our economic situation that continues to be a challenge and will be so for the
next several years to come. So if we have resources in the public and private sector,

10

how we pool that to best effect, I think would be important. It’s also quite well
documented that for the amount of money that we spend as a proportion of our GDP on
healthcare, we don’t get the best health outcomes. There are many countries in the
world that spend less proportionately of their GDP and get better outcomes. So in the
way we use our resources, there is some work to be done.

20
15

JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Is there a role for Provincial government or National
government in facilitating access to private healthcare services, and if so, what might
that roll be?
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DR VALLABHJEE I think over the years we have tried various projects working with
the private sector in accessing some of their resources. For example, in this province
we partnered around hip replacements or cataract surgery or those kind of things, but
those are kind of small specific projects. If we have to do this on a meta scale, I think
5

it requires sizeable reform in the way we do business in the country at large. So the
kind of projects I’m talking about are very small scale, very specific, etc. and I don’t
think it makes a big enough impact on the bigger issue of equitable access.

10
JUSTICE NGCOBO What is the answer then to the first question? You remember
the first question was is there a role of government, you know, at all levels to facilitate
10

access to private healthcare services.
DR VALLABHJEE I think the NHI proposals has start to speak to universal coverage
and start to talk about contracting with the private sector in a bigger way to access the
resources to improve access to care, etc. So that’s one potential solution.

20
15

JUSTICE NGCOBO So is there a role there for government to facilitate access to
private healthcare services?
DR VALLABHJEE I think definitely, yes.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Okay. Now, what about quality of services that are
provided for, that are provided by the private healthcare sector? Is there a role for
government to ensure that the citizens of this country or everyone who is sick,
healthcare services, get the kind of quality that is appropriate for his or her treatment?
5

DR VALLABHJEE I think I’ve heard our National Minister say previously that he’s
not the Minister of Public Health Services, he’s the Minister of Health for the whole

10

country, okay, and I think that’s an important kind of indication that I think we need to
look at health service, both public and private. I think from our own experience in this
province, I think we must concede that we did the standards and norms that we use are

10

just an aspect of quality, it doesn’t look at quality in its totality. I think the closest we
come to looking at quality in its totality is the National core standards that have been
proposed by the office of Health Standards Compliance and it is envisaged that those
standards must be complied with both public and private sectors, and I’ve looked at
those standards and they are very detailed and very comprehensive. So I think that

2015

would be a good avenue to try and bring quality of services in both sectors.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, but there is a role, and perhaps a fundamental role for
government to ensure high quality of, well, I'm not too sure about high quality but
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appropriate quality for healthcare services in this country.
DR VALLABHJEE Yes, and the office of Health Standards Compliance is a National
entity, it’s a public entity, they have an inspector that goes out and enforces ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO I mean at the Provincial level.
5

DR VALLABHJEE I think that needs to be, that’s not been spelled out to date and I
think we need to work through what the role of provinces would be in terms of

10

regulating quality in the private sector, but to date what we have in the regulations is
what we’ve been using, which I conceded already is not total.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Okay. I read in the paper this morning that there were

10

doctors who were unemployed. Is that true? That there were young doctors.
MS LOWENHERZ Sorry, I can't ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO I say I read in the paper this morning that there were young

20

doctors who were complaining about being unemployed. Do you know about that?
DR VALLABHJEE It’s, I haven’t read the article this morning but I think it might be

15

a situation where, certainly within government, the number of posts that are available is
what within the budget is available. So whether that results in doctors who are not
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working, that might be a consequence, I’m not sure.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Now,, the National Healthcare Act was promulgated
sometime in 2003. It’s now almost, what, 13 years to date. It puts in place a number
of mechanisms which go to the quality of healthcare services, which goes to the
5

collection of data, including at the issue that we discussed earlier with Mr Thops
concerning the issuing of the certificates of need. I just want to have a look at that and

10

see to what extent those provisions, to your knowledge, some of those provisions
which affect the provinces have been implemented.

One of the provisions, for

example, talks about the relationship between the public and the private sector, which
10

requires the Minister to prescribe mechanisms to enable a coordinated relationship
between the private and the public sector establishment. Is that happening?
DR VALLABHJEE Within the province we’ve created structures that allow for that,
so we have a public private forum that meets two, three times a year where the private
sector is invited and the department is present, the Minister attends, herself, to that

20
15

forum and is chaired by our Head of Department. So that’s a place where we have
dialogue with the private sector. The Minister also has a Provincial health consultative
forum that happens about once a year and that’s convened.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Another provision deals with the evaluating services of
healthcare establishment which are hospitals, and it says that all health establishments
must comply with the quality requirements and standards prescribed by the Minister
after consultation with the office staff. Do you know whether such standards have
5

been developed?
DR VALLABHJEE Chair, this is standards I was referring to, that the Nationally

10

[indistinct 01:46:10] to is the National core standards, and those have been put out.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Are they being implemented?
DR VALLABHJEE Within the public sector, within our department in this province

10

there’s been a process. The standards, like I mentioned, were quite comprehensive, so
the standards are divided into four categories, so there are extreme standards, there are
vital standards, there are essential and developmental to allow a phased in compliance
with the full set of standards. So that process has started now, I think it’s about two to

20
15

three years, and there’s been tools and systems and processes to try and give effect to
that. The facilities at various stages of trying to comply with that.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

I mean, do they deal with the quality required, quality of

services development?
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DR VALLABHJEE Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And what do they say about that?
DR VALLABHJEE Sorry, I ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO What do they say about that, about the quality?
5

10

DR VALLABHJEE Sorry, what were who saying?
JUSTICE NGCOBO The standards that you are talking about. Do they deal with the
quality of services.
DR VALLABHJEE Yes, they do.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And what do they require?

10

DR VALLABHJEE I think, the like I said, they vary from facility to facility, so it’s
applied across primary healthcare facilities, acute hospitals etc. and there’s a different,

20

there’s this kind of scoring system so there’s different scores at different facilities,
some do better than others, and, yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Now,, do they set a standard to be complied with, and if they do

15

who is responsible for ensuring that that standard is being complied with?
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DR VALLABHJEE So a standard is set right, and that’s the National, the office of
Health Standards Compliance sets that standard, right, and the responsibility for
ensuring that it’s implemented in the public sector in the province is the Provincial
health department.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO What about in the private sector?
DR VALLABHJEE The National department be a better place to answer this question,

10

I’m not sure if the National core standards apply to the private sector, as we speak
today, I’m not sure.
JUSTICE NGCOBO No, I understand that but I’m just directing the question to the

10

Provincial government. Is there anything that the Provincial government is doing in
order to monitor the standards that are offered, the standard of services that are offered
by the private sector?
DR VALLABHJEE

20
15

So the Provincial department monitors and does annual

inspections at our facilities for the standards that we have in our regulations, which are
not necessarily fully aligned with the National core standards that I'm speaking about.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Right, and you use those to monitor the services that are

provided by the private healthcare sector.
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DR VALLABHJEE Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, and do you have information on the performance of these
facilities?
MS LOWENHERZ The National core standard audits that may, our standards, sorry,
5

sir, are you talking about our standards or the National standards?
JUSTICE NGCOBO I’m talking about your standard.

10
MS LOWENHERZ My standard, our standards. We do have, and that is a precursor to
renewing the licence on an annual basis. So that is how, that is one mechanism for
monitoring.
10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Is that in …
DR VALLABHJEE We do inspections annually on all our private facilities and that
information is within the department.

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO And then you prepare reports.
DR VALLABHJEE We prepare reports and that then goes to whether the license is

15

renewed for the following year.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, now, are those reports freely available to the public?
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DR VALLABHJEE We haven’t put them out in the public domains yet.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Why not?
DR VALLABHJEE We haven’t considered it, Chair.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

Why not?

I mean, that information is quite vital.

As I

understand it, you use this information in order to decide whether or not to renew a
licence, and that speaks to the quality of the service that are provided. Do you not

10

consider that information is also vital to individuals who might require healthcare
services to know how these facilities perform?
DR VALLABHJEE Chairperson, I agree, and we need to go back and consider this.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO But there isn’t anything in the law, though, that prevents you
from doing that, that you’re aware of.
DR VALLABHJEE I’m not aware of it, if that’s what you would like to check, but,

20

yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay. Then there is another provision which deals with, I think

15

it’s Section 74, which deals with coordination of National health information system.
The National department must facilitate and coordinate the establishment,
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implementation and maintenance by Provincial government departments, district
council and the private health sector of health information systems at National,
Provincial and local levels in order to create comprehensive National health system
information. Do you know whether this is being done?
5

DR VALLABHJEE Chair, what we have is a system that coordinates our public sector
health information system, and within the province there’s a lot of work around that. I

10

mean, clearly historically it has been many systems for different aspects of the service,
so it is kind of with modern technology trying to improve that and get that to speak to
each other, to give us meaningful information to better manage the service. There’s a

10

lot of work around the public sector within the province. The National department is
also undertaking some initiatives to bring this together for the country, as a large,
especially in preparation for the NHI.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Does the province not deal with the private healthcare sector?

20
15

MS LOWENHERZ The information we have on the private sector relates to the beds
and services that they render and the bed occupancy, as I alluded to earlier, with
respect to a particular application, and in this province that is what we collect.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Are you collecting that under your own regulations or under the
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provisions of these regulations that I’ve just drawn to your attention?
MS LOWENHERZ I don't have the regulations to hand and I can’t remember at the
moment, but it’s within 187, but I can’t tell you the sub, the actual paragraph offhand.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Well let me read to you what the Act says in Section 90,
5

subsection 1 (u) and it deals with the power of the Minister to make regulations and he
is required, among other things, to make regulations regarding the processes and

10

procedures to be implemented by the Director-General in order to obtain prescribed
information from stakeholders relating to health financing, the pricing of health
services, business practices within and involving health establishment, health agencies,

10

healthcare workers, and so on, and he is also empowered to make regulation
concerning the National health information under Section 74 that I drew to your
attention. Do you know whether these regulations have been made?
MS LOWENHERZ No, I’m not aware of that.

20
15

JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Okay, and therefore, but you’re not complying with this.
You’re only complying with this insofar as it relates to public hospitals, I understand it.
DR VALLABHJEE Yes.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Okay. Now, the, let me return to the matter that we, I
raised with Mr Thops initially, just to set the record straight. What, there is a bundle of
Sections, its Section 36, let me just recite this, Section 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40. All those
provisions may deal with the certificate of need but what they do contemplate, they
5

contemplate that there will be regulations that will to be put in place so as to implement
the provisions of the National Health Act relating to the issuing of the certificate of
need. So what happened in 2014 the President brought these provisions into operation

10

without there being any regulations for the implementation of these provisions. The
effect of that would have been that any hospital that the certificate of need could not be

10

issued without there being these regulations. Now, if you practise without a certificate
of need which could not be issued because the regulations were not there, that
amounted to a criminal offence. It was against that background that the President went
to the Constitutional Court to ask that court to set aside the proclamation which
brought this, because those regulations had not yet been made. So there was no

15

20

challenge to the regulations as such, it was simply that there were no regulations. This
was now in 2015, almost twelve years or thirteen years after the promulgation of this
Act. Now,, do you know whether those regulations have since been made?
DR VALLABHJEE No, I don’t.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay. So that Mr Thops and all of you are therefore correct
when you say that the position as it was prior, under the 1977 Act still obtains insofar
as the licences are concerned. Okay, and then there is one matter that I want to draw to
your attention, finally, which is a concern that has been drawn to our attention by the
5

day hospitals. Their concern is that, and I suppose, to the extent that you’re responsible
for the issuing of these licenses that it applies to you as well, their concern is that
government, that includes you, you do not take seriously day hospitals as a cost saving

10

entities. Is that right?
MS LOWENHERZ

10

I would disagree that we would not take the day hospitals

seriously. We, as I said, each application is looked at on its own merit, it’s not looked
at because, and in fact, the department welcomes new providers into the market
because traditionally there have been three or four or five big groups of hospitals that
have provided all ranges of acute and sub-acute care. So if a new market player
applied for a licence, who the person, the department, as I said, encourages the fact that

2015

there are new people wishing to enter that market, but we look at the service, it’s,
there’s no bias because they’re new or because it’s not group X or group Y.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Do you want to add anything to that?
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DR VALLABHJEE What I would add, Chair, is that as far as day hospitals go and
day surgery, even in the public sector, we are constantly trying to increase the amount
of day surgery we’re doing just for efficiency purposes and managing our workload
better. So the data in the public sector shows we’re increasing our day surgery and day
5

cases more and more over the years. So we do take cognisance of the advantages of
day cases and day surgery and day services.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO The final aspect concerning access to healthcare services, there
are areas in the Western Cape where healthcare services are not as accessible as in
other parts of the province, and I think one of the graphs that you’ve indicated, you

10

have drawn to our attention indicates that. How might that problem be addressed?
DR VALLABHJEE Chair, are you referring to by the private sector or are you
referring in total? So within the public sector, so within Provincial government we are
very cognisant of the issue of equity and equitable access. So we have recently, in fact
the report has just been finalised about the equitable access to services within the

20
15

province. So in our long term plan which is healthcare 2013 of the province, equity is
also a principle in there. So we look at equity from three points of view. One is access
to care, the second one is how much of money is spent by population and distribution
across geographic areas, and thirdly by outcomes, health outcomes. So that’s the
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exercise we've done. We also are putting in place a monitoring tool to enable us to
monitor the shift towards equitable access over time. So that’s work in progress. Over
the years I think within the metro we know there are issues of iniquity within the
metros, so for example, areas like Khayelitsha and Mitchells Plain, etc. have
5

historically been neglected, and we have just in the last few years built very modern
state-of-the-art hospitals, indoors communities to improve access to first level
hospitals.

10
Our experience has also taught us that bringing specialist care closer to those
communities is an advantage, both to the communities as well as to the service from an
10

efficiency point of view. So while several years ago we thought of district hospitals as
just kind of general practitioner medical officer type services, we’re also putting
specialist in Khayelitsha and Mitchells Plain, and that’s made a significant difference.
So that’s in the public sector. Then between the metro and the rural there’s also
challenges. Some of the rural communities like Beaufort West and those areas are very

20
15

difficult to access and there’s always the kind of tyranny of distance because
population is very sparsely distributed across those areas, but we've tried to address
that over the years by putting in. We've got district hospitals in place, we've got clinic
infrastructure, we've recently put in ambulance infrastructure in those places as well.
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So that’s as far as the public sector goes.
As far as the private sector goes, we have not proactively taken steps, so when we get
application it’s the results that I've shown about what actually happens from the
applications, but the private sector is not a kind of on their own proactively going to
5

certain underserved areas and there’s probably [indistinct] 2.05.24 your reasons for
that, and we've not been able to proactively target those areas and target [indistinct]

10

with initiatives to those communities, but it’s something that I think we should think
about. We haven’t done that to date, but certainly if we got applications that come
from those underserved areas, they would get priority compared to where there’s an

10

oversupply of services.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Are you saying that in the past you have not actively ensured
access to private healthcare services in the rural areas?
DR VALLABHJEE I'm saying we have not directed private care services to those

20
15

areas.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And why is that so? Is there any specific reason for that?
MR THOPS We've not made provision in the regulations to try and do that. So it’s a
kind of, it’s a system where we get applications from the private sector and they take in
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a whole lot of factors, come to us and then we adjudicate that. So it’s been a kind of
reactive approach, I must concede, we've not been proactive about it.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Is there anything perhaps that you're aware of that would stand
on your way if you want to be proactive?
5

MR THOPS I think it’s doable, Chair, and I think we just need reapply our minds do
that.

10

MS LOWENHERZ I think just to add, Chair, is that traditionally and as you know
these regulations have been in operation for some time. In the last two to three years
there’s been an increasing number of new service providers applying for licences in

10

areas that are poorly resourced, and that is very encouraging and that’s largely in the
metro but even within the metro there are areas where there as, as our slide showed,
where there are over supplies and deficits. So the trend is encouraging that there are,
you know, the private sector will look at healthcare service as also part of a financially

20
15

viable business, and it’s encouraging that businesses are also looking at licences to
provide healthcare that would meet the access requirements that all citizens are entitled
to, and also that the market is changing enough for more patients or more of the
community that has access to medical aids, for example.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO I understand. I understand, but perhaps if we look at healthcare
services as a constitutional right to which everyone is entitled to have access, there may
be different considerations, perhaps you need to more active, proactive as you’ve
proposed you’d like to be in the future, as I understand. Is that right?
5

MR THOPS Yes, Chair.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. Is there anything that you would like to add to what you’ve

10

said which you haven’t had the opportunity to say before we come to the end of your
presentation?
DR VALLABHJEE Thank you for the opportunity for making the presentation this

10

morning.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Just a minute, before you thank us, my colleague wants to put a
question to you.

20

PROF FONN I just wanted to clarify. People apply, let’s say you’ve approved, and
then they sometimes do or don't in fact build or deliver and if I understood your

15

presentation correctly, they can sometimes delay for quite a long period of time and
sometimes the delay means other people can't apply. Do you have a sense of why they
want to apply and then don't in fact build that particular facility, do you get involved in
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it at all, do you have any understanding of that, what’s your sense around that applying
and then not building?
MS LOWENHERZ I mean, it’s a range of factors. We don't get involved in the
financial viability of the business because that’s the applicant’s business, it’s not our
5

business, and certainly the feedback that we've got with respect to the extensions of
building plans is often finance related, they may not have been able to raise enough

10

capital or the nature of the service changes and then there may be within the private
environment that we’re not aware of, other reasons why a licence would not, would
have been approved but not commissioned. Yes, I can only speculate as to what.

10

PROF FONN And one of the things you sort of implied, and I want to check if you
have any knowledge about it is this can hamper other people entering the market
because there’s a licence waiting, approved, so therefore no one else can get in. Is this
a big problem, a small problem, is there a pattern, one particular group does it more
than another group, is there anything more you can tell us about that?

20
15

MS LOWENHERZ There isn't a particular pattern. There are some groups of service
providers that seem to do it more than others and that’s across the board. I think a lot
of the time it is a finance issue or a zoning issue or something much more pedestrian
than that.
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PROF FONN So this one group that does it more than others across the board, does it
have a name? I think you can tell us because there could be multiple explanations of
why that happens.
MS LOWENHERZ It’s a group of affiliated psychiatric service providers.
5

PROF FONN Thank you, I am finished.
JUSTICE NGCOBO You’ve just made a statement that troubles me and I hope I

10

misunderstood what you said. When a person applies, when they apply for a licence,
do you not consider the financial viability of the applicant?
MS LOWENHERZ In terms of 187 the ambit doesn't expand to looking at the

10

financial viability of that particular application.
JUSTICE NGCOBO So in other words, you would grant a licence to an applicant
who has no funds to build a hospital.

20

MS LOWENHERZ When, very practically, when an application is received and it is
from a property developer that has probably very little insight into healthcare and how

15

healthcare services should be run, prior to the application being evaluated or
recommended there is an extensive engagement process with that developer with
respect to who’s proposed to run that service, you know, all the details of actually how
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you run that service, to ascertain whether in fact this developer on his or her own has
the ability or whether they have an intention to partner with an operating company that
will actually operate that hospital, and that’s part of the evaluation process, and even ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO I'm only referring to the statement that you made, and that is you
5

are not interested in whether the applicant has the funds to build the hospital. Is that
right?

10

MS LOWENHERZ It’s not part of the ambit of 187, no, the [indistinct] 2.14.09.
JUSTICE NGCOBO So you are not interested in that, before you issue a licence. Is
that right?

10

MS LOWENHERZ It’s not part of the considerations, no.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And the answer is yes, you’re not. Is that the answer?
MS LOWENHERZ The financial viability is not part of the considerations within the

20

...
JUSTICE NGCOBO I understand, and you do understand that the financial viability

15

of an application may have an impact on the quality of services that will be provided
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from that institution. Is that right?
MS LOWENHERZ I understand, sir, what you’re saying ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO But it is not one of the considerations that you are required to
look into.
5

MS LOWENHERZ Not with respect to an application right at the beginning of the
process. There’s a pre-inspection and a commissioning process that then is part of that,

10

and that’s when those become more apparent, but not at the beginning of the phase.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I think you can now summarise.
DR VALLABHJEE Thank you very much, Chair. Thanks for the opportunity to

10

make the presentation. I think there are several important issues that have been raised
and much food for thought and technical work to be done on hour side, so we will
certainly undertake go and address those. You have asked for some information in

20

certain areas. We've tried to make notes and we will forward that. I think also many of
the issues you have raised traverse Provincial versus National, and I think it needs a

15

collective conversation or a collective discussion between us and our colleagues at
National on how we take that forward. So we will endeavor do that. We must concede
that our regulations also require some refinement, some adjustments, some
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amendments going forwards because things are changing constantly, and we are
certainly in the process of doing that. The certificate of need, you’ve clarified the
situation, legally, but we will pick up the discussion nevertheless with our colleagues
Nationally. Thank you very much.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO You didn’t do anything about the certificate of need because it’s
not yet applicable. Well, thank you, thank you for coming to make the presentation

10

and thank you for sharing the experience of the Western province in relation to
healthcare matters, but you must understand that, you know, there is a further session
further down the line which will focus exclusively on the regulatory framework, and

10

we may have to recall you when we go into detail on some of these issues, and consider
what needs to be put in place to make sure that your regulatory role is made much more
easier than it would otherwise be. Thank you for being here, thank you.

20
15

JUSTICE NGCOBO I beg your pardon, sir?
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DR SELEBANE I am saying we worked very hard to refine, hence you find
that we were to recheck some of our facts and make several submissions.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Yes and regrettably, we have not had time to go

through these submissions, because they have just been given to us, so you
5

will take us through. You will be using the slide presentation, right?
DR SELEBANE That’s right, Chairperson.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Very well, I wonder if it will be convenient for you at
this stage, if we could just take a fifteen minutes tea break at this stage?
DR SELEBANE That’s fine thanks.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay we will come back at five past twelve. Thank
you.
DR SELEBANE Thank you Judge.

20

15

ADJOURNED

JUSTICE NGCOBO Very well, do you want to proceed? Thank you.
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DR SELEBANE

Thank you, Chair.

I’m trying to work around the

presentation here.

Thank you,, Chair.

We profusely apologise for the

submission we submitted on Friday and we had thought by the time you
would have got our presentation. We really, really apologise it is not correct
5

to do that. We hope you accept our apology.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Do we have an option? No we understand.

10

DR SELEBANE Thank you, the outline of our submission is that there will
be an introduction and the background on Provincial health system, both
private and public sector and we will then talk to issues that relate to hospital

10

licensing and the market entry in Gauteng, and talk about the regulatory
framework and the process we’ll outline step by step the process for licensing
private hospitals in Gauteng. We did not include the EMS, but we, if quizzed
by yourselves, we may answer. Licensing in Gauteng is permissive if you
want to answer a question that says that it seems it’s not, we want to say it is

20
15

and we want to show some evidence that it is.
Chair, we wanted to show you the performance on public Health-Care South
Africa comparing it to other countries, the Middle East, Africa. This was
done in our country where we see the most critical health indicators are worse
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than those of comparable middle low income countries that spend much less
than 8% of GDP on Health-Care, and South Africa is there on the red,
showing that in what we spend, we should be doing better.
Now here it means both private and public and here we are showing you the
5

co-efficient, I think a lot has been said about this, but the slide here
summarises that public sector with more patients, will show later, has the

10

lowest number of health personnel. For instance, we showed that doctors, the
red will show its doctors in public and the yellow shows the people in private.
So you can see, I mean taking the last illustration that psychologists are more

10

in the private sector than they are in the public sector, but suffice to say that it
is the public sector that trains all the health professionals in our country.
We are showing here the ranking of the private health costs. We sourced i t
and it shows that South African public sector where you are, but look at the
fact that Australia, Switzerland and that is the SA private sector, I am sure a

20
15

lot of people have seen this slide saying that our private sector competes well
with developed countries, while the public sector competes on its own with its
own peers in the developing countries, and this on its own, shows a divided
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health system.
Private Health-Care is provided at a cost that few can afford and that is the
thrust of our submission to yourselves that we have said that the cost for
ordinary people, few can afford the cost of private Health-Care and it’s
5

excessive and it’s increasing at significantly higher rates than the rate of
inflation. I may not be able to give you the facts, but there are people who

10

are able to give facts to that effect.
Private Health-Care is skewed in favour of very costly hospital care. We can
discuss that, despite the burden of disease indicating that access to less costly

10

primary Health-Care services should be prioritised. This is just an emphasis,
Chair, and then the Commission as a whole, that there is a skew here in terms
of the entry level to health. The lack of pricing regulations which means
users are overcharged and/or forced to make an affordable out of pocket copayments. I think for us, we are saying even though we are not going to

20
15

discuss pricing, we know that other people have submitted to yourselves the
issues around pricing. We are saying that we would implore the Commission
to be able to look at these things, because they are indeed because of the high
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cost of health in the country. We will not engage it, like I indicated.
Information fillers that limit patients’ choice of medical scheme, we didn’t go
into detail also about medical schemes, but we also implore that the
Commission look into those, because in overall, they form a basket that
5

increases the cost of Health-Care in our country. We therefore, as I’ve said,
welcome the Health Market Inquiry, which seeks to reveal possible reasons

10

for the high cost of private Health-Care, identify whether anti-competitive
behaviours exist within various private Health-Care markets and deduce how
these behaviours might affect outcome such as Health-Care costs, access and

10

affordability for consumers.
We believe that yourselves, it is timely that the giving the prioritisation of
universal health coverage as a National health system, we felt at liberty to
describe what our expectations and what our belief is in terms of what you are
doing, so please forgive us if we overindulged ourselves.

20
15

We also said that the Gauteng Department of Health, we believe we have a
duty to exercise stewardship over the Provincial health system across both the
private and public Health-Care sectors that ours is not limited only to the
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public, but also to the private and this includes also municipalities and
metros.
We jealously guard our duty as derived from Section 27 of the constitution
and reflected in R158 and I think you had a discussion around that, we hope
5

we will acquit ourselves also. Hence we have made it our duty to put in
place, instruments that can guide us in our endeavour to promote fair

10

distribution of health, accessibility, affordability, efficiency and effectiveness
of the Provincial Health-Care system.
Furthermore,, Chair, our submission is granted by our belief that every person

10

has the right to access affordable and accessible Health-Care as enshrined in
Section 27 of the Constitution of South Africa and I think also the National
Health Act speaks to that.

As part of its stewardship role, the Gauteng

Department of Health endeavours to satisfy the constitutional mandate of
progressive realisation of access to quality and affordable Health-Care for the
20
15

people of Gauteng and this would not ordinarily exclude the private sector in
assisting the department to progressively realise access to quality.
There is a financial burden that is inherent with provision of quality HealthCare, but that it can be achieved without our citizens having to incur
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catastrophic financial expenditure. It speaks to what we spoke about,, Chair,
the high costs of health.
The focus of our submission, licensing and market.

Broad issues, raised

during the HMI, to what extent do licensing processes lead market entry of
5

private facilities and equipment, to what extent provinces have been or not
been restrictive in allocating licenses, we want to answer that.

10

Some stakeholders argue that these regulations, the R158 are inappropriate
and they say that the process is protected, inefficient and not transparent,
which hampers market entry.

10

So here is the background.

We wanted to tell that by 2015 and this is

important for Gauteng and for provinces like KSN I suppose, that by 2015
Gauteng, the Stats South Africa said that there is a total of 13.2 million in the
province.
20
15

This does not exclude inward migration across boundaries and

migration across borders, which our numbers, we don’t have evidence, but we
think could be up to fifteen million.
This is how Gauteng is spread small and it has 5 districts as shown there.
Quickly just to say that the City of Tshwane, Ekurhuleni and Johannesburg
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are metros and these are densely populated, particularly City of Johannesburg
and you see the thinning of population in the Sedibeng area and the West
Rand area.
Like I indicated,, Chair, that the dual Health-Care system, Gauteng is just
5

mirroring what we see in the National, that in Gauteng, 28.2% of people have
access to medical aid, so that it means they are privately insured and the rest

10

of the population in Gauteng depend on the State. This is the same as it
happens also in National that 18% of the population Nationally, is insured and
the remainder, 71.8% is catered for by the public sector.

10

This is the coverage, we were just emphasising you will see that it’s Gauteng
which has the largest number of medical aids, followed by Western Cape and
there are numbers in Northern Cape, but here it will be an issue of numbers
because then Gauteng would be having up to thirteen million or so, Northern
Cape will be slightly below 1.5 million total population.

20
15

Here we are just giving an analysis of private for profit providers, others, we
have traditional healers, corrective services, the public sector, mainly
Gauteng Department of Health and the delivery platforms are for the district
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which gives primary Health-Care and hospitals services that can be divided
also, and the private not for profit, we have a mix of those also,, Chair.
This is the platform we are talking about and if you see below, is the private
sector hospitals, the cycle then shows all what is happening in terms of the
5

delivery platform, from schools, work based outreach teams, PC clinics and
all of them are part and parcel of the public sector hospitals.

10

This is the distribution with beds, the numbers are interesting. If you take
back what we explained in terms of the percentage of people who have
medical aids and then you look at the numbers, that the total number of beds

10

in the public, is about eighteen thousand eight hundred and thirty three
compared to the total number of beds in private, which is about sixteen
thousand two hundred and seventy six.

We are going to disaggregate the

eighteen thousand and then you will see as we go on, that in real terms, the
beds are actually even lesser in the public compared to the ones in private.
20
15

This is important to show that our beds in the public are actually distributed
between the district which is a different platform, regional hospitals which
are a different platform, tertiary and central and specialised services and we
do not have that distribution and that segregation in the private sector.
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Like we indicated, this is the regulatory framework that we use for licensing,
158 and 158 in Section two says no person shall erect, establish, extend,
conduct, maintain, manage, control or render any service in a private hospital
or an unattached operating theatre unit or permit or arrange for treatment to
5

be provided therein, unless such private hospital or an unattached operating
theatre unit or proposed private hospital, or an unattached operating theatre
has been registered in accordance with the provisions of these regulations and

10

the regulations are as indicated,, Chair.
Any person intending to establish a private hospital or an unattached

10

operating theatre shall first obtain permission in writing from the Head of
Department, in this case, it will be myself who after consultation with the
director, in this case it will be the two ladies on my sides, shall satisfy
himself as to, I suppose himself/herself, as to the necessity or otherwise for
such a private hospital or unattached operating theatre unit before granting or

2015

refusing permission.
So we have a directorate in the Gauteng Department of Health.

All new

private hospitals and extensions to existing already registered hospitals and
all private unattached theatre units.

The sub-directorate receives and
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processes licensing applications, co-ordinates their adjudication, carries out
prescribed inspections. I think there was a discussion around that and t his is
an in loco inspection and that is the step by step that happen, letter and then
adjudication and makes recommendation to the HOD and then they will
5

discuss and make a final determination and the outcome of the application is
communicated to the applicant.

Successful applications undergo a further

process verification of the facility location, human resource we can discuss
10

later, but the human resource, there was a discussion about RWOPS that
would also ...

10

we don’t have it in our slides, but we would also want

hopefully to have a discussion on it, what is our slant and our attitude towards
that.
And the building plans, I want to see, you say you want a hospital, where are
the plans. Indication of the insured population, we will ask people where you
are going to put your hospital, and I think indirectly there was a discussion

2015

here where we have noticed that, and we will show you a map where the
concentration of private hospitals is away from the historically disadvantaged
areas. In short, you will find that in Gauteng, they are mainly concentrated in
Johannesburg or Pretoria, Tshwane, around your Sandton, Northern suburbs
and I can say where I grew up in Soweto, huge area, there are only two
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private hospitals and they have been there for a very, very long time. There
has not been any need for anybody to apply in those areas. If you go further
South we don’t get applications along those lines.
That is what we mean about the fair distribution of the proposed facility in
5

relation to existing hospitals. We have a high density, especially around the
City of Johannesburg without mentioning names, I am sure the Prof knows

10

what I am talking about, where several hospitals are surrounding Charlotte
Maxeke as a practical example.

A large number of private h ospitals just

around Charlotte Maxeke and that is why to go back again; we would be
10

willing to discuss the RWOPS issue and financial sustainability. I think this
was also raised.
So on the issue of transparency, we inform the applicants about the process of
application.

We require documentation, there is complete continuous

interaction. We are ask about the population to be served. We look at the
20
15

profile in the catchment area and we talk about the location of the facilities in
the proposed location. Post education applicants are fully duly informed of
success or failure and we offer an alternative to appeal the outcome to the
political head or the executing authority, in this case the MEC in Gauteng in
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the event you challenge our decision.
We are saying,, Chair, that rejection does not deem the process restrictive. Of
eleven applications for new hospitals adjudicated in 2014, the reasons for
approving, we will just give three reasons, planning to render services to
5

under-served areas. Once you would say that we are more than willing to
agree to that, planning to render services in an area where the nearest hospital

10

has a high bed occupancy rate. So we also look at the occupancy rate, bed
utilisation rate. When it is high, then we are saying that it me ans that the
utilisation is high and we are more prone to agree to a license. Planning to

10

cater to under-served health needs in the area, these are some of the things
and we also look at the type of service that is going to be rendered around
that area, specialised or not, e.g. is it a heart hospital or is it what type of
hospital, obstetric hospital, we have not had those, but this plays an important
role.

20
15

The reasons for not approving, the proposed hospital will be too close to
existing hospitals within the same hospital group.
experienced.

That is what we

The proposed hospital will be too close to other existing

hospitals in another hospital group. You know there are three major groups
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and you find that the same group wants to apply for the same license within
the same group area, or next to another hospital group. Lack of information
to illustrate or indicate demand hospital, the issues of saying why are you
applying, what is the demand, give us more facts, give us more information.
5

Previously approved facilities are uncompleted and applicants are seeking
approval for new facilities. My colleagues will unpack that when requested,

10

that we are also refused based on this.

We also ask questions relating to

human capital. If you say you want this hospital, where are we going to get
the doctors, where are you going to get the nurses, because where are the new
10

nurses going to come from, where are the new doctors and specialists, where
are they going to come from? Normally we ask those things. Where are you
going to get the [indistinct 25:27], lights, where are you going to get the
laboratory services, pharmaceutical services, pharmacists, where are you
going to get them?

20
15

We are saying licensing has not limited market entry and we will show that.
Arguments have been made that licensing restricts market entry of private
hospitals. Observations in Gauteng, contradict this argument. The number of
private hospitals and beds has increased over the years in Gauteng.

The
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number of private sector beds is high relative to the population served, that is
the high bed density and we will show it to you, Chair.
The available private beds are not optimally utilised, suggesting demand is
not as high as it is claimed and we told you about the issues of bed utilisatio n,
5

we will show it here. This shows that increasing number of private sectors
over the years in Gauteng. In 2006, there were ninety five hospitals, in 2015,

10

one hundred and fifty four. The double XX there, we have confirmed the
number, it is forty, approved, but not yet operational. An increasing number
of private hospital beds, once we approve the hospital, this is ipso showing an

10

increase in the total number of beds.
This is the number of private sector hospital beds just showing by graph, that
there has been an increment over Gauteng, so we are not restrictive. These
are sub-acute beds in Gauteng 2010 to 2014 from four to forty two, number of
beds per facility ranges from two to thirty.

20
15

Hospital bed density, number of beds per given population, hos pital bed type,
here we are showing in terms of the National Department, the norms and
standards as proposed by the National Department of Health, they have given
us these stats.

South Africa bed density, showing 2.8 beds per thousand
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people, Gauteng is 2.5 beds per thousand people. Those are the norms. Now
we will show you that if you look at the private Health-Care sector, that
finally the beds, the total usable private beds, are 16,081 and the bed density
is 4.9, whereas if you look at the public health sector, the beds, usable public
5

and look at the population also, that we are covering 9.7, and like I indicated,
this does not include inward migration across boundaries and also in what
migration across borders, where bordered, and everybody walks from

10

wherever they go, from Limpopo direct into Gauteng and our bed density is
1.7. So one thousand people, 1.7, that is the ratio.

10

This means that the availability of hospital beds is significantly higher in the
private than the public sector and that is what I wanted to indicate to
yourselves. The ratio of uninsured to insured people in Gauteng is seventy
five to twenty five and the ratio of public and private hospital beds in
Gauteng, should be seventy five/twenty five, it is almost fifty/fifty, which

2015

slows a slant towards the insured.
Availability of private beds in affluent areas, we are saying that there has
been limited expansion into previously disadvantaged areas, despite the
potential users of private hospitals in these areas, for example a lot o f people
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are now on GEMS.
Many of the recent approvals are concentrated in areas that already have a
high concentration of private beds, we will show you the map that shows.
The arrows in the map, this the map I'm talking about, we will show you that,
5

like I indicated, if you look at the Sedibeng area, you will see there are no
applications almost at all. If you look at outside the Tshwane area towards

10

your Hammanskraal area, nothing. If you look at West Rand, the [Malafung]
area, that area of Mogale City, nothing. If you look at Lesedi, nothing, but
look at your Ekurhuleni and look at the City of Johannesburg. That is where

10

the applications are.
We are mindful at Gauteng City region of economic importance of providing
this, but we are also saying it is not helpful that all beds and all applications
are concentrated in one area.

20
15

Private, general, hospitals in Gauteng, look at 2010, this is an average, Chair,
we are just showing an average. There hasn’t been substantive or substantial
increment in bed utilisation in the private sector, 2010 to 2014, there has not
been a huge, it means the same people are circulating inside the private
sector, those who have medical aids.
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We are not saying anything what happens to them after May/June, what
happens to those people. We have not discussed anything about the care that
they then get from the State after their medical aid is exhausted. We are not
talking about that, we are just showing the utilisation, it is average. It makes
5

us up to 1989 in 2014, it was 89% but that’s the average we are showing , that
it’s about 65.

10

This is what we are saying, we are showing again the percentage of hospitals,
the averages the occupancy rate.

We are saying thirty two of eighty five

hospitals, if you look at 37.6, have bed occupancy rates below 60%. If you
10

add, you will see that thirty two out of eight five, they are below 60% and
twenty hospitals have occupancy rate below 50%, but we still get applications
from the same hospital groups to say give us more license, give us more beds.
What is our summary?

The summary is that the granting of licenses in

Gauteng has not been restrictive enough. Maybe we should have put in the
20
15

word enough in quotes, Chair, as evidenced by over-supply of private HealthCare beds, steady increase over the years with no real proof of matched
demand.

Hospitals have low bed occupancy rates which indicate under -

utilisation. Now we are asking is there a real demand for private hospital
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beds, or is this supply induced demand? We are of the opini on that it is
supplier induced and the medical services are generally induced by, the
demand comes from the patients themselves, but in this case we think it is not
the patients that are demanding this. The request, the supply is induced by
5

the private sector, it is not an accusation it is an observation.
The licensing framework should, but, and we are saying it to ourselves, that

10

we should have been more strict, that has not been adequately regulated and
the profit-driven conduct of hospitals has been left unregulated, and that is
why we are asking ourselves and we support that you look carefully at our

10

submission and say we didn’t talk about price, what are the factors that have
increased the cost of care, and the Competition comes at the right time,
because we want to argue again, Chair, that the obligation of the
constitutional mandate does not release the private sector from assisting
government in realising that there is a unitary health system that serves the

2015

population equitably and gives meaningful access to all the population, and
also that we give the issues of quality you were discussing, issues of quality,
that the quality across the board is the same whether public or private, and we
will answer some of those things to the best of our capabilities.
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The private sector is not excluded from supporting government and therefore
we would welcome and implore that this Commission finds ways and means
of assisting government to come up with regulations that will be fair, but also
release the burden that otherwise if not, if we don’t do that, the burden on
5

poor people in terms of accessing health, might be very heavy. I am speaking
now more as a medical person and my colleagues will assist in the difficult
questions that you may ask, thank you very much.

10
JUSTICE NGCOBO It would have been much more preferable if that that
disclaimer was made at the beginning of your presentation, but we do
10

understand. My colleagues will put questions to you, shall we start with you,
Dr Bhengu that side?
DR BHENGU Thanks, Judge, thanks Dr Selebane and just starting where
you ended, you say you are of the view that there is over-supply of beds.
What is that going to have in terms of your approvals going forward? Is it

20
15

going to change your policy in any way?
DR SELEBANE Thank you, it is actually a very difficult question. Like I
indicted, we are mindful of the right of the private sector to have licenses and
do business, this is what our country promotes, but also at the same time
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we’ve got an obligation to say will this not be in the long term impacting on
the cost of health. My answer would be if the Commission could also assist
in ensuring that issues around price regulations are sorted out, that the
mandates of the Council for Medical Schemes are sorted out, Health
5

Professional Council is sorted out, all those when combined, they will assist
us, mindful of the fact that we still need to allow the economic activity to go
on. It will assist us to reach a good answer.

10
If we were to answer that as a gut feeling, it is going to impact as a gut
feeling now. It is going to impact going forward in us giving more licenses.
10

Unless you say to us I am going to build in Soweto, unless you say I am going
to build in Sedibeng, unless you say I am going to build in the five line area s,
then we will be more amenable. In fact, we will encourage that. Other than
that, if you still want to build in the Sandton area, in the Charlotte Maxeke
area, which is the case now, we find it very difficult, because it has an impact

2015

on public sector.
DR BHENGU No, thank you. Do you have an idea of the percentage of
those who apply, what percentage are new entrants into the market?
DR SELEBANE You want the total number of applications?
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DR BHENGU Roughly, of the applications, how many are applying and they
really have no facilities, as it were.
DR SELEBANE I hope we will be able to, she should be able to give you
about the big groups that are applying, the independent groups and the new
5

entrants in the market. Will you be able to do that?
MS NTAMANE Thank you, Chair. I will just give an overview of 2014 only,

10

where I received seventy four applications of new hospitals only, and out of
that we gave all of them, that, okay, take your applications, but they only
returned twelve, and then out of that twelve we adjudicated all that twelve, no

10

we adjudicated eleven, and out of that eleven, three were given, eight were
not given, but to us, it shows that the market is so open that everybody
applies. Everybody wants to come in, they apply, but again, peo ple who are
applying, do they bring these applications back, are they applying because
they are seeing the market is open, or are they just applying for interest sake?

20
15

DR BHENGU

But I suppose the point was how many of those who are

applying and even approved are new entrants, or is it the same old players
applying for more?
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MS NTAMANE No, we’ve got a mix, but mainly the big three apply, or the
big four because there are now four, but we have a mix whereby the
independents as well are applying because as I speak to you now we’ve got
then groups altogether, which means we are also as diverse because other new
5

players do come into the market.
DR BHENGU Would you have an idea how many of the new entrants who

10

get the license ultimately make it to market, still as the main drivers of the
projects?
MS NTAMANE I will say it is a 50/50 percentage if not a little less because

10

some of them, they apply as many, but as they go into the process, I don’t
know whether they get poached or they get into negotiations with the bigger
groups and then there is merging that continues.
DR BHENGU That is one area that I wanted to just find out more, what the

20
15

position is of the Department, are you pro that, do you discourage that, do
you have any tools at your disposal where you actually influence whether the
new entrants get there on their own, or they find themselves having to merge
with the established players?
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DR SELEBANE Thank you. We are having, it’s a sad situation indeed that
new entrants from outside the big four apply and after a certain period of
time, the licenses, something happens. What is our attitude? It works against
the interest that we spoke about, that we would have expected that new
5

entrants into the market, we have removed the barrier. One of the barriers
that we have removed which we are reconsidering is application fee.

We

know that in the Western Cape to apply, you put in a fee. We don’t do that as
10

yet, that is why we can get seventy two applications and people can just apply
because they don’t pay an application fee. We thought we should relax that,

10

we are reconsidering that. We are not happy if the answer you want is that
are we happy with that. We are not happy because it defeats the purpose. We
would have wanted new entrants in the market
DR BHENGU But do you know the circumstances under which that license
that was awarded to a new entrant suddenly ends up with an established

2015

player?
DR SELEBANE You mean why it happens that way?
DR BHENGU How?
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MS NTAMANE

This is what sometimes one gets from, we don’t have

scientific proof as the office or the department, but it is sometimes what you
get when they start to apply.

We’ve got issues where we’re saying, the

investors say I cannot apply for financing only one hospital, I should need to
5

come up with a portfolio of hospitals, and then they give all those plus minus
ten, or sometimes they don’t have money themselves, that they look around,
or they get looked at to say, okay let’s assist you because you don’t have

10

money, but mostly what has mostly come up is the problem of finances.
DR SELEBANE I think we will be careful not to speculate lest we are found

10

unable to answer correctly as to why and how, but suffice to say that it makes
us a bit unhappy and uncomfortable that the person who has applied over a
period of time, suddenly there are agreements that happen and the license,
you cannot transfer the license, the license will still remain with you, but now
it becomes a bargaining tool.

2015

That is why I am saying we don’t want to

speculate as to why and how, whether was there a motive behind, because we
can tell you mostly which other racial groups actually apply and get and then
do this type of, we don’t want to get into that, Judge, if you don’t mind, but
we are unhappy with this.

It really saddens us that the good intention is

thwarted, but we don’t want to speculate as to the reasons.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Sorry I am not, understanding what you are saying at
the moment. Are you saying that a license will be issued to A and then A
does what with that license in the long run, use it as a bargaining tool? How
does that happen, what does that mean?
5

DR SELEBANE Yes, like I said, we don’t want to speculate. When we issue
a license to A, we expect finally that A opens a hospital called A Hospitals

10

Group, but finally you find that it disappears into the system and it is not
opened as A, there are now other people come into the picture and that
license, as much as A owns it, he now works with other groups to open up. It

10

is a normal business process I should suppose, but for us, we would have
expected that A is the one who would be able to be the main shareholder.
The license and the shares are now slightly different.
JUSTICE NGCOBO These licenses, do they not have some conditions upon
which they are issued?

20
15

DR SELEBANE

That is where we would need a lot of help in terms of

regulations now, that we would be, and can I speak from what I understand as
the HOD, it would help, one, if we were to put conditionality’s, it would help
if we were to put conditionality’s into these licenses and we can actually
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numerate a lot of conditions that we would say we want if you get a license
you can only do this and this and that. For now, there are no stringent
conditions that you would have. Conditions would be that it shouldn’t be
nearer this, it shouldn’t do this, but really very banal, but we are thinking that
5

somewhere down the line and somewhere in the not so distant future, we are
going to put tight conditions, for instance, like can I just approach you on that
question, that if you are found that in your hospital, doctors who are

10

ordinarily supposed to be working in the public sector are you in your
hospital, let’s not say doctors, any public sector employee found in your

10

hospital during working hours outside the RWOPSA agreement, you take
responsibility. That is our attitude, that is our attitude towards that, that will
be a better condition for us, or some of the conditions.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Perhaps you will explain to me later what you are

trying to convey, because I am trying to understand how is a license issued to
2015

A on the basis of information that A has presented to you ends up being a
license which is now used by individuals and entities that were never part of
the application.
MS NTAMANE If the license gets given to A, it has got its own conditions
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that A has to conform with, but sometimes as time goes on, a person will then
say, they will come and say we don’t get into investigations thoroughly as to
really did it happen like that, they would come and say we did not have
money to do this and now we’ve got a partner who wants to assist us.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO It is when they applied for this license,
MS NTAMANE Yes.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Would it have money to set up this hospital?
MS NTAMANE When we look for ... if you had checked what the HOD has
written there under financial sustainability, we do ask for a ten year

10

projection, but history has told us that it’s just the numbers that they write.
Unfortunately we’ve got no way of confirming it, so if the numbers are there,
we will rather say these numbers are correct and then we’ve got a person, we
do have health economists who will check whether it is correct or not, but

20
15

unfortunately, three, four years down the line, they will come and say when
you ask and then what about the numbers, no we had a person who was
calculating for us so that when we complete, it is what we were looking at,
but at the end of the day, it has been a common cause that people are just
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lying, I am sorry for the language, but it is what has been happening.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I think that is where the problem is. In other words,
what you are telling us, is that applicants come to your department, provides
with information which they know to be false, but they provide this
5

information simply because they want you to issue them with a license, and
thereafter the license ends up being used by other individuals, together with

10

this one, who never had the necessary finance to set up the hospital. Is that
what happens?
MS NTAMANE Yes, it’s one way of looking at it.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO No, what is the other way of ...? Surely ...
MS NTAMANE Okay, no, it’s ... we can say that, sorry, Judge.
JUSTICE NGCOBO No, I understand, you will have to do more than that. I

20

just need to understand clearly what happens. When a person comes to apply
for a license, that individual is required to provide you with information that

15

will qualify him or her to obtain a license, and then based on the information
that is provided to you, you then issue the license. Now are you saying t hat
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sometimes it turns out to be that the information that was provided to you was
really not accurate?
MS NTAMANE Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Now, but doesn’t that provide you with the power to
5

withdraw that license if it was obtained by false pretences?
DR SELEBANE Yes, I think the difficulty on our side is if somebody says I

10

want to do this and then comes back later that due to all kinds of
circumstances I am unable to do this, but I have sought other help from other
people to assist me in achieving the same objective that you wanted, we do

10

not have a tool I suppose that would assist us in downright withdrawing the
license. I think that, I would concede, that would be a gap on our side.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Does this bother you?

20

DR SELEBANE It does, when you have given something in good faith and it
ends up differently, you wonder, and it is very difficult for us, I would like to

15

say, through you, Honourable Judge to say that it is difficult for us to say
whether the intentions were malicious from the start. We can’t prove that, it
is very difficult to say that.

It is possible that certain things might have
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happened in the process, we don’t know. So it becomes very difficult for us
perhaps as human beings, to say, oh, that’s

a department, to say your

intentions were never honourable in the first instance.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, I think we would be grateful indeed if you could
5

provide us with a list of those licenses thank you.
DR SELEBANE Okay, we will do that.

10

DR BHENGU Thanks Judge. Yes, just moving to interaction between private
and public sector, can you just give us just a description of the [indistinct
51:52], what the purpose was, what’s the status, are they still on, what lessons

10

have been learnt?
DR SELEBANE

Thank you.

Incidentally I was the CEO at Charlotte

Maxeke when the [indistinct 52:08] wards were there, and also I think I was
working at the medical association when the issues around [indistinct 52:18]
20
15

and private doctors were being discussed in terms of, I think it was called
limited private practice, something like that.
The intentions, I would suppose, was how is it possible that there was a big
threat of brain drain in the country, a lot of doctors were leaving the country,
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and the idea then, and I was not in the department, but I know that I was at
the Medical Association, South African Medical Association, the idea that
was [indistinct] 0.52.49, was to say how is it possible that we could keep the
doctors, these high skilled people in the public sector, but allow them again
5

within the public sector to do some limited private practice, and that is how I
think the concept around RWOPS came, and Folateng, in particular, I can
speak for Gauteng, then came around, in Charlotte Maxeke, in Helen Joseph

10

and in Sebokeng.

The other two did not fly.

Sebokeng collapsed also

completely. The Charlotte Folateng was viable even during my time in 2010
10

or so, was viable, but it had its own problems, because Folateng would not
have its own, necessarily its own type of budget.
Now, to cut a long story short, we don’t have Folatengs anymore. What we
have, is just wards that are remaining there and are being used as general
wards.

20
15

DR BHENGU By both private and public sector?
DR SELEBANE No, we don't, the Folateng concept as it happened, is not
working, if anybody is doing that, it is not the right thing to do. The Folateng
model we have done away with it as the Department of Health in Gauteng.
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The wards remain, remember the wards still belong to Charlotte, in any case,
they belong to the hospital. They are still there. When the hospital is under
pressure, people are transferred. They have ICU beds, we are using those
ICU beds. Initially they were used for Folateng but now they are used for the
5

general hospital. The staff has been absorbed a long time ago, during my
time, the staff was absorbed into the whole ... in any case, the separation was
actually very thin. In real terms, the separation was very thin.

10
The absorption of the staff was only for the cleaning staff and some security,
but all other staff belonged to the hospital, they were inside our COE. They
10

were not separated. It was not like a small island inside the hospital.
DR BHENGU One of the questions was what lessons were learnt, because
there are a few models out there and one wants to understand which ones
work. This is one where the public sector wanted to do private sector work
within its facilities. There are other private public partnerships that are more

20
15

arms-length, even though government remains an interested party. So what is
the reason that this one seems not to have worked?
DR SELEBANE As an HOD, if I speak, I will say that and remember like I
said, I was the CEO at Charlotte, ordinarily that model would work, but it
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would need a lot of specialists themselves showing a willingness to work well
with the Department, for instance, we would have loved that they do not
charge as if they are in private, you must understand they are working within
the private sector, so if they charge higher rates that would be charged at any
5

ordinary private hospital, then they still restrict access, we would have loved
that they don’t do that because Folateng would not, in their wards, charge
anything exorbitant. They would still charge within the UPFS, but you would

10

find that the charges from the specialists are such that it is difficult for
ordinary people to walk in there, and they were actually practicing the same

10

way to say that if you don’t have a medical aid, pay a huge amount of deposit
that goes to their pockets, which creates problems becaus e then in no time the
same patient in two days, has paid in excess of R15,000 to R20,000 and they
don’t have money, you are still in the public sector, we take him to the public
sector, and when we do our [indistinct] 0.57.23 test you wouldn’t have paid

15

20

that amount of money.
So the lesson learnt is that we would need perhaps to think differently when
we want, if we mean public sector by that private specialists who are in the
public sector, we need to have a different contractual relationship over and
above what we have with them when they work in the public sector.
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PROF FONN

I must ask you some of the same questions I asked the

Western Cape, and some you have already pre-empted and answered. So I am
curious to know in terms of the conditions attached to the licenses and you
gave one example that might be possible and you say you have other ideas, is
5

there anything in the current legislation that stops you putting conditionalities
on licenses, or are you able to do that?

10

DR SELEBANE I will ask her to answer, but I don’t think, personally, I just
want to pre-empt that, I don’t think there is anything now that prevents us
from doing that, but she is free to differ with me.

10

MS NTAMANE Thank you, Chair. Currently Gauteng is still using the old
R158 and as you are probably aware that other provinces actually took
initiative and amended their Provincial legislation which allowed them to put
a lot of those things that are now actually becoming a problem for Gauteng.
For instance, the issue of whether people are merging, or when can they

20
15

merge with somebody else after getting license.

In other provinces it is

catered for because they actually did amend. The old R158 actually if you
look at sub-Section, I think Section 7, subsection A or B which just talks
about the HOD may require more information, but it doesn't, probably, unless
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it want to stretch that to a bit to say we are allowed to require more
information, and again, Gauteng is currently sitting with a policy which is
meant to cater for the amendment of R158 which was attempted, but we
found out at the time of it being attempted there was no enabling legislation
5

that allowed it to be amended, since I mean the new National Health Act has
moved to Section 36 to 40, which has given the powers to the Minister of
Health.

10
We found ourselves in that vacuum of saying that the only thing that we can
do now is actually pass ourselves a policy that will put into place all these
10

other things, and the issue of merging, when do we allow people to merge
after getting a license are issues that we have attempted to deal with in the
policy that still needs to be looked into and be passed into Provincial policy,
but currently, the question whether we can require more information based on
the old R158, it is a bit of a limiting factor, and that is where the private

2015

sector felt that you are actually encroaching in their private space. At least
now we can include things like the [Poppy] Act which allows us, that we can
ask more personal information of the juristic person who is applying for this
license which we didn’t have previously.
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PROF FONN I hear what you are saying and I understand what you are
saying, that you can’t change your regulation because there is no act to refer
to, to allow you to change your regulation. What I am trying to understand is
that in the way that the regulation currently exists, can you put either
5

reporting or, well reporting is one, but other conditionalities on it or not?
That is what I am trying to understand.

10

MS KASEKE Currently yes we can, but as I say, we have to be cautious, and
the dilemma that is brought about by us having a dormant Section 36
[indistinct] 1.01.14, actually affects us, because you don’t know when, you

10

may put all these conditions in tomorrow, I mean that part of the legislat ion is
promulgated, the powers are taken away from, as the province, they are going
to the Minister of Health. However, we haven’t sat down and done nothing,
we have put into a policy and we are hoping that it will be passed soon, and
that it will assist us to deal with those areas where we found that they were

2015

challenging, are that we are not covered by R158.
PROF FONN Okay, I've got it. So you’ve got a policy that is going to guide
your work and you are hoping to get that through. In that policy, do you have
anything on bed occupancy rates, for example, retracting beds, do you have
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anything on issues around RWOPS, do you have anything on quality
reporting requirements, those kinds of issues? What’s in that policy? And I
am asking it in relation to your duty to increase access to quality health
services in both sectors.
5

MS KASEKE The policy is actually quite detailed and the things that you are
asking about, we have included them, and I think having come from here, we

10

are probably going to have more. Unfortunately it has not yet gone through
all the processes, we still have more chance to add more, but we have covered
the topics that you are talking about, which was lacking in the previous

10

legislation. We didn’t have a leg to quite stand on and demand them.
PROF FONN And in relation to developing this policy, have you included
opportunity for public comment?
MS KASEKE It is going through the process that any policy goes through.

20
15

The draft is there now, so we have to take it through the process of public
comments and all other stages as required when developing a policy.
PROF FONN Thank you, I wanted to clarify an issue in …
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JUSTICE NGCOBO

Sorry, can I just make a follow-up here?

You

mentioned that one of the problems you have is that you don’t k now when
Section 36 of the National Health Act will come into operation and render
unnecessary whatever Provincial policy that you may have developed, did
5

you say that?
MS KASEKE Not exactly in that manner. What we said is that yes, in the

10

back of our mind, there is that nag of saying we have a Section 36 to 40,
which says it’s actually taken the powers to the Minister and if we look at our
National Health Act, Section 92, it specifically says that I cannot delegate

10

powers to regulate, which actually strengthens the fact that much as we are
doing this activity now, when it moves to the Minister, it will move to a
Minister, and in the National Health Act, it is said that he will not have
powers to delegate it to us, so I know that earlier on there was a deb ate of
whether do we think it is still going to continue to the other provinces who

2015

were here. I mean having looked into the Sections of the National Health
Act, it says to me that that power has completely been moved to the Minister,
but having that in mind as a province, we are sitting with opportunistic
applications for licenses which we couldn’t sit and do nothing. We are sitting
with the fact that ... I mean it costs a lot to actually go through those
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applications and there was no money that was being paid. We had, issues,
with RWOPS which was not, covered in our R158. That is why the policy
that we have put in place now, is covering all those and it will remain in a
policy rather than in regulation.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO No, I understand. What I wanted to find out, is why
was it necessary for you to refer to Section 36 in the context of your policy as

10

if what you are suggesting is that look here, although we want to do
something, we are reluctant to do so because we have Section 36 which can
be implemented at any time, and once that happens, whatever we may have

10

done, would be rendered useless? That is not what you are saying?
MS KASEKE What I’ve said is that because of that, we have moved into a
policy rather than a regulation, we have moved into a Provincial policy which
remains our Provincial policy.

20
15

JUSTICE NGCOBO Is it because of your uncertainty?
MSKAYEKE I do think uncertainty also, I mean, covered us, we don’t know
far and when this is going to be passed, but we are sitting with a problem, so
therefore we need to have a policy in place.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Now,, there are meetings as I understand it, that are
held on a regular basis between the National Minister and the MECs for
Health for different provinces, which is also attended by the HOD, is t hat
right?
5

DR SELEBANE That’s right, Judge.
JUSTICE NGCOBO If that is so, isn’t that the sort of issue that you would

10

want to raise at those meetings as to get more clarity about pending
legislation, pending policy issues, so as to remove this cloud of u ncertainty?
MS KASEKE Maybe to answer that, I would say that for us as the legal unit

10

in Gauteng, the advice was to, we cannot question what the Minister is doing,
and you are correct, that probably we hope someone could have found clarity,
but however instead of us going that route, we advised the Department that at
least they would have a policy, because we do have powers to deal with

20
15

policies as a province. It’s one of our ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO But I think what I am asking you, is why don’t you
simply advise the Department when you go to the next meeting, would you
please raise this issue and obtain clarity?
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DR SELEBANE Thank you, Judge, perhaps I am the one who must answer,
because I sit at the National Health Council where previously [indistinct]
1.07.38.Yes, I am aware that the Ministry and the Minister and the DG are
reviewing, except that in my head, I am unable to say Section this and that,
5

but are reviewing exactly the policies you are talking about in terms of
clarifying the roles, and also I think I know that also the National Health
Insurance white paper speaks to those roles being clarified.

10

discussed at the NHC and I suppose the Minister might confirm that.
PROF FONN

10

It has been

I want to get some clarity on the source of some of your

information, so I think it is the slide about the population covered and the bed
density. What is the source of this information? Let me tell you what our
problem is.

Whenever we are trying to collect information on beds and

number of beds, this one says that, someone else says something else. So
what is the source of this and do we have a reference for it so that we can, and
2015

is it contested, does everyone agree with these numbers?
MS KASEKE What we do every year, we send out to our stakeholders to say
fill in the bed utilisation rate, because part of what she was saying, the HOD
can ask any information that he deems necessary. So we ask for that and we
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get, and remember that every month, if I may say, we sit for the applications,
so my office updates every month, how many people have applied in this
hospital, how many have asked for so many beds and got partial approval or
non-approval, so we've got it in our office. It is the data that we work with
5

every day and gets updated every now and again.
PROF FONN So this data for the public sector is from you and from the

10

private sector, it is the information they have voluntarily given to you?
MS KASEKE Yes.
PROF FONN Are these data in the public domain, or are they only available

10

in your office?
DR SELEBANE I think they are not in the public. Every year hospitals will
apply again, not in a sense to say we want a license, we will renew the
license, so but then they gave us all the stats, how many beds usable, theatre

20
15

and everything, and then we sign.

The office then actually signs for the

license for the current year, and that is how we get these numbers.
PROF FONN So, we can, quote this and we can quote you as the source.
Sorry, and we can quote you.
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DR SELEBANE I think you can quote us.
PROF FONN Fine, and do you have any objection to, I haven’t looked at
your website recently, but it could be something that you did publish in the
public domain, you could put this on the website in this format, it is very
5

unidentifiable to any source. Is that true?
MS KASEKE I think it’s true, because it is not identifiable, it doesn’t give

10

any name of any public group in my view.
PROF FONN It does give citizens of Gauteng some sense of what is going
on.

10

DR SELEBANE Should, I go to the, other slide?
PROF FONN That was the one I was looking at. A similar question then in
the written document that you gave us, there is a Table 1, Table 2 and then

20

your Table 3 which again I think is where you get the information, the beds,
total number of beds. So it is Table 3 Page 9 of the written document you

15

gave us, and then also the unlabeled one, private hospitals by hospital group.
Again, these are your personal data from the Gauteng Department of Health
and we can quote these.
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DR SELEBANE You can quote this.
PROF FONN Okay, thank you very much, and again the private hospitals is
from their self-reported data.
DR SELEBANE Yes I think we must just be careful not to as yet, put some
5

of the data in the public, we are just scared that we might be hauled…
PROF FONN So explain, scared of what?

10
DR SELEBANE No, we are just worried that, it is inside information, but we
can share it with yourselves.
PROF FONN Okay, but if we publish it, it will be in the public domain.
10

DR SELEBANE That’s right, it will be in the public domain and we still
stand by it.
PROF FONN Thank you, and then I just wanted to ask you if you had any

20

information on the degree to which, so all professionals, I mean RWOPS
applies across all professionals.

15

DR SELEBANE Yes, RWOPS applies across all the professionals.
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PROF FONN Do you have a sense, as I’ve said in my previous question to
the Western Cape, it seemed to us from some of the submissions that there is
an issue with what people describe as abusive RWOPS, so by which I assume
they are meaning they are doing it and they don’t apply for it, or they do
5

apply for it and they over-extend it, or they apply for it at a particular time
and they’re actually working at a different time, do you have any information
on the extent to which this is a problem? Do you collect any data on this?

10
DR SELEBANE Thank you, we don’t have actual data, but we can, I think if
we put our minds to it, it is possible to get that data, but suffice to say that in
10

general, particularly in our central and tertiary institutions, to a lesser extent
in district hospitals and clinics, we do have, let me put it as an issue around
RWOPS, let me quickly say, like I did indicate I was the CEO at Charlotte,
they are very good people who are honest about RWOPS, they declare it in
time and they say I am working at such and such a place from this time to this

2015

time and they do that. It would be unfair if we had to brush such practitioners
with the same brush, it is completely unfair. There are those who honestly go
out with an intention not to play by the rules and these are the ones that are
creating a problem for everybody else, and that is why you find there is a big
hoo-hah around RWOPS, and it is not restricted only to doctors, it is only
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then that we concentrate on doctors, but it is across the bo ard. Nurses are in
large numbers also doing that and allieds.

As you saw our slide,

psychologists there are few of them, it is very difficult to get psychologists,
but they are in our institution, but they also work in the private sector. So
5

yes, we can get the data, we should be able to work around that, but also the
subjective issues will come in there to say to the CEO, tell us how many
doctors have filled in applications for RWOPS, we can get that and compare

10

it with our information at central office, but that would not necessarily then
give us those who are trained, who are not doing it by the book, and we don’t

10

want to get into the subjective fact.

I have sat in meetings, many, many

meetings, then the dean was Professor Vorster, we sat and spoke ma ny, many
times about this and it becomes hurtful for those who are playing by the book,
that they are brushed with the same brush.
PROF FONN Then, I just want to ask you, you presented to us information
2015

saying that we still have hospitals over-supplied in a particular area, but these
are hospitals that you have approved, so, I mean, and I also understand you to
say you don’t get applications for the other areas. So is this the reason you
are saying that perhaps you haven’t been as stringent as you should?
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DR SELEBANE That is the reason why we are saying if we were to be as
stringent as we should have been, there wouldn’t have been this over -supply,
we admit to that.
PROF FONN You also made a comment about supplier induced demand. Is
5

this an opinion, or do you have any data or any research that points in this
direction that you can direct us to?

10

DR SELEBANE No, I wouldn’t have any data, but when I’ve read some of
the submissions that have been here, but it is very difficult to prove that it’s
exactly what I said, it’s very difficult.

10

PROF FONN Thank you very much.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Thank you.
DR NKONKI Thank you. very much on your presentation. My question was

20

on the over-supply of beds which Professor Fonn now has touched upon
briefly. So you say you agree that your processes have not been stringent

15

enough, but I would like to know what does that mean then in practical terms.
What would stringent be in this situation? Because if you look at Page 14 of
your slide presentation, you do have criteria there looking at the indications
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of the insured population. So in terms of criteria, you already deal with this.
So what then would stringent mean in practical terms?
DR SELEBANE Well stringent would mean really ourselves sticking to our
own rules and saying that there cannot be within a certain radius, a hospital
5

providing the same services, we should ourselves, and we are conceding to
that, that we should ourselves be stringent and say this is how it works and

10

then we apply that, and we have not done that. I don’t know if my colleagues
would want to add that. I agree with you, like the Prof said, I agree that if
you say what more could we have done, actually not even more, just the

10

basics of what we have laid down on the table ourselves, would have just
helped us.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Sorry, can I just make a follow-up on that?

Your

department has very generously provided us with a selection of some of the
objections that have been raised by stakeholders in relation to the setting up
20
15

of hospitals. Now I think you have given us twelve of those. Now if you go
through most of those, you will find that one of the main grounds of objection
is the proximity of the proposed hospital to an existing one. You are not
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suggesting that you don’t pay attention to those kinds of objections?
DR SELEBANE

If I understand the Judge, you are saying one of the

objections that has been raised by our stakeholders is the issue around
proximity, and the question is are we then saying ourselves, we have not been
5

paying attention to that.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

I am just making a follow-up to the response that

you’ve made to my colleague, Dr Nkonki.
MS KASEKE Okay, probably what I might say on that on, is sometimes the
proximity is not in a sense that you are talking of the same hospitals. You

10

might be talking of a complimentary hospital which is in the same area. The
only issue is that you are using the same kind of staff, that is where the issue
is, but you will find that it is a day clinic not very far from an acute hospital,
and probably it will be a specialised hospital in the same area, not necessarily

20
15

that it is the same competitive type of hospitals.
DR NKONKI One question in the same area. So in essence, you don’t need
new rules, you need to apply your existing rules. So what gets in the way of
you applying your existing rules currently that would change in the future?
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MS KASEKE To add to my colleagues, I think the question originates from
the issue of us accepting that we are not stringent enough. Part of us not
being stringent enough is that although, as you say, we have outlined what we
normally require when people are applying, the issues of human resource,
5

although we will ask the question where are you going to get the health
professionals, we have not followed that one to the core to make sure that we
are granting a hospital where these people have probably asked is this where

10

they are going to get their health professionals. We haven’t done that. We
have gone ahead to grant licenses.

10

Issues of controlling of RWOPS, we know that we are sitting with problems
of staff that moves to work in private.

We haven’t previously been

controlling that, and also the issue of payments for application, and the
[stringent] that you are talking about, because there was no, I mean, no
[indistinct] 1.22.43, I mean, affiliation when it comes to application.
2015

We

allowed a lot of option stake applications, and probably that went through and
got granted licenses, and later on came to us and said we are merging.
So this is probably what we mean when we say we feel we have not been
stringent enough, but I'm moving on from now, these are the things that we
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have also put in our policy to guide us to ensure that we don’t continue with
this.
DR NKONKI So my last question is on re-licensing or inspections that you
conduct as the Gauteng Department of Health to hospitals that you have given
5

licenses to.

I missed that in your presentation, so could you just take us

through on what criteria do you look at and how do you do that?
10

MS KASEKE We’ve got two types of inspections, or let me say three. One
is the in loco site inspection when a person is applying, so that we go and see
whether or not are they mentioning the right area, do they check on .. because

10

they will say we've identified an error, and yet there’s nothing. So we do that
inspection to go and see, and then we also compare it with the zoning which
is a special developments from the municipality to say is this area really
zoned for something like a hospital or a business or whatever. That is one
type of inspection that we do. The second type of inspection that we do is

20
15

called the pre-registration inspection, which we do when somebody has
refurbished or has finished building, and then we go and say before we
register you, let’s see whether all the specifications of the regulations have
been met. That one we do quite often depending on how many applications
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the hospital has done.
The last one is the annual inspection which talks to re-licensing. On that one
we go deep into quality issues as well. We also are guided by what is new
within the province or within the National Department, like an example of the
5

Saving Mothers, when the Department released the Saving Mothers it talks to
the good steps of the matter of preventing maternal deaths. We put that into

10

something new to say let’s go and see what the private is doing in terms of
what the National Department is saying, so it forms part of our quality checks
as to whether are they aligned with what the National is saying. Then that

10

type of inspection, when we find that they are complying, 99% they do
comply, we then re-license them, but that percentage that does not comply,
we give them a chance to say go and comply, give us photos, if we have not
gone there, and if we do, sometimes we will go there and just check whether
has it been done. If it has been done, then we re-license them, but the re-

2015

licensing is meant on compliance to quality standards.
DR NKONKI As part of your quality measures, do you look at nursing care
or skills?
MS KASEKE Yes, we look at nursing care, we look at staffing as well.
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DRS VAN GENT Thank you. I am trying to understand the licensing and the
certificate of need issue as well as I can and I try to understand your answers.
Sometimes I am struggling a bit with the South African version of English.
The regulation that you using to regulate the licensing of hospitals is from
5

1980, thirty five years old now isn’t it? That was a total different world, both
I mean political, but also in terms of how the hospital system was organised
in South Africa, completely, can't be compared, totally different. So it is also

10

totally outdated, you can say. Now as from 2003, we have a new Health Act
and that I think what you answered to my colleagues, was that sort of keeps

10

you in hostage. It is the Health Act that alludes to the fact, Chapter 36 or 35
and so on, that the licensing will be taken over by the National Department,
has been held up, but it will be ultimately, it is still in the law and probably
the Minister is still working in that direction, so it keeps you hostage. You
are not working on a new regulation at the Provincial level, but you worked,

15

20

or you are working at the moment at a policy document, sort of clarifying to
the stakeholders what you would like to have written in a proper regulation,
because a proper regulation of course gives you and gives the stakeholders
much more legal firmness in terms of where you are heading and what the
rights are.

Stop me if I am wrong.

So my question is, does the lack of
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progress at a National level hinder you when you are properly regulating the
private Health-Care sector in Gauteng?
MS KASEKE Thank you for the question, Chair. To answer the question, I
would love to avoid the use of the word hostage. The lack of progress to
5

whatever National legislation, doesn’t hold us in hostage as a province.
DRS VAN GENT We would like to have as clear as possible answers, and

10

not political answers, because you are not a politician I think, so you can
easily give me the clear answer that I can understand.
MS KASEKE

10

Okay, as a province, we are not saying the fact that this

certificate of need Section in the National Act remains dormant and is holding
us hostage, no, that is not our standpoint. What we are saying is that we have
an act and you are quite correct to say we have an act that was promulgated
under the 1977 Act, which to others may, like we have heard someone say it

20
15

is outdated, we are not sure whether we can call it outdated, because I think in
the country, we still have acts of 1956 that we still refer to and they are quite
applicable in a court of law. So what we are saying is that, yes, there are
areas, for instance, when we look into the amount of money that has been put,
I think it is R30 or something, for an application in the R158, and HOD has
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said correctly that some of them, we have just put aside because we felt that
R30 will not assist us in anything. However, the Act has a Section that has
allowed us to continue working, using, I mean, when health dynamic, as the
changes are there, HOD has got the right to demand certain information that
5

may not have been necessary in 1977 when the Act was passed. So we are
still able to function and yes, we would have loved to amend it into a
regulation. However, the fact that now the act that we are having doesn’t

10

give us the powers that we can [indistinct 1.30.22] regulations, we still have
the power as a province, Provincial power is one of the, our policy, powers to,

10

I mean, to make policies, one of the powers that we’re having as a province,
and therefore there is nothing that stops us from functioning, and we are
saying that, however, that we have picked up that there are areas that we
could strengthen our systems better, and without any amendment into the
regulation, we do have a policy that we are hoping that very soon, it is going

15

20

to go through the processes and assist us in achieving the same goals.
DRS VAN GENT I do think you should have been a politician, because I
can’t really, I do think I keep my note with the word, hinder, here, because
what I am thinking and listening to you, listening to the three of you talking
over the criteria that you apply in practice to a licensing application, it strikes
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me that there is quite a bit of intuitive economics in that and I am n ot saying
that it is wrong. For example, your intuition about supply induced demands,
induced by an over-supply of beds, whether it is an over-supply of beds and if
that over-supply of beds is actually creating an induced demand, is a matter of
5

empirical, isn’t it. We as a panel are in the midst of quite a bit of research
where we look maybe in ten directions to explain possible supply induced
demand, amongst which also a possible over-supply of beds.

10
My point is if you would start working on a regulation now, a modern form of
regulation of licensing that is adapted to the current situation, the current
10

market structure and current competitive dynamics in the industry which is
incomparable to1980, you would probably probe these issues much more
deeply and go into these issues deeper. For example, your idea on nearness
of hospitals, because I'm an economist and I love that idea to sort of relate
your license to a nearness of hospitals, and you give two criteria, it is either a

2015

hospital, the same hospital group and I can relate to that with my economics,
that you start to be worried if the hospital is too near to a hospital of the same
hospital group.

That could create a sort of niche where this particular

hospital group has too much power. I am not sure whether that is one of your
worries, but that would certainly be one of my worries. I think it would see
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it. But the other one, if is there is a hospital near to a hospital of another
hospital group, as an economist, I would cherish that and say that is good,
that is competition, let’s get competition in that area. Still you mention it as a
worrisome factor. So my point is are these criteria up to the current situation,
5

are they fit for the current situation, the current competitive dynamics in the
industry?

10

Another criteria, the number of beds per thousand people, easily I think you
could translate that into concrete thresholds in the regulation, where you
would design districts and say if you are over and above a certain threshold, it

10

is out, we don't have, etc. or, for example, the way that you are being fooled
sometimes maybe by hospitals and hospital groups that give you data and two
or three years down the line they are not working, they turn out to be hot air.
That could be dealt with in a new modern regulation, isn’t it? So I still do
think the word hindering is, unless you correct me again, is in place, that we

2015

say it is taken a long time for the NHA and very important issues to be dealt
with in the NHA that are not into force and we are talking twelve, thirteen
years later down the line, isn't it, NHI the same. So maybe I could have your
comments, and that is my last question to you.
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DR SELEBANE Thank you. Probably I should say that you are correct to
say that situations have changed and there was what we felt or perceived as a
vacuum in Gauteng in assisting us in teasing out some of the factors and the
co-relationship between the nearness of hospitals, but also we don’t take that
5

alone, the issues of human resource, where do you get other peo ple, would
they just cross the street and go to another hospital, or another group, and the
impact, the total population around it. These are some of the things that we

10

look into and we are not saying that they are perfect and that is why we
needed National to create some framework that would be able to guide us and

10

less of intuition, more of a legal framework based on fact that we are able to
do our work properly and give confidence to people in the private sector, that
we do not look at you and if we don't like you we don't give you a license, if
we like you we give you a license, and that is why perhaps that is why my
colleague was trying to say it is not really a hindrance, it is a vacuum that

15

20

needs to be closed and I know for a fact that National is working hard to close
those gaps and we need them to be closed, I must agree with you, urgently.
Things have changed and changed dramatically, we need to adjust.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Regulation 158 I think it is that you are relying upon,
that was last amended in 1993, was it not?
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MS KASEKE Correct.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, and that was well before the advent of the new
constitution.
MS KASEKE Correct.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO Now, what the Constitution, beginning with the interim
Constitution did was to introduce new values into our country, values that are

10

based on fundamental human rights as well as social justice, which includes
the Bill of Rights that one finds in the Constitution.
DR SELEBANE That is correct.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Now, the right of access to Health-Care services is part
of that new ethos that was brought about by the Constitution.
MS KASEKE That is correct.

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO

The regulation that you are talking about was

promulgated, first it went to a statute that was enacted in 1977.
15

MS KASEKE That’s correct.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Which did not take into account the kind of values that
we now take for granted under the Constitution.
MS KASEKE That’s correct, yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I think when they are talking about being outdated, I
5

think that is the context that they are talking about.
MS KASEKE Thank you.

10
JUSTICE NGCOBO Do you understand that?
DR SELEBANE Agreed.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Now, the population group of an applicant for a license,
10

is it still a relevant consideration now?
MS KASEKE No, it is not.

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO But one still finds that in the regulation that you apply,
is that right?
MS KASEKE That’s correct.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

That is what we are talking about.

It has not been
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brought into plan with the new Constitution.
MS KASEKE That is correct, sir.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Now,, Regulation 51 of Regulation 158 I think it is,
empowers the Head of Department at any time, as he/she may deem necessary
5

inspect, or have inspected by an inspector officer, any private hospital or
unattached operating theatre unit. You are aware of that provision?

10

MS KASEKE Yes, we are aware.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

In particular 52 which among other things says the

proprietor of a private hospital, or any other person responsible for the
10

management and control thereof and who is in charge of the nursing services
thereof, shall render to the inspecting officer in terms of these regulations all
information they said officer may require in regard to the organisation and
management of such private hospital or unattached operating theatre, and the

20
15

accommodation, nursing and treatment of patients, and I want here to
underline that information pertaining to the treatment of patients.

All

registers, clinical records and any other records in connection with patients
and staff shall be made available for inspection. In other words, in terms of
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these regulations, private hospitals are obliged to provide you with this
information. Now have you applied this regulation?
MS KASEKE

Yes, Judge we have.

When we get into each and every

hospital, we do ask for patient records and we go through the patient records
5

and we highlight what is not in line with the regulation or with whatever the
patient was supposed to have, and then we give corrections as well. We then

10

after that, probably would write to them and say we found this was not in
order, give us a date of remedial action and then depending on how the
hospital is, because others are more compliant than the others, we would do

10

maybe the fourth inspection which is quite an unannounced inspection.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Under this regulation, do you concern yourself with the
quality of services that patients receive at these institutions?
MS KASEKE

20
15

Yes we do, because sometimes they would write to the

Department instead of writing to the institutions and give a complaint about a
service they received.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Then, following the complaint, do you investigate the
quality of the services?
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MS KASEKE We do, Judge.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Now,, what about the information that you get from
these inspections? Do you publish that information?
MS KASEKE No.
5

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO That information is quite vital to patients, is it not?
MS KASEKE Yes it is.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I mean they require this information in order to decide
whether or not to go to hospital A as opposed to hospital B, is that right?
MS KASEKE Yes, Judge.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO And yet you do not provide this information to them?
MS KASEKE I don’t know whether I will be correct to say sometimes it is a

20

matter of trying to be sensitive, so that maybe we are not chec king what is it
that you can release and not release, trying not to be sensitive per se, but
maybe to avoid …

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO I am not too sure that I understand the answer.
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DR SELEBANE Honourable Judge, I hear you very well that here is this
information that could help patients out there to make a decision as to A
versus B and we don’t release that. I think we must concede that we don’t
feel comfortable as yet, there wouldn’t be anything that as yet would help. I
5

understand that we should help the patients and I agree with you hundred
percent, but also I think we are mindful also that we should not get involved
in the Department now as a government department being perceived to be

10

releasing information that could be detrimental also to other hospital gro ups
or groupings.

10

I think it is a sad situation that when you put, I never thought about it that
way, now when you put it this way, I see the thin balance that we are in and
that is something maybe that also it will go contrary to what we believe in
terms of fairness, transparency, will the other party agree that this is the type
of information we can agree, and I agree with you, I don’t even want to argue

2015

that it would be helpful for the population out there to know this information,
and it would also help if other hospitals know that if they don’t do their part,
the population will judge them differently, but I don’t know whether would
we want ourselves to be the ones instigating that type of information. I would
not argue with you on that one, I see your point and I agree with it.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO You have said so many things, it doesn’t seem to agree
with what I’m saying.
DR SELEBANE Okay, in summary I am saying …
JUSTICE NGCOBO I mean you, seem, to be speaking in parables.
5

DR SELEBANE Honourable Judge, I’m saying I agree with you. Ordinarily
we should be, under normal circumstances, it would be helpful for the

10

population out there that we could release such information in terms of what
is it that is, in a fair manner to say this is what you get at A and this is what
you will probably get at B, but we are not doing that yet.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO One of the things that’s holding you from doing that, as
I understand it from you, is that you don’t want to be the ones who publishes
adverse information against hospital groups.

20

MS KASEKE Thank you, Judge. Maybe just to give some background as to
how I understand this …

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Perhaps answer the question first and then you can

explain later.
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MS KASEKE The issue of publicising the outcome of an inspection is one
you should have previously dealt with when I was trained as an inspector,
Chapter 10 inspectors that we are referring to. When we went to the UK to be
trained under CQC, the NHS actually at the time, they were publishing the
5

outcomes of the inspections and to all their hospitals, but there were court
challenges already that were there and they warned us that as a country, if
you are going to go back and want to publicise the results, you should also be

10

willing to face that there are groups that are going to be challenging you. So
I think, I know that when coming back we did deliberate on that from the

10

office that I was working in to say do we publish or we do not publish. So I
think the HOD is correct that it is not something that we can take li ghtly to
say we are publicising, we may need help from our Honourable Judge to
assist us when we want to publish the information, how do we go about it.
Because that have tried to, they went into a court action to try and prevent it

15

20

from doing so in other countries. Thank you.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

I am not a regulator, you are the regulator.

The

regulations direct you to do these sort of things, and all I’m asking is why is it
that information that is so vital to a decision whether or not you go to hospital
A or hospital B is withheld from the public, but your answer is we don’t want
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to be the ones to release this information, which may be detrimental to
hospital groups. Is that right?
MS KASEKE I think our answer comes from our experience from those who
have tried to do so.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO Is that right?
MS KASEKE Probably that is where, we are standing. We would need help,

10

it is a good idea, and it is quite a good thing that the Judge says that, this
information should be published, but we know where it has been published,
there were challenges.

10

So as a country we would want to help, or as a

province.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

And who advised you against publishing this

information during your training?

20

MS KASEKE For me, it was during the training and the NHS in the UK.
JUSTICE NGCOBO In the UK?

15

MS KASEKE Yes.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO You do understand that the UK is governed by a set of
laws that are totally from ours.
MS KASEKE I do understand, sir.
JUSTICE NGCOBO They subscribe to ethos that are very different to ours.
5

10

MS KASEKE I do understand.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Then how could you take advice from them?
MS KASEKE But I was sent for them to train me.
DR SELEBANE I think the issue is the level of our maturity perhaps in some
of these difficult things that, like she correctly said, that we would really need

10

a lot of help and advice to have a framework around publishing such results,
and I agree with you Judge, and I have said it again, that it would be a proper
thing for us to do.

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO It may go a long way towards ensuring that the quality
of treatment that a patient receives at hospital is enhanced because of this

15

fear. You do have the power not to renew a license, do you not? Have you
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ever exercised that power before?
MS KASEKE Yes, it has been.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Under what circumstances did you do that?
MS KASEKE I won’t mention the name, but we once had where a patient
5

was done posthumous, unnecessarily, so we had to apply to the HOD to say
this is what had happened and we inspected the hospital, we to ok photos and

10

then we sent it to the HOD, and said these are the results of what happened
and it was an immediate closure.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And that hospital is no longer in practice?

10

MS KASEKE No.
JUSTICE NGCOBO In other words, you have saved consumers from being
victims of that hospital, and do you realise how important that is?

20

MS KASEKE Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO The factors that you take into consideration what you

15

consider licenses, you have generously provided us with that information.
Now, one of the factors that you do take into consideration which is set out in
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6.2.8 of a document which is headed “detail the key factors considered and
where if any, applicable when a license is granted to an applicant” and it says,
the quality of health services rendered by the applicant in the past. So you do
attach some importance on the quality of services, is that right?
5

MS KASEKE Yes, it is right.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

Okay, and that is the probability of financial

sustainability of the health establishment or the health agency.

In other

words, before you issue a license, you apply your mind according to this,
criteria?
10

DR SELEBANE We do, Judge.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

On the financial sustainability of the particular

applicant. I recall you having said that this is one area which you do not
emphasise, or on which you do not pay attention, or where you don’t have the
20

15

resources to verify. Which is the correct one?
DR SELEBANE I don’t think we said it like that, Judge.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay well maybe just, start, it all over again then, so as
to make sure we understand this. How do you go about verifying this?
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MS KASEKE What we do, we ask them to do a ten year projection and then
we’ve got a department called Health Economics and Finance, and we give to
the Chief Director there and then he goes through the numbers and says this
looks viable. We even ask as well as to sometimes they need to tell us if they
5

are going to open a theatre or whatever they need to, a list of all the
equipment that they are going to use there. We then engage with them and
say if you are saying a theatre, why didn’t you put this and this type of

10

equipment, so we engage them on such things.
JUSTICE NGCOBO So you are content, are you not, with the figures as they

10

appear on a piece of paper and you don’t go beyond piece of paper?
MS KASEKE Come again, Judge?
JUSTICE NGCOBO You do not go beyond that piece of paper when you are
satisfying yourself on this particular factor? In other words, you just accept

20
15

the figures as given to you as being accurate?
DR SELEBANE Yes, I think we take the bona fides of ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes. but in so far as the other factors are concerned,
you go to the extent of conducting what one may call, for want of a better
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word, an inspection in loco, actually going to the area to look at the location,
but in so far as the financial viability, you just don’t do anything other than
looking at the piece of paper given to you, setting out the figures and that’s
enough.
5

DR SELEBANE Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, now, and then you have told us that sometimes it

10

does happen that a person who has been issued with a license comes back to
you and says, well I cannot finance this I have got someone who is going to
finance me. Does that happen?

10

MS KASEKE Yes, Judge, it does happen.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, and then do you ask that person, but you gave us
the assurance that you are financially stable and you would be able to
undertake this?

20
MS KASEKE Yes, we do.
15

JUSTICE NGCOBO And what sort of answers do you get?
MS KASEKE They would give all types of answers really to say they didn’t
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check well, that they could not be able to support this type of a discipline, it
is only after they have realised that the market out there needs this type of a
service then they cannot afford. Sometimes they will plan and you will find
that in their whole application, they did not envisage that they are going to
5

need radiology. Now when push comes to shove, they realised that is what
they need and then the money is not enough. Then they start to go around
and looking for finances.

10
JUSTICE NGCOBO And then they now have to bring in somebody else to
assist with the finance and then you accept that?
10

MS KASEKE Yes, we do accept it.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Does that not convey to you that perhaps you need to
do something about financial, how you need to review the way in which you
assess the financial sustainability of the health establishment that is being

20
15

proposed?
DR SELEBANE No, it is correct, maybe to improve the tool that we use to
look at that.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Because it is quite possible, is it not, that an applicant
who has the necessary finance might well be rejected in favour of someone
who simply doesn’t have the finance to establish a hospital?
DR SELEBANE It’s true. It’s true.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO Now,, you said that one of the difficulties you have is
that you do not have the power to amend the regulations 158, is that right?

10

MS KASEKE Currently yes, Judge.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Yes, now these regulations were assigned to the

provinces under the interim constitution, were they not?
10

MS KASEKE Yes, they were.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I can’t recall what the position is, but, does that not
include the power to amend?

20

MS KASEKE Unless if I missed it, Judge, I actually tried to go through the
laws just to help us to see whether we do have the power to amend.

15

I

couldn’t come across, but obviously we are of the view that it needs to be
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amended as soon as possible.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Okay, but it’s either it’s the province or National

Government. Now if you don’t have that power, did you not consider perhaps
it necessary to approach the National Government to do so if you feel you
5

don’t have the power to do so?
MS KASEKE From the legal side, we did approach National when we came

10

across the problem and we were referred to the fact that National is actually
working on the regulations as set up in Section 36 to 40 of the new National
Health Act.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO And how long ago was that?
MS KASEKE It was last year.
JUSTICE NGCOBO That is almost thirteen years after the National Health

20

Act was enacted, was it?
MS KASEKE Yes.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

There are draft regulations that have been made

available to me which purport to have been issued, or to have been prepared
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by the Gauteng Provincial Department which purports to have been issued
pursuant to the Health Act of 1977 and they have been approved by the State
law advisors in Gauteng. Are you aware of that document?
MS KASEKE Yes, Judge, we are.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO How long ago was this document prepared?
MS KASEKE It is quite far back, but as we say, sometimes our processes

10

become slow, but that one was in 2011. It was in 2011 and unfortunately
when it hit the public for comment, it is then that we also realised, as she
says, that we could not amend because it was repealed, the principal Act w as

10

repealed in 2012.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And thereafter nothing happened?
MS KASEKE Thereafter that’s when we approached the National Health Act

20

to ask them for assistance, but up to so far we are told that they are working
on the regulations.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, and then the policy that you mentioned, do we
have a copy of that policy?
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MS KASEKE I am not sure if my colleague brought a copy, because we took
our policies, we are now sitting with our policy unit in the province, but we
can submit it if the Judge requests it.
JUSTICE NGCOBO It hasn’t been finalised?
5

MS KASEKE

It has been, it still has to go through the stages of public

comments and all other stages, but otherwise as a document, it is complete.
10

JUSTICE NGCOBO And presumably it is in line with this draft Provincial
regulations, that regulates private Health-Care establishments?
MS KASEKE It is in line and there are more additions to it and I think after

10

this we are also going to add more from what I am gathering from
discussions.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I know that you are saying that it was in 2011, but the

20

date here on this one, seems to be 2015, which suggests that it was something
that was going to be published in 2015 and not 2011?

15

MS KASEKE The process started then.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO And it was going to be published last year?
MS KASEKE Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And it was last year that you realised that you don’t
have the power to do that?
5

10

MS KASEKE Unfortunately, yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO So whatever alternative steps were only taken last year?
MS KASEKE Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO To explore other ways of addressing the problem other
than through amending the regulations?

10

MS KASEKE I think at that stage, is when the HOD started to put pressure as
to what was happening, because it was taking a bit longer, but t o us, it was a
matter of when it is finished between 2013 and 2014, we can start then, but

20

then as the process was taking longer, we could not put the previous dates
that were not applicable. We could only shift the dates to the applicable dates

15

or the present date.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO So if I understand the process at the moment, you are
awaiting the finalisation of that policy?
MS KASEKE Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Which was only drafted last year?
5

10

MS KASEKE Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, and it is still working its way up. Do we have a
sense of when that policy document will be finalised?
MS KASEKE Judge, I wouldn’t also say that the policy was drafted last year,
because as you correctly say, it is actually I mean more of changes to that

10

document that were in the regulations which was put in a policy form, and
some additions where we thought the document was weaker then, it is sitting
with our policy unit and I am hoping that from now on we are going to try

20

and push them to move faster, because we just need to follow the processes of
calling stakeholders and all the other things. It should have by now been

15

done.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, I think we would be grateful if we could have a
copy of the draft policy.
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MS KASEKE It is going to be provided.
DR SELEBANE It will be done, it will be done, Judge.
JUSTICE NGCOBO If we get that before our term of office expires.
MS KASEKE Judge, I can sense that there is no trust on us.
5

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO No, no, no, I am saying that if we can get that before
our term of office expires.
DR SELEBANE Commission, yes, we’ll do that, we’ll do that.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, yes, indeed, I understand that.
DR SELEBANE We understand you very well.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Now,, we’ve come to the end of your presentation.

Now,, is there anything that you would like to draw to our attention which
20

you have not been able to do so?
DR SELEBANE Thank you, Judge, for the opportunity. In fact, we are more
enlightened more than we had anticipated ourselves, and we are grateful for

15

that. Like we indicated, that we really support the Competition Commission,
the Inquiry. I want to assert again, Judge, that we mean that and we think it is
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important because it will alleviate, that finally whatever you might find,
should alleviate the pressure that the population is going through in terms of
out of pocket expenditure, that also, that whatever you find, that you assist in
ensuring as envisaged in the constitution, that we have one health system and
5

try and ensure that all of us, both public and private have the same ob ligation
as the constitution says, that the obligation is to ensure we realise,
progressively realise that everybody has access to quality Health-Care, and

10

not just only access, meaningful access to quality Health-Care, and that we
are able to serve our population correctly, and no one should suffer serious

10

consequences because of lack of money or after spending a lot of money,
families can collapse because of the total expenditure that they may give to
give their loved ones a fair chance in life, and that as the state, government
ourselves, that we will take our jobs and our responsibilities and our
constitutional mandate seriously. Some of the measures that we have raised,

15

20

really are important in terms of what is it that we should do and do
differently, and we would be happy if the Commission could also look at
those and assist and strengthen our hand in terms of recommendation, that we
are able to do certain things that you picked up yourselves that we were
hesitant in doing and insist that a proper legal framework is created.
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I think, and my last word is that the private sector must understand that they
also have the moral obligation and also a constitutional obligation to ensure
that the population of our country has access by just accepting that they
wanted to get into health space. Health is different from any other space, that
5

we minimise making health a commodity, but more make it a basic right as
envisaged in the constitution. Thank you, Judge.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Thank you. There is one document which I made a
note here, which it would be necessary to have if you do have this in your
possession, and that is all those cases where you have an applicant coming to

10

you to apply for a license and thereafter, returning to you to indicate that he
or she is not able to go ahead with the operations because of this or some
other reasons, we would like to have a list of all those cases. In addition, we
would like to know who then becomes the partner to those applicants.
DR SELEBANE We will do that, Judge, we will give you that. In fact we

20
15

might even add a bit to give some of the applications that we have approved,
and over a long period of time people have not done anything, they just have
the licenses, we will add some of that information. I think about forty or so,
or am I correct, forty, some are as old as eight years old, we’ll give you some
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of that information.
JUSTICE NGCOBO We will be very grateful indeed.
DR SELEBANE Thank you, Judge.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And we would like to thank you for coming here just to
5

educate us on what you do as a province when it comes to these matters and
the difficulties that you face in the course of implementing some of these

10

statutes and the regulations. We are very grateful indeed and thank you for
taking time to come and share your experience with us. Thank you so much
indeed.

10

DR SELEBANE

Thank you, Judge, we are honoured, we are honoured

ourselves, thank you.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Thank you. Okay, ladies and gentlemen can we start when you
20

are ready? Are you ready?
DR MTSHALI We are ready, Chair.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, I wonder if you for the record, if you could just place on
record all the members of your panel and indicate to us who is going to lead the
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discussion. Thank you.
DR MTSHALI Thank you Chair. I am Sifiso Mtshali, the Head of Department for
the Department of Health KwaZulu-Natal. I am accompanied by, on my left, Mr Brian
Shezi who is the Chief Director Hospital Services and on my right is Prof [Sturm]
5

Technical Adviser to Private Licensing Unit. On my far right is Ms Nzuza, the Deputy
Director Private Licensing, and I will lead the presentation.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, thank you can we then proceed?
DR MTSHALI Firstly, Chairperson, I would like to apologise for the presentation. It
somehow didn’t find its way to the Commission early. It is a bit different to what was

10

presented, but all what was there is still there, just we’ve beefed it up a bit. My
apology. The flow of the presentation, we will first look at the definitions. We look at
situational analysis and approach to approving of new applications and then look at
building plans approval and commissioning requirements and also the annual re-

20
15

licensing.
First the definitions. We first look at what is acute care hospital. Hospitals where a
patient receives active, but short-term treatment for severe injury or episode of illness,
an urgent medical condition or during recovery from surgery, and then sub-acute
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facilities, facilities that provide complex care for patients who have had an acute illness
rendered either immediately, after or instead of acute care hospitalization to treat
specific active or complex medical condition requiring skilled nursing care, and the key
word there is nursing care. Mental health facilities, facilities that provide care for acute
5

and/or sub-acute psychiatric patients. Rehabilitation facilities, facilities that provide
therapy designed to facilitate the process of recovery from injury, illness or disease to
as normal a condition as possible, and then day facilities, facilities in which minor

10

procedures are performed for which patients do not need skilled nursing care for more
than sixteen hours. These facilities include among others TOP facilities, dialysis unit

10

and ophthalmology units.
We look at the needs for hospital beds and we thought it is difficult to predict because
of increasing or decreasing population that is in short and we also have to look at the
ageing population and also look at the lifestyle diseases, your OPCT and diabetes,
hypertension and mental illnesses.

20
15

We wanted to look at what is happening globally. When you look globally, the
average bed per population or bed per 1,000 population is 3.2 heads per 1,000. Now
that ranges from 17 to zero as you will see in my next slide that there are countries with
zero beds per population. As you can see there, the hospital bed density and economic
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status, we wanted to compare ourselves to the BRIC countries. Brazil has 2 beds per
1,000 population. Russia 10 beds per 1,000 population. India 1. China 4. We are
sitting at 3, but this is a rounded figure from 2.8. Number of beds per 1,000 population
in different parts of the world, Sub Saharan Africa is 1.4, US and Canada 3.2, Euro
5

zone 6.2, Scandinavian countries 3.7, South and Central Asia is 5.5 with the UK being
3. We note that 10 of that 11 countries with zero beds per 1,000 population are in Sub
Saharan Africa.

10
Looking at our situation as of December 2015 in KZN the population is sitting at 10.5
million and the estimated insured population is 1.6 million which translates to 15,9 %
10

and estimated uninsured population is 8.8 million estimated at 84.1%. This is also the
case when you look at the National picture.
You will see that as I go on with the presentation, I would say 80% uses public sector.
Now we know that the insured is around 16% but there is a 4% that can afford to pay
out of pocket, so that then grows the figure to 20%. Total number of hospital beds is

20
15

24,242 which translates to 2.3 per 1,000. The number of private beds is 6,252 which is
2.7 per 1,000 insured, that is in the private sector. Total number of beds in the public
sector is 17,990 which translates to 4.9 per 1,000 uninsured. Now you find that this
figure might be a bit different to other provinces that are a bit urbanised than ours. We
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have to, as a public sector, have to cover the entire province and it is mainly a rural
province. Now in rural areas there is no insured population, therefore there won’t be
any pull factor for the private sector to build hospitals there. So that is why you then
find our beds per 1,000 being higher than other provinces. Market ask for more beds,
5

mostly private hospital, they say the reason they give, operate at full capacity and it is
supported by the number of beds per 1,000.

10

We then wanted to compare the private and the public sector. As I said before, the
public sector caters for 80% of the population whilst the private caters for 20%. The
private sector, the large majority of financial and human resources for health and this is

10

a, the sources is written above. Public sector carries the bed and acute dumping of
patients from private to public sector, RWOPS and draining of health staff from public
to private sector.
We just wanted to make an example with regards to TB. We wanted to compare the
private sector and the public sector. The best practice is actually in the public sector

20
15

with regards to managing TB.
We then looked at the pulmonary disease not yet diagnosed as TB, someone with
pulmonary condition but not yet diagnosed as TB, they will both sitting in the general
medical ward for both the public as well as the private, but then diagnosed with
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pulmonary resistance profile unknown in the public sector, they will go to TB ward but
in the private sector they will be kept in a general ward diagnosed with drug resistant
susceptible TB. In the public sector they would be in a TB ward but in the private
sector they would still be in the general medical ward.
5

Those diagnosed with MTR or XTR PTB in the public sector, they will be in an
isolation ward with negative pressure . In the public, private sector they will be in an

10

isolation ward. Now most private hospitals, they have got limited number of isolation
rooms and those isolation rooms are without ante rooms, that is there is not buffer
between the general ward and the isolation ward and there is no dedicated TB ward. In

10

some or in most, if I don’t want to say all, or some might say we do have negative
pressure, not sustainable when door opens.
Now we have been to some hospitals and we have seen TB patients diagnosed in
isolation wards with air-cons. Now you know the risk that the air-cons will basically
spread the infection throughout the hospital. The private sector is known to dump

20
15

patients, I need to state this, this is referenced, the private sector is known to dump
patients that are expensive to public sector once funds have been exhausted.
Additionally, insured patients claim that they are uninsured when they come to the
public sector. Most patients who are able to pay are pulled out of the public sector by
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the doctors that have access to the private sectors so when they get there, they treat
them in the public sector but once they find that this patient can afford to pay in the
private sector, they then are discharged in the public sector to the private sector for
them to be billed.
5

Mismanagement of patient in the private sector, HIV patients mismanaged, they are
given dual instead of triple therapy in private hospitals, TB medications stopped and

10

[distributed 0.11.51] in public hospitals. We know that, it is basically kept in public
hospitals.

TB not diagnosed in HIV patients in the private sector.

Even if the

diagnosed, TB and LRTs are given at the same time resulting in immune constitution
10

inflammatory syndrome. The practice is to first treat TB and then you can then follow
with the RT’s.
Patients need admissions in public hospitals. We made an example with our oncology
service. This study was done using Inkosi as a hospital that they are referred to. When
you look at the private sector the one that is highly under threat, we get more patients at

20
15

Inkosi coming from the private sector than you get from the normal referrals sitting in
the public sector. As you would see they will mostly be coming from Addington,
King Edward, Umfolozi, Mahatma Ghandi and Stanger, but when you look at the
actual numbers, we get more from the private sector. To us, that is translated to
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dumping.
In 2011 it was estimated that South Africa requires approximately 80,000 health care
professionals to provide adequate health care. The private sector which caters for 16%
or 20% of the population has 70% of the country’s doctors. The rest of the population,
5

80% to 84 is served by 30% of the country’s doctors. The situation worsens as you go
to the rural areas in which 43,6% of our province live.

10

Skills movement. The medical schools in the country produce 1,200 doctors annually,
however, during their career approximately half will move overseas.

Our 600

remaining in South Africa, 450 or three quarters will work in the private sector, only
10

150 will remain in the public sector. The majority of those working in the public sector
will work in urban areas. On average about 35 doctors will work in the rural areas in a
single year.
The training of health workers is very heavily subsidized by government, however,

20
15

most health workers leave to work in the private sector. There is also an abuse of the
system in terms of RWOPS, sick leave is abused, state assets are stolen or utilized for
private patient and there is also poor patient care. We do have even in my province
where we have seen assets being moved to the private sector.
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RWOPS was introduced to retain doctors through improvement of their remuneration,
but prior to the 31st December 2009, RWOPS was permitted in accordance with
provision of Public Service Act of 1994. 1st January 2010 in KZN, RWOPS was
suspended. Despite the suspension of RWOPS the department continues to receive
5

complaints that fulltime medical practitioners are conducting RWOPS. The abuse of
RWOPS incurs a high cost on service delivery as it impacts on the training because it
got registered, you would need to be trained by a specialist.

10
Also lack of supervision which results in insufficient skills, and multiple litigation
costs. Over 200 departmental medical practitioners have been identified as performing
10

RWOPS in private sector whilst others have their own private practice. This result in
neglect of responsibility in terms of patient care, the financial loss to the department
where they are paid for work not done. We, by 2014 , by 2014 an amount of R26
million had claimed by fulltime medical practitioners from medical aids in the
province.

20
15

We then look at the uneven distribution of insured population. You will see that most
insured are in eThekwini, followed by uMgungundlovu, then [Utungu16:46] which is
around the Richards Bay area, then you then get others in other areas, but that is where
most are located and that is where you will find most of the private hospitals. We then
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also look at the same by now looking at the picture there, you can see that most
hospitals are actually around Durban, Maritzburg and a few in Richards Bay.
We wanted to look at operational that is developed private facilities in KZN care
district. When you look at EThekwini, the population estimated insured population, as
5

I have said before, it is around 904,000 and there is 19 hospitals with 3,727 beds for
acute hospitals, and then go to sub-acute, Durban has five facilities, with 107 beds and

10

your day facilities, there are seven with 52 beds, psychiatric hospitals there are two,
with 104 beds and we don’t have any rehab centre. I just don’t want to go through the
entire province.

10

Developed private facilities by operator in KZN. We look at Netcare, Mediclinic, Life,
Lenmed, Joint Medical Holding, and then others.

Netcare has got nine, four in

eThekwini, Mediclinic has got four, two in uMgungundlovu, and one in EThekwini,
Life, 5 EThekwini, 7 in total, Lenmed 2 EThekwini and that is there full complement,
four JMH and they are all at EThekwini. We then have 17, sorry 30 others and 17 are
20
15

in EThekwini.
Now we will go through the approach to approving new applications and extension.
We use this formula, 3 bed per 1,000 population and we say 25% should go to the
private sector and 75% should go to the public sector in terms of beds. Now in KZN
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according to this formula total number of beds required is 31,000, private sector has
7,800 and public sector has got 23,500.
Current situation. As the entire province, I will also just look at EThekwini. There is
3,900 beds in the private sector. In the public sector is 6,500, the total is 10,500. Total
5

number of beds short, we are short of 7,228 beds in the province and we are using the
distribution of 25/75 split.

10

We consider these when we look at the, when awarding the license. Does the formula
include all types of beds, except day beds? Despite that distribution of facilities,
number of beds follow the distribution of the insured population, the demand for

10

private beds is highest in areas with the highest number of beds. We ask is then
estimated demand for beds too low, is the number of people that can afford private care
much higher than the insured population?
We at some point felt that we were inundated by these applications and we were

20
15

considering to say, you know what if we let the market decide, whoever ask for a
licence, we just give the licence because those that are not prepared will then be out of
the market, but we felt that was a bit irresponsible, but there was just too much pressure
from different angles in terms of granting of licences. If an applicant can convince,
that was also a thing, that if an applicant can convince a financial institution that the
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proposed facility is economically viable, the approval should be given if the conditions
are met. So we then said, we don’t want to be the gate keeper, let this person go to the
financing institution. If they are convinced about the business plan, then they give us
support as the financial institution that we are convinced that there is business here.
5

We then felt we might need to give them based on that, but we never, we never went
this far.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO

What do you mean we never went this far?

DR MTSHALI We ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO You didn’t apply that.
10

DR MTSHALI Sorry?
JUSTICE NGCOBO You didn’t implement that.
DR MTSHALI

20

No, we didn’t.

Here is the role of our applicants, DOH,

municipalities in the application process. Applicant to provide detailed feasibility
study, their business plan, financial viability and other documents. DOH assesses each

15

application, look at the proposed bed distribution, proposed package of medical
disciplines and proposed staffing, and then the municipality also will assess, look at the
site, availability of infrastructure and also the environmental impact.
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Criteria to approve an application for a new health care facility, funding available from
recognized credit provider, funding institute perceives financial viability, there is a
secured site and the owner is willing to sell, issues of zoning, municipal support, no
environmental objections and as all the applications have to be put on the local
5

newspaper, no objections from the community, and appeal in case of unfavoured
outcome and that will be sent to the MEC’s office.

10

Here is our policies and standard operating procedures. Currently the Department of
Health has standard operating procedures for the governing of private facilities and
unattached operating theatres which was implemented on the first of November 2011.

10

Our regulations governing private hospitals and unattached theatre units using R158 of
1980 is used as guideline for licensing of private Health-Care facilities. We have also
extended the R158 but I will answer that question later.
Total number of approved facilities in KZN. Let me make an example also using
EThekwini. Estimated in short is a 904,000, number of operated facilities is 33,

20
15

number of facilities under construction is 4.

The number of approved but not

developed facilities is 27. As you can see the total number of operational facilities in
the province is 56, number of facilities under construction is 17 and the number of
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approved, but not yet developed, is 64 and that is where the problem is.
Total number of approved private beds in KZN. We have got approved, in use and
under developed, basically it’s the same as the previous slide, but now looking at the
number of beds. Let me use EThekwini again. We have got 7,000 approved beds, in
5

use about 4,000, and undeveloped is around 3,000.
We were quizzed with the challenges with regards to transformation and it became

10

very difficult to do balancing act as, one, when you look at the previous slide with
regards to undeveloped beds, most of those undeveloped beds are belonging to the new
entrants to the market. We want a person that has got knowledge of the industry. We

10

want to see the experience in running the Health-Care facility and we also do a bit of
background check.
Financing, acquisition of funding, site acquisition and provisional support staff.
Undeveloped facilities by operator in KZN, Netcare only 1, Mediclinic 2, nothing from

20
15

Life, Lenmed nothing, JMH 2, and then there is the others which is 76. 76 of the 81,
that is 94% of approvals to develop a new facilities has been awarded to small players
and when you look there were those that were awarded around 2008/2009 and we are
still trying to deal with that.
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Building plan approval and commissioning requirement.

Building plan approval

follows approval to develop. DOH plan approval before municipal approval. We first
approve then it goes to municipal approval, for municipality approval.

Building

requirement as per R158 where applicable, last amended in 1993 and some
5

requirements were a bit outdated because we also look at the National co-standards, we
feel that the standards that we’re subjected to a public sector, should also be applicable
to the private sector so that is why I was talking of amended R158, and there is

10

additional infection, prevention building requirements.
Example of infection prevention requirements, designed in [inaudible 27:58] clinical

10

hand wash basins, the required number and design of isolation rooms, material applied
in clinical and support areas, whether smooth, washable or impervious, kitchen,
laundries, theatres, etc., designed without crossover of clean and dirty material, and
staff, commission requirements: we say when you commission you should commission
according to the plan that was approved. We have seen people [inaudible 0.28.31]

2015

commission unapproved plans or modified plans. Commission inspection are to check
whether the approved plans have been adhered to.
Then on the issue of annual re-licensing: annual re-licensing owner to request 90 days
before expiry of the current licence, site visit to assess the quality of care, we look at
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the building requirement, same as plan approval, bed spacings, we have had an issue
recently we had an issue of bed spacing that we didn’t want to renew the licence and
HASA was involved. Policies, incident reports, and also we look at nursing care
standards.
5

Status of existing facility: there is no existing facility that is fully compliant with R158,
compliance with the infection prevention requirements is also lacking. Facilities to

10

submit a plan to achieve compliance. Thank you.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Could we just, could you just go back to the last bit, slide?

Now there is no existing facility that is fully compliant with the regulations? Is that
10

true?
PROF [STURM] Yes, that is true.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And nevertheless they are allowed to operate.

20

PROF [STURM] When we started intensive inspection a couple of years ago, we
found that indeed none of those existing facilities was compliant, but because it is kind

15

of joint responsibility, because they had been approved formally by the departments,
we have given them the opportunity to design their own plan to remedy the issues with
time lines so that they can also budget properly for it, and that is what we will do in
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the next annual inspections, which is now going is to see that they keep to their own
plans, and only if they are not keeping to their own plans for improvement, then we
become nasty.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

Are you telling us that there are facilities, are these

private hospitals who do not comply with the regulations but which are nevertheless in
operation?

10

PROF [STURM] It came really as a surprise because the regulations for 1980, and
there is no reason why any of them with the exception of a few have been built before
should not comply with the regulations, and they should also have plenty of time to

10

remedy it, but they never did.
JUSTICE NGCOBO And nothing is happening to them?
PROF [STURM] No, now they are improving because we demand that, and at the
annual inspection we are looking at whether the improvements they have been planned

20

15

and budgeted for in that particular year have been achieved or not.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, thank you.
DRS VAN GENT Thank you very much, I would like to touch on two issues and leave
the licensing issues to my colleagues where we get a number of questions on this as
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well. First of all I would like to understand, you mentioned there is 76 undeveloped
hospital licenses primarily by others. Who are these others?
DR MTSHALI The others is the new entrants to the market. They don’t belong to the
big groups.
5

PROF [STURM] If I may add, the last couple of years we have that requirement that
the applicants need to provide proof of a site that they can acquire, the owner is willing

10

to sell and they need to come within the declaration from a financial institution that
they are willing to fund a significant percentage. Now that has only been put into place
very recently, but because those things are the main inhibitors for the development by

10

the newcomers, we think that that situation is now going to improve.
DRS VAN GENT Alright and so there is no possibility for you to withdraw the license
once, let’s say after a year or two years the hospital hasn’t been developed?
PROF [STURM] Yes we have tried that. We divided the old licenses and developed

20
15

licenses that is older than five years and those that are younger than five years, and we
withdrew the ones that were older than five years, and the other five, the ones that were
younger than five years, we asked them to start looking for a site and give us proof that
they had one and finances within the next six months of the date of that letter. That
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was an exercise that was partially successful with the first group older than five years,
and the reason for that was that some now suddenly woke up and detected that the ones
that were less than five years got the opportunity to remedy the issue and some of them
asked that and did so after that, so it is a kind of partial success. There were quite a
5

number, I don’t have the number available now, that never [inaudible 34:23] and just
have no existing license anymore.

10

DRS VAN GENT And you can’t just send them a letter and just say, right you are not
responding, you haven’t developed your plan for three years now, we take it that it is
obsolete, you changed your plans?

10

PROF [STURM] We didn’t ask that. So we just took it that they did not respond, that
they were in agreement with the counseling.
DRS VAN GENT I just want to understand, so why would people, I take it as quite a
bit of investment to go through the whole process of getting a license with studies and

20
15

feasibilities and banks, etc. etc. why, do you have any idea why people or investors
would go through that process and not be that serious as you expected? Have you done
any research on that?
PROF [STURM] No we didn’t really look into that, but because we enquired why
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people did not develop their awarded license, the answers that came, but we did not
quantify them, but the answers that came were always, we couldn’t find the money, we
couldn’t find the site that was suitable for development, and I take it that that is still the
main reasons, [inaudible 35:44] might be we have never heard that, that that market
5

analysis was wrong and they came to the conclusion that it would not be financially
viable.

10

DRS VAN GENT Are these criteria, so having access to funds, having access to a plot
of land, are the criteria for granting the license in the first place, isn’t it?
PROF [STURM] That is now, the last two years.

10

DRS VAN GENT Why is that?
PROF [STURM] Before the first time it was not.
DRS VAN GENT You just gave it to them. Alright not you personally, but it was

20

given to them, and now what is the effect of this quite impressive number of sort of
sleeping licenses? If a new party comes and requires a license or tries to get a license

15

for a particular region or a district or whatever, is then the sleeping license and the
sleeping capacity that is not being developed, taking on board in, because you can end
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up in a sleeping investor suddenly they are waking up and a new investor that was
awake already investing in that area and you have two, a double capacity.
PROF [STURM] We have made that responsibility of the applicant together with his
funder because now they need to come up with proof that a financial institution is
5

willing to fund it, so they must have already done the market investigation in that area
and come up with and found out if there was already a sleeping license, and we have

10

made it more accessible for everybody because we published since last, end of last year
all the approved licenses on the website.
DRS VAN GENT Alright, so but you, so you yourself do not take account of the fact

10

that there is a sleeping license in that area, you just go into that new like there is no
hospital or no sleeping hospital in that area.
PROF [STURM] Yes.
DRS VAN GENT It is quite an explosive situation. A second point, and that is I am

20
15

sort of confused by the fact that I have slides at my disposal and you were presenting,
and I have two submissions actually in front of me, but not the one that you were
presenting, I think. Is that correct? Do we have, I have a smaller one stating the
budget 2013/14 , 2015/16, KZN health, and I have got one without KZN signs on it,
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but I don’t have the one, do you have that one? I don’t think we have your, is that
possible?
MS NZUZA

Apologies, we gave the presentation to the people at the back and

the lady sitting there, the same presentation they were going to print it. So it took it
5

that they printed the correct one. Seemingly they printed the wrong thing that was
saved on the same disk.

10

DRS VAN GENT Oh, right.
MS NZUZA

Seemingly they printed the wrong one because we save this and

they were going to print this.
10

DRS VAN GENT Alright. You gave that today?
MS NZUZA

Yes.

DRS VAN GENT Alright.
20

MS NZUZA

I gave the disk to them, yes.

DRS VAN GENT We will give this back to you and get the right presentation
15

helpfully from staff. I am asking because I would like to refer, take you back to a slide
that you presented on dumping. You first, out of the top of my head, because I haven’t
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got the slides, you first presented a, and you mentioned dumping a number of times,
and then you presented the slide where you referred to a Mail & Guardian article from
2011, if I remember well, with a number of issues, but that’s more, that is referring to
an article in the Mail & Guardian in 2011, but then the next slide you presented, sort of
5

proper evidence I think, on cancer treatment. First of all it was not, because I couldn’t
follow it, it was too small there, maybe you can explain a bit more precisely what is in
the slide.

10
Actually my point is that we have been hearing of dumping from the public sector to
the private sector quite a bit and we haven’t had, or haven’t received much concrete,
10

hard data, evidence on that, and I do think if, you would be I think, no, no, next one, it
is back, I think it is back, okay, no back, that’s it. We just had it. It was about cancer
treatment. That’s it, keep it still. Not this one, and then the next one. Next one. Next
one. Yes. So as I said we don’t have much hard data, concrete research presented to
us on the phenomenon of dumping, and it is of course, and but many parties mentioned

2015

the phenomenon of dumping to us, and an article in the Mail & Guardian of course is
not going to help us in that sense, but can you explain what this, again, what this, this
refers to hard data that you have, I take it?
DR MTSHALI

This study was done at a hospital in Luthuli on oncology services.
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They wanted to see who refers to them the most, and when they did their numbers,
there were around six patients from Addington, King Edward gave them around seven
patients, Umfolozi 9, and they were getting 10 from the private sector during that
period.
5

DRS VAN GENT Alright and is this particular hospital specialized oncology?
DR MTSHALI

10

It is a central itinerary.

DRS VAN GENT Could it be part of the explanation that their treatment is better?
DR MTSHALI

I can give an anecdote, but it’s, I don’t want to say it is better but

we, I have seen patients, I know of a patient who had a medical aid, who was advised
10

by an oncologist in the private sector that for your cancer, it was leukemia, you are
better treated in the public sector, and this patient went through King Edward and
ended up at Inkosi Luthuli and he came to me, it was someone I know, and he was
wary, wary of what he was being told especially when he came to King Edward,

20
15

because he felt that he was being misled until he got to Inkosi Luthuli, and then he
went back to the private sector and compared the two. Inkosi and the private sector,
one thing was the issue of nursing that in a public hospital we are looked after by welltrained nurses compared to a nurse’s assistant in the public sector being responsible for
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the whole ward. So, yes I think when it comes to that service we are offering better in
the public sector.
SPEAKER But as you yourself have said, and also you said that before, it is anecdotal
evidence. Wouldn’t you be in a position to do a bit of hard research in, amongst your
5

hospitals to really find out why these patients have been referred to these hospitals,
whether their plans were exhausted, whether there were other considerations for them

10

to be referred to, whether the hospital charged them, or they didn’t charge him because
they couldn’t charge him or they couldn’t pay or that type of evidence? We are
looking for that type of evidence and I think you are sitting on that evidence actually

10

and it could be helpful for us to get that data in an objective manner.
MR SHEZI Thank you, Chair. I think maybe to add onto this one, it is just that on our
side we have not been, we have not actually collected information, because there has
been some incidences or complaints whereby CEOs, they will seek guidance from head
office because these patients are referred to the public sector because their funding in

20
15

their medical aid is exhausted. So unfortunately we don’t keep statistics of such
information. I think from now onwards we should be in a better position to keep such
statistics, because these matters are always referred to us every time, but as these
patients access these services, what we normally do is we do assess their affordability
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in terms, yes that is what we do.
SPEAKER You could proceed and do somewhat more detailed analysis per hospital
what is going on precisely. We would very much appreciate that.
MR SHEZI Yes that we can do, because what we normally see, we see this mainly
5

when it comes to more of specialized services at regional care level going up to central
level. Yes that is.

10

SPEAKER Thank you, thank you very much.
DR MTSHALI

May I just add on to that one? When I used to work in a hospital, I

am not going to mention the surgical department, but you would find that if a person
10

goes through the system, referral system from base hospital to us, when you check their
history you will get a lot of consultations within the system, but you will then come
across this specialty where a person is admitted yesterday, and then operated the
following day, and they were coming for the first time the previous day, so it means

20
15

they have been worked up somewhere and they just came to access theatre and all
those things. So we do have evidence. May be we didn’t present it here, but we do and
to me when I look at it, that is somehow, I am not sure whether to say dumping or just
accusing the public sector facilities.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO

I think, precisely what do you mean when you use the word

dumping? What do you understand by dumping?
DR MTSHALI

My analysis of dumping is that the patient has run out of funds, but

still needs care, but because they don’t have funds, they then cannot be treated in the
5

private institution, and they are then sent to the private, sorry to the public sector for us
to continue that care that the private is not willing to give.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO

When, in your presentation you made the statement that there

was dumping, that’s what you were referring to. Is that what you were referring to?
DR MTSHALI
10

Yes.

JUSTICE NGCOBO
DR MTSHALI

Now, on what information did you base that statement?

I based that information from the request that we get from the

private sector, especially sending ICU patients to us in the public sector because people
20

have run out of funds.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

15

On how many occasions have that happened?

MR SHEZI Like I indicated earlier on, Chair, this often happens towards the end of
the year when funds, most medical aids have funds exhausted, unfortunately we don’t
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keep this records, that is where the problem is. I think from now onwards we’ll be able
to keep those records, and the sad part of it is we found, I mean, these patients are
incited to go on media that we are refusing to accept them in the public sector. Those
are the worst incidences that do happen. So this happens mainly after June in most
5

instances.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

It is just when you use that, when you make that allegation I

thought that you had information which is readily available which would indicate that
there was dumping, as you suggest.
DR MTSHALI

10

When I was presenting that dumping was referenced. It came from

an article. So there is reference to that.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

No, but I would have thought that it would come from you as

a Provincial government who is responsible for regulating these hospitals. I mean the
case that comes to mind is a case of a man who was suffering from all kinds of
20
15

ailments, including kidney failure, heart disease who had exhausted his medical aid,
but he needed treatment in the form of dialysis which he couldn’t afford, and therefore
he had to go to the public sector and the public sector did not have sufficient dialysis
machines to cater for that person, but that was a clear case of a person who had run out
of his funds and had to go to the public sector simply because he had exhausted, that is
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what he had said in his affidavit and that is what he told the court, and that is what the
Provincial government in KwaZulu-Natal accepted. Are you familiar with that case?
DR MTSHALI

The [inaudible] 0.51.31 case, yes.

JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

That is the case you should be referring to.

DR NKONKI Thank you very much for your presentation. My colleague has raised a
question I was interested in with regards to this slide, so I am going to ask other

10

questions and not repeat what he has asked. So I was interested in understanding
whether on these numbers you differentiate between those patients who the state is
their designated service provider, so for instance, medical schemes last week presented

10

different options and showed that in many of their low cost benefit options the state is
their designated service provider. So I just first wanted to know whether you make a
distinction that some of the people who are being referred to you, you are the
designated service provider.

20
15

DR MTSHALI

The analysis didn’t go that far but I am aware that some are

designated service provider, but we do see patients who simply just run out of funds
from medical aids who do not have status at designated service provider.
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DR NKONKI

And I would like to know how do you handle the billing of both

your designated service provider and these patients who have been referred to you?
DR MTSHALI

Those that are designated service providers, we billed and will be

paid, but those that have run out of funds, they won’t be any funds available.
5

DR NKONKI

And they are not requested to pay out of pocket, or ...?

MR SHEZI Actually they are assessed based on the affordability like any other based
10

on their income, they pay user fees, yes.
DR NKONKI

So my other question is on the quality of care indicators that you

showed, so for instance you compared the TB wards in the private sector and in the
10

public sector and I saw in your later slide on re-licensing that you have the isolation of
wards as one of the criteria for deciding whether to re-license. The other issues you
highlighted was the negative impact of RWOPS, the remunerated work outside of
public service, and I didn’t see that as a criteria for re-licensing and I would like to

20

15

know why that wasn’t carried through.
MS NZUZA The issue of the standards of care, we do check on the slides that were
shown regarding TB, we do check on the isolation wards in the private sector but they
were not implemented before the past two years, so what we are doing now is we are
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trying to improve on what is already existing, so we find that in most of the hospitals
they started building, started isolation wards with ante rooms and the negative pressure
thing that is needed for isolation of TB patients, but it is still a new process that we
have started and it is ongoing, and we are giving the hospitals time to build it, because
5

it is part of a bigger budget that they have to …
DR NKONKI

10

Sorry I have difficulty, so I gave the example of TB as I see that you

are using it as your re-licensing and I think that is correct, so I am not questioning that,
what I am questioning is the absence of RWOPS criteria. So you have showed, just
like you showed on TB, that it has negative consequences and so why is that not

10

applied on re-licensing?
DR MTSHALI

Thank you Commissioner, I think that is an omission on our side,

because we have followed practitioners into their hospitals and we are recovering and
some are paying back the monies that, we agree with them that this was, they need to
pay this back, but we haven’t linked the practitioner to the hospital group. I think
20
15

maybe that is what we need to do, that as a group you have got this person that is
impacting on us negatively, but we haven’t done that.
DR NKONKI

Then my last question, one of your criteria for approving an

application for a new Health-Care facility included no objections from the community.
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Which community are you referring to? The community of existing hospitals or the
community that lives in that area and how do you apply that?
DR MTSHALI

It is a product of a community either community living in that area,

but also a community, we also include the competition as well, you know they might
5

object but we have looked at the competition differently when another hospital says, no
you cannot build another hospital, because we have seen, we have had such an

10

objection from the competition, operational competitor, so when you say community, it
is them saying they are supporting or objecting to the development of a hospital in their
area that they are living in.

10

DR NKONKI

So when there is a competitor objecting, what, how do you handle

that? How have you handled it in the past?
DR MTSHALI

We try to be objective and see whether it is not a prevention of

market entry or not.
20

15

DR NKONKI

Could you give us an example maybe?

DR MTSHALI

If in our analysis, we feel that this area has got enough beds, there is

still room for other beds to be developed, we do give irrespective of the objection if we
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feel that in that particular area there is still enough beds for another facility, or other
beds.
PROF FONN

Thank you, I want to explore with you your sense around the degree

of latitude that you have in relation to attaching conditionality to licences. So it has
5

been a discussion, I have asked all the provinces and it is something you are coming up
with. What I wanted to be clear about, so in principle you think it is a good idea, and

10

you could think about different ways of doing it, is that understanding correct? You
have to say yes.
DR MTSHALI

10

Yes.

PROF FONN And then I want to understand in the presentation from Gauteng, at the
closing the HOD said you could strengthen our hand in this regard, so I need to
understand if there is anything that currently obstructs you or limits the degree to which
you are able to apply conditions to the licensing, and if that is the case, is that a legal

20
15

obstruction, is it some other obstruction, what is the reasoning behind that?
PROF [STURM] We have added conditions to licenses but it is mainly to the relicensing.

The problem with awarding a new license is that people can declare

anything and you cannot check it. So there we are less concerned with that, but with
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the re-licensing when we see that people do not meet a criteria that we have set, and we
have sorted it out in the, that we awarded the new license within a year or so you need
to do this and this and that, if you haven’t done it, then we will withhold license and
that has happened several times.
5

PROF FONN Can you give us an example or two of over what issue you have held
back a license?

10

PROF [STURM] Yes, one was in a rather small hospital in the Newcastle area where
we found that the facility was licensed and everything, 10 beds or so, and the little
hospital, it was not compliant with anything, the bed spacing, two beds in a room,

10

where there is only space for one, and all that kind of things, so we don’t have to go
into the details. We gave them time to improve on that. It didn’t happen, so we
withdrew the license. They then did it all so they reopening again.
MR SHEZI And the other, how we enforce it, there are negotiations between the team

20
15

and the hospital, there are engagements, there are agreements, and both parties agree to
the timeline, so they wouldn’t say that it is just a unilateral or it is imposed upon them,
so then there is commitment from that side, I mean except for a few that decide not to
comply.
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PROF FONN

One of the issues that we have heard from, I think it was the

practitioners, and from the schemes is that in some private hospitals, one, to paraphrase
what they said, one cannot trust the general nursing in a general ward, and so after an
operation they would rather refer their patients who could in theory go to a general
5

ward, to high care or ICU, and this pushes up the cost of Health-Care. With that in
mind, does any of your consideration of licensing of private hospitals have any
standards in relation to nursing norms in terms of numbers of nurses and levels of

10

qualification? Is that something you take into account?
MS NZUZA Yes we do, we do it when they apply for opening of a new facility, we do

10

check the number of staff that will be used in that particular facility, and when we do
re-licensing for existing facilities, we do check it. In each unit we check, especially in
the critical units for the qualifications where in critical care we need at least all team
leaders to be trained in critical care as well as neo-natal care and as well as like in
psychiatric facility we need all team leaders throughout the four shifts to have

2015

psychiatry, and then the distribution of the nursing staff which is six patients to one
staff member, depending on the acuity of care, so we do enforce that.
PROF FONN So then when we meet with practitioners or schemes, who tell us this
then we should, we could explore with them does this also happen in KwaZulu-Natal
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because our understanding is that KwaZulu-Natal is different from other provinces.
MS NZUZA We are not saying we are different from other provinces, but we do check
it. The problem is when we go to a facility, we go there only once for re-licensing. If
there is a need we do a follow-up inspection to check on critical issues that were
5

identified, mainly relating to bed spacing to prevent cross infection to the patients and
we do check the staffing. The problem is management also offer facilities.

10

They tend to ensure that everything runs smoothly on the day of inspection. So you
will find even the staffing, they will have a full complement of staff when the
inspectors are coming because we do announce that we will be coming for an

10

inspection, so they get a date when a full inspection will be done. So checking on that
day we do get that they have a full complement and the categories of staff is well
mixed as well. So when you are away from the facility then something else happens.
Then it is now up to the management of that particular facility to ensure that there is
continuity in what they present to the inspectors and what happens when they are not

20
15

there.
PROF FONN So we cannot rule out that they do not game the system. It is a
possibility that they do game the system, increases nurses levels, because you announce
when you are coming.
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MS NZUZA Yes.
DR MTSHALI

Just on the issue of ICU’s, we have been receiving a lot of requests

for more ICU beds, but we have stuck to the norm that we have created of 10% of the
hospital beds to be ICU. I remember when I was still a member of the licensing
5

Committee, we visited a hospital and we found someone in ICU eating.
PROF FONN The other issue that I wanted to explore with you is the billing capability

10

of the province. So if you are, I mean it is, if we are moving to a unitary health system
and we cross refer and so on, and you have to able to bill. So for example where you
are a designated service provider on a scheme, do you have evidence of your billing

10

capability? Are you good at it, are you bad at it? What we have heard from some of the
schemes, is that we, that some people say that the schemes put the hospitals, because
we know they will never bill.
MR SHEZI

20
15

Yes actually I would say we are not good, but we are trying our

level best because there’s a level of investment on the billing system that we are trying
to roll out. There are hospitals that have got a billing system, using Meditech billing
system. Others do not have, other hospitals even have case managers as well. So we
are working hard on that because as a province we are expected to increase our revenue
generation. Thanks.
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PROF FONN Thank you, and is there anything that inhibits your billing capability,
and again our job is to try to work out how to make the health system more efficient?
So it is from this perspective that I am asking you. Is there something that stops you
being better at billing that we could be thinking about?
5

MR SHEZI As part of billing, especially if one has to bill a scheme, we are also
expected to use ICD 10 coding which is something that we are trying to roll out in the

10

province, and so there is effort to train staff around ICD 10 coding.
DR MTSHALI

I think when it comes to billing, there is a lot of change management

that need to happen in hospitals, because it starts with the clerks, you know, what
10

questions do they ask, because we only discover sometimes that somebody has got a
medical aid when they are already admitted but they have gone through the clerks who
sometimes discourage them from disclosing that they actually have medical aid. So
there is a lot of what we need to do internally to change the culture.

20
15

What we are trying now to do is when someone presents, remember some do not even
present their ID cards when they present when they come to us, so those that do, we try
now to have a system where you punch in their ID numbers, you can verify through the
ITC whether they do have accounts or if they do have medical aid. So there is a lot that
we are trying to do in terms of revenue collection.
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PROF FONN So, just if we go onto coding then, there has been some discussion at
some of the hearings around the complexity of coding, and the variability of coding
across the system. Would you as a Provincial Department of Health be in favour of
and be able to participate in a uniform coding system for the country?
5

DR MTSHALI

Yes we would and we are actually partaking in the process. I know

that we are talking with the RGs and all that, so we are going to be part of that.
10

PROF FONN Okay, then my last question again similar to the other provinces, is the
question of day hospitals. It seems from the day hospital submission that there is a
sense that provinces are not able to gauge correctly. If a day hospital could be cost

10

saving or appropriate, because a hospital isn’t a hospital if you only work on a crude
measure of a number of beds, even within acute beds, there are different kinds of beds,
does this present a problem? Is it an issue that is currently not resolved well enough?
What is the position with the ability to license appropriate day beds and the ability to
remove then potentially some hospital, I don’t know what you call them, full stay beds,

20
15

or whatever you call them?
PROF [STURM] With respect to the last part of the question, we haven’t attempted
that. Removing beds, because others have to [inaudible 1:11:21} day beds, but we
have not done is refuse any licensing application for a day hospital, but we don’t, we
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do get very few. We never considered even not granting it if it was the right discipline
or the right mix of patients that was proposed, and also because we never counted that
in the day bed count for the 3 per 1,000.
PROF FONN So you would welcome more day bed applications?
5

DR MTSHALI We definitely would. The question is who needs to police that? My
take is that it is in the interest of the medical aids to make sure that whoever is in the

10

10

acute facility, should have been in a day hospital.
PROF FONN

Thank you.

DR BHENGU

Thank you, I just want to find out, regarding the example you used

where you suspect dumping. Now is specifically Inkosi Albert Luthuli obliged to
accept all of these patients that come in having exhausted their funds elsewhere? I
thought it is a central hospital, so one needs to come through the system, what happens
in these particular ones?

20
DR MTSHALI
15

I think the simple answer is no, we can’t without redirecting them to

that service. So if that service was available, in a lower, in a lower level facility, we
would then redirect them towards that appropriate level. So it is not always, maybe
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with oncology, it is mainly at Inkosi and Addington, but other conditions when they are
present to us, they then are channelled to the appropriate level of care, not Inkosi per
se.
DR BHENGU
5

10

Okay, so it just happened this oncology one was, Inkosi is one of the

few facilities that could have dealt with it.
DR MTSHALI

Yes.

DR BHENGU

Now, I also picked up almost in passing, that some of these cases

that look like they have been worked up elsewhere, and the next day there is a
procedure in theatre at Inkosi Luthuli. Now that suggests to me that are you saying that
10

may be the surgical department is involved in this? Meaning is this potentially the
surgeon who has been seeing, your surgeon seeing the patient elsewhere so that they
are ready to operate the next day. What is that?
DR MTSHALI

20
15

Yes, I am saying that. I am saying there are surgeons who operate

privately who then, because of cost, try to save their patient costs by admitting them at
Inkosi for them to be operated in a few days’ time.
DR BHENGU

I am assuming you are raising this because it is not in line with your

policy. Is it very much an RWOPS type of thing or ...?
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DR MTSHALI

Yes it is not, it is not in line, it is abuse of the system.

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Now can I understand this, the surgeon that you are talking

about, would that surgeon be employed at a public facility?
DR MTSHALI
5

10

Yes.

JUSTICE NGCOBO
DR MTSHALI

In the private sector.

JUSTICE NGCOBO
DR MTSHALI

And where would this patient have been seen before?

A private sector facility.

Yes.

MR SHEZI It is easy to pick up these patients because you can see this patient has
10

never been booked at any clinic before, but all of a sudden now this patient now is
turning up for operation, and the sad part of it, as these patients come through they then
create a waiting list for other patients that actually are in the state waiting list.

20
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Do you have a list of those cases?

MR SHEZI We can try and get a list. We can look at the information that is available.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO

How is your information system?

MR SHEZI At Inkosi Albert Luthuli it is very good.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Then you do not have to try.

You must just get this

information.
5

10

DR MTSHALI

Yes, Chair, we can give that information.

JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes.
DR BHENGU

Which feeds into the further questions, regarding remember you

said interaction with private and public sector, now Albert Luthuli as far as I know is
unique. Is there any hospital in South Africa that is very much like Albert Luthuli and
10

how is it different if it is different?
DR MTSHALI

Commissioner, when you say in South Africa, I will say yes,

because …
20

15

DR BHENGU

Can you qualify public sector in terms of how it is financed?

DR MTSHALI

Yes. In terms of financing, okay I thought our, I was going to say

Steve Biko is actually better than Inkosi Albert Luthuli based on assessments. There is
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no other hospital finance, there is no PBP facility, health facility, in the country
financed the same way as Inkosi Albert Luthuli or to that magnitude as Inkosi Albert
Luthuli.
DR BHENG But bearing in mind here that we are looking at the quality of care, we
5

are looking at access, we are looking at the cost of care, would you say Albert Luthuli
ticks those boxes or is there any of those three areas where maybe you feel it is not

10

delivering to the extent that it is expected?
DR MTSHALI

Can you repeat the question because I am scared to answer, because

someone else might say cost per bed is, I don’t want to venture into that thing.
10

DR BHENGU Okay. How old is Albert Luthuli now?
DR MTSHALI

It is thirteen years.

DR BHENGU Is there, I mean given the awards, it is one, and that it is high tech, is
20

there any reason we are having that you know of that we haven’t seen another Albert
Luthuli elsewhere?

15

DR MTSHALI

Commissioner, I don’t want to answer that. It really needs to be

answered at higher levels, Treasury, National Department of Health. I am really not so
competent to answer the question.
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DR BHENGU Okay, as the province that hosts Albert Luthuli, are there, this is still in
line with different models, public private sector models, you heard me ask about the
others, but this is the one here, but are there any lessons that if you were to tasked with
running another or at least running another Albert Luthuli, that you will carry from, the
5

lessons from the first hospital?
DR MTSHALI

10

Sorry, definitely there are. There are lessons learnt. I think the first

one, one would look at the model, the financing model, I think what we noticed, there
was a lot of money that was paid because of hedging and that has got nothing to do
with the current leadership of the hospital. So one, we would need to be careful there,

10

but others might take that it would be good practice in terms of how to facilitate
management, patients’ records and also contract management, I think that is where
government is lacking when it comes to managing contracts in general. That is why
you find breakages of your CT scans or your equipment, mainly because someone is
not contract managing properly.

20
15

DR BHENGU

May I just move on quickly to the license questions as well? The

process it defines, it seems to me like the department is the authority of last resort
really. By the time you come here I think Mr van Gent may have touched on this, by
the time I come to you for a licence application, I already must have at least the right to
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acquire a site, the whole expensive process of a business plan, I must have paid that
and gone to a bank that basically says we can fund you. Is that the case?
PROF [STURM] Yes that is indeed the case.
DR BHENGU But what does that do regarding the new entrants? Is it not may be one
5

way to explain the 96 that are not developed, but licensed?
PROF [STURM] No, I don’t think so because they went through the process. It most

10

prohibits others from getting there, but that was one of the things that we were aiming
for because we don’t want many applicants that you can predict that they are not going
anywhere, so if they have done this, and got this all in order, the chance is that they

10

will get through were very high.
DR BHENGU Obviously, I think I can see the tricky part here where you are trying to
balance, we had Gauteng here, I think the question seemed to be it is just too easy to
give licenses, and on the other side, is it too difficult on you? I am just asking now.

20
15

How will you get around the balance that needs to be struck between making sure that
the licenses awarded to a party that is really capable of doing something about it, but
also dealing with the real imperative to support in particular our BEE mandates as a
country? How, what solutions, because you intimated that the 96 are sitting, those that
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are sitting in 96 are exactly issues around emerging, sort of operators who are possibly
qualify for BEE [inaudible]?
MS NZUZA At one time we did look at awarding licenses to people who were
disadvantaged before. So when we look at an area and we say maybe one of the big
5

groups, let me say just maybe Life has a facility there and then an individual applies in
that area, and maybe Life is also applying to extend, then the preference will be given

10

to the individual that is still new, but the challenges like the slide that was shown here,
challenges with transformation, we do get challenges with the newcomers in the market
because there is also one point mentioned regarding professional support, where you

10

will get that the architects that are experienced in the field of Health-Care, are not so
much willing to come and work with the newcomer because of the funds that they need
from this particular person and that they can’t afford, even the financing institutions, if
they run out of funds, then going to apply for funds as an individual as opposed to
applying for funds as a bigger group.

20
15

So the previously disadvantaged are still disadvantaged in a way because of the extra
support that doesn’t come from the licensing process itself, but from other issues that
will have to contribute towards development of that particular facility.
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DR BHENGU Last question, and this is just purely because you made reference to
tuberculosis. In one of our past presentations the statement was made that actually TB
is not treated in the private sector because private practitioners don’t know how to.
What really is the policy behind TB treatment and the way it should be treated?
5

PROF [STURM] The, in principle support that TB patients should be treated in the
public sector, the problem is that not, that if patients are insured, they will not be

10

rapidly convinced that they should be transferred to a private TB facility which is
usually not of the standards of private hospital when it comes to the hotel function.
DR BHENGU You mean public TB?

10

PROF [STURM] Yes. So that is the problem there and it will only happen if you are
dealing with XDR MDR patient, that is deteriorating and cannot be managed by the
private practitioners. They themselves admit that that is the case.
DR BHENGU Okay, but there is no, I mean there are no outcomes, there is no data

20
15

that suggest that those that are treated in the private sector have got worse outcomes
really, is there?
PROF [STURM] No there is no such data.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO

Did I understand to say that prior to 2004 you applied a

particular criteria for granting licenses which changed after 2004?
PROF [STURM] I don’t think that 2004 played a role in our presentation. In 2014.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

Well in that event then do you have a criteria that you use in

granting licenses which is readily available to the public?
PROF [STURM] The criteria that we are using at the moment is a kind of mix

10

between the open market policy that we considered and the assessing the situation in
the area where the license is applied for. So the first thing is to assess whether there
are sufficient funding and whether there is somebody that can deliver a site that is

10

properly zoned for the purpose, and if that is the case, then the application cost from
the Committee to ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO

20

I understand yes. Is that criteria published anywhere?

PROF [STURM] I need to check my memory. You might know what we have on the
website. We have a number of the criteria on the website.

15

MS NZUZA We do have guidelines on the website published for anyone who wants to
apply, and we do refer them to the website when a person enquires about putting a new
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application we do advise them to look at the website because the guidelines are there
what is needed.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Does the website tell a potential applicant, if you want to be

granted a license, this is the criteria that you have to meet?
5

MS NZUZA Not in the sense that maybe the number of beds available in the area. We
have only recently published the approvals that are there in the province, but in the

10

sense that what is required from you as an applicant in order for your application to be
processed, what documents you need to submit, in that sense we have it published on
the website, and then in the sense of beds we now have it published, only we started at

10

in December, so people now will have an idea of what facilities are to be developed
and already developed in the area where they want to apply for a facility.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Do you tell potential applicants that one, you must have a

site, two, you must have the funding, three, you must have whatever other requirement,
20
15

such as bed spacing and the building requirements? Is that listed anywhere, where I
can go and look at it and armed with the information complete the license, I mean
complete the application?
MS NZUZA We do not say that they must have a site, it is there on the websites, but
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we do not say they must have a site because if you approve, if you are not approved,
then what do you do with the site? But we want you to have an official letter maybe
from the owners, or attorneys of the owners stating that if you get an approval, they are
willing to sell the site to you. We will want it to be an official letter. That is why I am
5

saying even from the attorneys, because if you want to buy a site from a person and
then they may not have an official letter, even with the funding it is the same thing.
Because if you go and take a loan and you are not approved then you will hold the

10

department responsible, but it is there on the website, it is stated that you need to have
proof of site.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO

I understand.

MS NZUZA Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Do you tell potential applicants that in order to be issued with

a license, we would like proof that if established, the hospital will be financially
20
15

viable?
MS NZUZA Yes. We ask them for the feasibility study as well as a business plan.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

MS NZUZA

Is that in a website?

Yes. It is on the website.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO

So you do insist that any potential applicant must satisfy you

that they have the necessary funding to set up the hospital.
MS NZUZA Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

And you also insist that you must have proof, that if granted a

license, you will have a site where you would set up this hospital.
MS NZUZA Yes.

10
JUSTICE NGCOBO I see. How come then you have undeveloped hospitals?
MS NZUZA As stated, with the challenges, with the newcomers, it is mainly with the
others where we do have a problem, because it is individuals who have applied for
10

maybe one facility or two facilities, and they have the approval and they had produced
letters that they will have funders, because the institution gave them a letter, and
because we can’t say they must get the approval from the funders first, before they

20

make an application. So when they come with the letter, that maybe a certain bank will
fund them, with the letterhead from the bank saying that they will be funded with a

15

hundred million for development of a facility, then there is a clause also that say
depending on the credit rating of the applicant. So at that time there is no way that we

can prove whether this applicant will be able to get that hundred million but the bank is willing to
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give this person. So the application is processed based on the assumption that this
person will get this hundred million, and then when they have the approval, then when
they go to the funders, then they come back and say no, you are a first time developer,
we can’t give you because now you need to get people who have been in the business
5

for so many years and then we can only fund you based on that. Then that is where
you get them getting the bigger groups to be the managing bodies of these particular
individuals, and then some of them don’t succeed and they still keep trying and most of

10

the 76 are the new approvals which happened after 2013, after the upliftment of the
moratorium.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO

So you have, is it 76?

MS NZUZA Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

So you have 76 individuals who have been issued with

licenses who have not yet developed the facilities.
20

15

MS NZUZA Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

And the reason being that they don’t have funding.

MS NZUZA Most of them.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO
DR MTSHALI

What is the other reason?

Chair, out of this 76 there are those who are still within the new,

basically, who don’t have that long term, so I am not sure how many of this 76 are
those that are more than five years, or so, but out of the 76 there are those that have just
5

been granted as well.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

I want to know the reason why the site has not been

developed. One, we know is funding. What is the other reason?
MS NZUZA Sir, there is facilities that are in the process of being developed, but we
haven’t counted them as being in the process, because they are less than a year

10

approved and they are still in their planning phase where they are still getting the funds,
and there are some of them who are in the process of still drawing up the building
plans. The ones out of the 76, roughly maybe 60 are still in the safe zone of being still
new, not old. They are still less than two years.

20

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Do they have funding?

PROF [STURM] Most of them do. So they do have the initial funds, but the rest is
depending on the approval of the plans, etc. because then only you can do a proper

prediction of the total costs, and there are many that we are processing plans for that we go
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forward, back and forward because improvements need to be made before we finally
approve the plan. So that is quite a long process, and those [inaudible 1.37.10]
therefore in the area ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

Please understand, this is what I am trying to find out. You

have got 76 facilities that have not been developed. All I want to know is what is the
reasons for that. You have given me now two reasons. One reason is lack of funding.

10

That is what the lady told me. You are adding another one. You are saying, no, these
are having their plans which are in the process of being approved, which, as you
suggest, takes a very long time. What is the other reason, if any?

10

PROF [STURM] You see we have the mix of facilities, of approvals better that are, of
facilities that are in that category of old applications, and where you’re not so strict
with those requirements for funding, and, etc. and ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO How many of those form part of the 76?

20
15

PROF [STURM] I don’t know, I don’t know exactly how many are in the plan
developments.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

So those licenses that were approved without there being a

need to establish whether they have funding
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PROF [STURM]

Yes, and the withdrawals were withdrawn, a number of them,

because of the fact that they now claimed to have funding and claimed to have a site,
and although they gave proof on paper it did not always materialise.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

Now with that experience do you now include as one of the

criteria for considering a license proof that you have approved finance?
PROF [STURM] Yes because we have, over the last couple of years, we have learnt a

10

lot and we have become more and more strict in identifying that the claim, indeed it is
based on reality or based on imagination, which has happened in the past.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

So one of the criteria that now we can expect to find is that

you must have proof of funding.
PROF [STURM] From a recognised creditor.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

20

Yes and that information is displayed prominently in your

website?
PROF [STURM] It is.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Okay, very well. Now on the 7, Prof [STURM] is it? On the

seventh of June last year you addressed a letter to us, indicating that regulation 158
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were in the process of being revised and that it will be ready by the end of last year.
How far is that process now?
PROF [STURM] Well it is not ready yet, otherwise we would have sent you a copy,
that was the plan, but we are applying an amended form of the R158, although it is not,
5

in which we have edited quite a large number
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

I don’t understand what you are saying. The amendment that

you told us about last year has not yet been finalised. Is that right?
PROF [STURM] That is right.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

Nevertheless, you are applying the amended regulations?

PROF [STURM] We, as has explained before, we are adding or have added already in
the process of adding more criteria based on infection prevention practice, which come
from the National core standards, and that includes partly building adjustments, which

20

is not in R158. So it is the mix of that that we have not been able to complete the
document, but despite that I think we have sufficient reason to apply it because it is in

15

the National core standards.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Yes, do you have the authority to amend those regulations?
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PROF [STURM] It is my understanding that we have.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Now can you get a copy of the draft regulations?

PROF [STURM] We can provide you with that.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

10

Okay, when can we get those?

PROF [STURM] Can you give me two weeks?
JUSTICE NGCOBO

What about tomorrow?

PROF [STURM] It is not complete, as I mentioned earlier, but that is not the issue.
As far as it is now, you mean?
JUSTICE NGCOBO
10

Yes. We just want to get a sense of in what respects do you

propose to amend them.
PROF [STURM] I have a list of the amendments that we are going to incorporate so it

20

is a matter of not having the already drafted, amended protocol because that is not what
we have completed yet. I have a list of the things that we intend to include and that we
are already practising. So I can have that and give you tomorrow.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

So you have got a list of proposed amendments.
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PROF [STURM] Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

In a separate document.

PROF [STURM] Yes. It not incorporated yet.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

10

I see. So you don’t have a draft amended regulation yet 158

which you mentioned?
PROF [STURM] In the literal sense of it.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Which you mentioned in the letter that you wrote to the

technical team on the 7th of June.
PROF [STURM] That we are going to.
10

JUSTICE NGCOBO

So you don’t have that?

PROF [STURM] Not yet.
20

JUSTICE NGCOBO

I see. Now you had the discussion concerning regulations 51

and 52 of regulation 158 which authorises the Head of Department to send an inspector
into the facilities to assess a host of matters including the quality of treatment. Do you
15

do that in the province?
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MS NZUZA Yes we do.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Yes, what sort of information did you come up with?

MS NZUZA When we do an inspection we walk about in the hospital and we check
the general environment where the patient is cared for, as well as we check the
5

documentation of the patients to check on aspects like medication, whether there is no
medication errors, is it given on time, and in the environment we also check on the IVs,

10

whether they were given in time, comparing on what is hanging and what is written
down, and we check on the general documentation of the patient, like if we look at a
bed ridden patient, we check the general nursing care whether ...

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO

And what do you do with that information?

MS NZUZA We record it down and we, at the time when we do an inspection,
whatever we come across, we speak to whoever is with us because we don’t go on our
own, we take a person from the institution, usually it is the nursing manager who
20

15

prefers to come with us ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO

And after the ...?

MS NZUZA And then we record it down and we write a report to the facility, and
including whatever came out from the nursing care that we encountered in the facility.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO

And then what happens to the report?

MS NZUZA It goes to the facility. It goes to our head office first and then it goes to
the facility, and the facility is supposed to respond.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

10

Okay, is that report publicly available?

MS NZUZA No.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Why not?

MS NZUZA We have never thought about publishing it and we were thinking of
maybe confidential issues as well.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
10

So in other words how patient are treated, you consider that

to be confidential to a hospital, to facilities?
DR MTSHALI Can I answer this, Chair? Our unit is very thin, it is thinly resourced.
Now the fear is that you might go to a hospital and find a negative thing only to find

20

[inaudible 1:46:22] to publish [inaudible] is happening is in a hospital. We are scared
of being sued, mainly because we might find that because of you not having enough

15

staff to do inspections to all hospitals you end up having to think from one hospital
group that is financially resourced and we might be in trouble. So we prefer to mediate
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and speak to them to improve and ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO
DR MTSHALI

Does that mean you don’t have confidence in your report?

We do have confidence in the report.

JUSTICE NGCOBO I don't understand.
5

10

DR MTSHALI

But the worry is that they might say, they might think that we are

being, we are selective in doing an inspection.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

No, I don’t understand that. You are supposed to visit all

private hospitals and conduct an inspection. Based on that inspection you prepare a
report which you do not share with the public or with the patient but you only
10

communicate to a particular hospital. Now what do you fear? You fear that you are
going to be sued. Is that who are telling us?
DR MTSHALI

20

Not necessarily, in terms of making sure that the patients or the

population is taken care of, we have this information with regards to re-licensing. It is
information that we are going to use but we then feel that we need to communicate

15

with the institution for them to improve. We haven’t gotten anything that we felt was
negatively impacting the patient care that much that we ...
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JUSTICE NGCOBO

Are you suggesting that throughout this whole period that

you have been conducting this, you have never found anything that is negative in the
way patients are treated, is that what you are telling us?
DR MTSHALI No, I ...
5

PROF [STURM] We did find facilities we were deeply unhappy and long reports with
the improvements that need to be made, perhaps together with those facilities made a

10

plan to remedy the situation, but you could, I am very into the idea to, in the right
format, to publish that on an annual basis or so, of course I am not the one who decides
that, it has to be decided further into the department, but I think it would be to the

10

benefit of the public if the few hospitals in which that happened would have been
known that they better not be attended, not the first choice for the next one or two years
or so.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

20
15

Isn’t it the point of these inspections, so that you can inform

the patient? Now the HOD tells us that they are afraid of being sued and that they have
never come across any information in the history of these inspections which would
have a negative impact on the patient. Is that what you are telling us?
PROF [STURM] There are so many of those reports. We have 53 of those institutions
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and we have not specifically, as the inspection team, drawn the attention to those bad
ones to the health department office. So it might be on our behalf that that was not
known on that level, but I think we need to discuss that now further in the department.
MR SHEZI I think as a department, Chair, it is something worth considering because
5

even the office of the Health Standard and Compliance, they are pursuing that same
road of publishing information on non-compliance by public hospitals, and now those

10

norms, I mean National core standards will also apply to the private sector, so but also
if we are also to do, it is really an administrative process that we really need to ensure
that the stakeholders are involved, and we tell them in advance that if we embark on

10

this process, and we have an intention of publishing their reports to the public, I think
maybe that is something that we will need to consider in the future.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

And it is something that you have never considered before?

MS NZUZA No we haven’t.
20

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

What was uppermost in your mind was the fear of being sued.

MS NZUZA Not necessarily, sir, but the other thing that we must consider as well is
that when we do these inspections, we visit the hospital for one day and it is not

possible, it is a random sampling of the patients that you visit. You do not see each and every
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patient, and then if we generalise on the findings that you may be got out of 10
patients, when the hospital have 90 patients, and I don’t know whether to say
unfortunately, but you will come across things that you feel that they really need to be
rectified at that time, but it will be for that particular patient, maybe they would have
5

done better in another patient, but so generalising for the sample that you did and then
publishing something that will affect the general hospital. So I don’t know.

10

DR MTSHALI Chair, I think when it comes to our inspections, they haven’t been well
planned. I think that is where we probably need to focus. We plan them, we come up
with the criteria that can be used, that can be replicated, and we make sure that we try

10

to visit almost all hospitals, and we are able to assess them equally so and with finesse,
and then maybe we can win there. I don’t want it to appear as if we are running this
department scared of the public and private sector, that they will sue us.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

20
15

But that is what you have told us.

DR MTSHALI It came out that way.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

It could have come any other way. Now these hospital visits,

are the announced or unannounced?
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MS NZUZA We do announced visits, and there is unannounced visits if we have to do
a follow up on things that the hospital promised to rectify, and then we want to see
whether they have rectified it or not. That is only when we do unannounced visits.
That is like a spot checking visit.
5

PROF [STURM] Mr Chair, can I add one little thing here.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

Sure.

PROF [STURM] I don’t want you to go away with the idea that our visits are totally
unplanned, it can may be better planned in response to what HOD have said, but we do
have extensive inspection list that we follow in every facility, so it is not totally

10

unplanned.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

I beg your pardon? What is the point you are making?

PROF [STURM] What I have said is that the hospital visits, the inspections are not
20

unplanned, they are really according to an inspection list that we follow in each facility.
So in principle we could compare each other although we have never done that.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Because from what, the presentation you made today

indicated to us that when it comes to re-licensing you check the quality of the service.
Is that right?
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PROF [STURM] We started with specifically the building, the physical facilities, as
we have heard from the other provinces as well because that is the easiest thing to do,
and over the last two years or so, is it two years, we introduced gradually onto that the
actual delivery of care.
5

JUSTICE NGCOBO

This is where you say you conduct site visits to assess the

quality of care. Are those the inspections you are talking about?
10

MS NZUZA Yes, now we do it, yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Okay, and this is to make sure that whoever is applying for

re-licensing is a person worth having his or her license renewed.
10

MS NZUZA Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

In the past have you refused to renew licenses?

MS NZUZA We have, not permanently refusing, but withholding it for a period where
20

a person can rectify critical issues. We consider critical issues like bed spacing where
the beds are too close, it can easily lead to cross infections, and some hand hygiene

15

facilities. So in those instances then we do not give the license immediately, and then
in other instances where they need to plan for a long term period, and they give us the
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time, to say after this period we will have achieved, then we do give them a license and
then we re-inspect to see whether they are keeping to the deadlines.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

And the purpose of that delay is simply to make sure that

they correct what you perceived to be their conduct which is not up to the standard as is
5

required of that facility.
MS NZUZA Yes.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO

And once they have done that, then you issue the license.

MS NZUZA Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
10

Okay, but have you had the situation before where you had to

withdraw the license permanently?
PROF [STURM] Yes I gave that example a little while ago where we closed a small
hospital that didn’t comply with any of the R158 requirements. We closed that and that

20

affected owner decided that he now had to follow our instructions and he rebuilt the
facility.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Now is there anything else that you would like, let me assure

you that you are not the only Provincial government that doesn’t share information
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with the public. Others don’t do that either. So that is what we understand. Do you
understand that?
PROF [STURM] Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO
5

And I think that is an area that you must consider going

forward. Now is there anything else that you would like to add to what you have told
us that you haven’t drawn to our attention?

10

DR MTSHALI Thank you, Chair. We don’t want it to appear as if the public sector,
we running a perfect system. We also need to look at ourselves as well and analyse
what could be the push and the pull factors, what is pulling people away from the

10

public sector to the private sector, because my take is that if we were to get our houses
in order, and strengthen our health system, both the infrastructure and human
resources, we could be the preferred service provider, but there is a lot of things that we
need to do to do that. So a proper analysis, we also need to look at ourselves and say

20
15

what are we doing wrong that people go to the private sector, because if they had
options, of not paying that much they would come to us. So we also need to do some
introspection. I don’t want it to appear as if we are blaming the private sector and not
looking at ourselves as well.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO

That is reversing the trend where people where specialists

move away from the public sector into the private sector. Put in mechanisms to make
sure that you reverse that trend.
DR MTSHALI
5

If we reverse that trend and patients follow to us as well.

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Yes, yes, well good luck.

DR MTSHALI Thank you.
10
JUSTICE NGCOBO

If there is nothing that you want to add, thank you for coming

here to share your experience with us. Now the purpose of this session was really no
more than to get a sense of how you react with the private sector which you have just
10

explained to us, and we may have to recall you later on when we look much deeper
now into issues of regulatory framework and what needs to be done to improve the
system, but thank you so much for being here. Now,, we need to return this document,
because I don’t think it was intended for us. We regret having seen it.

20
DR MTSHALI I am very sorry, I gave my ...
15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Yes, I understand but we will just stick with the oral

presentation which you made today.
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DR MTSHALI And I am sorry for the confusion.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Oh, no, thank you so much, thank you.

Thank you for

coming up. Thank you.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Gentlemen are we ready to proceed?
5

10

MR GRILLENBERGER Thank you.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, thank you so much. You represent the Day Hospital?
MR GRILLENBERGER Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay. I wonder, do you want to place your names on the record
and then indicate to us who is going to lead the discussion?

10

MR VON WIELLIGH Thank you, Mr Chairman. My name is Burt Von Wielligh. I
am the Managing Director of The Cure Day Clinics Group. I’m also currently the
chairman of the Day Hospital Association of South Africa. On my left is Mr Carl

20

Grillenberger, he is the Managing Director of the Advanced Day Hospital Group.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Then you can go ahead.

15

MR VON WIELLIGH Thank you for the opportunity. The Day Hospital Association
forms part of NHN, so all the independent members belong to NHN, so we form a
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subgroup from NHN. When we started the business about eight years ago there was
only sixteen day hospitals. We are very excited that the sixteen has grown to fifty and
we really hope that the fifty will grow to two hundred within the next few years.
We believe that it is fundamental that new entrants must enter the market. We know
5

that there is a lot of challenges. The medical inflation exceeds CPI and we know it’s
definitely not ideal to have three groups representing eighty percent of the beds. So we

10

are in favour of new entrants into the market and specifically day hospitals. So we
definitely need the support from the Department of Health, that's where everything
starts. We need to obtain licences from them, and as I said earlier, although we don't

10

think there are enough day hospitals at least there is at least a growth in the numbers
which is following international trends.
MR GRILLENBERGER The problem that the Health-Care Industry in South Africa
is predominantly faced with is that the hospital inflation equates to thirteen percent on a
compound basis. This is more than double the amount of CPIX. We believe that this

20
15

cost of hospitalisation is the main driver of the Health-Care inflation in South Africa.
We further believe that effect of this driver if not reduced will have a far reaching
impact on the medical scheme industry. Based on the past and the projections for the
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future the whole private Health-Care system is in urgent need of change and repair.
MR VON WIELLIGH We know that currently there is no growth in the numbers of
the insured market. We also know that it is a common fact that members are buying
down. There are certainly growth in the lower options but in totality there is not a
5

growth in members, and we believe that the day hospitals can really assist in offering
alternative day surgery at more favourable prices. So what day hospitals can offer is

10

most definitely that minor procedures can migrate to day hospitals at lower costs, and
at the end of the day there can be a saving and we can give more people access to
private health care.

10

MR GRILLENBERGER If we look at the international trends, and we compare South
Africa to what we have seen internationally, then we note that we are definitely lagging
behind the rest of the western world. To give you an indication, in South Africa we've
got only fifty Day Hospitals in relation to the two hundred and thirty five private
hospitals whereas in countries like the United States and Australia the situation is much

20
15

more balanced. This clearly indicates that there should be a growth potential for day
hospitals in South Africa.

The Licensing Departments need to implement

economically viable policy and not grant licenses to operators who plan to develop day
clinics within existing hospitals. We also believe that attention should be given to what
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is needed to desperately create the number of these facilities, and what we list here is
that the Department of Health should rather take economic considerations into
consideration than the number of beds per population when the focus comes to
licensing of day hospitals.
5

We also believe that day hospitals need a large enough number of patients to make
these facilities economically viable. This is basically that they must enjoy the support

10

of doctors who are prepared to do their should, procedure surgery in these facilities.
They also are in need of the support from the medical scheme movement to create and
implement policies which are to the advantage of the day hospital industry in this

10

country.
To give you an indication of the potential growth of what is happening in the South
African market, we've spoken to the Discovery Health administrators who told us at the
present moment about seven percent of the South African market is attended to by the
Day Hospital Industry whereas the potential is that seventy five percent of all surgical

20
15

interventions can today be treated in day hospitals. What is remarkable is that a
number of new day hospitals have lately been developed. We are of the opinion that
this development should be continued within order to provide the South African
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economy with facilities planned and designed for cost effective Health-Care services.
MR VON WIELLIGH Historically day hospitals were perceived as inferior facilities,
old, which could only do dental procedures, but today with technology, major has
become minor and we can cover a much broader scope of procedures and with the
5

technology of endoscopic equipment, for instance, we can do much more than only
dental procedures. There is a broad range of procedures that we can cover at day

10

hospitals.
The modern day hospitals are not inferior facility in a shopping centre next to the pub.
The newer facilities are most definitely dedicated facilities, it varies between two and

10

four theatres, between four and forty beds on average, it’s between square metres and
up to two thousand square metres and some of the day hospitals also do have
consulting rooms. So it’s definitely if a patient enters a modern day hospital it is a
state-of-the-art building, you get the feeling of it’s a safe environment, it is a medical
environment, it’s a smaller facility, we do can believe that we can be very cost

20
15

effective.

We don't offer a twenty-four hour service, we are not everything to

everyone, we can plan in advance, all the procedures are cold minor procedures, and
we don't battle to get staff.

The staff can still fulfill their social and family

responsibilities. We do manage to get ex nurses who've left the industry, we get them
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back due to the fact that we don't work until late at night, we don't work, we basically
work office hours, Mondays to Fridays and Saturdays as well, some of the day
hospitals.
So there is just a few pictures of typically what can be done and basically we can cover
5

a broad range.

We can do ophthalmology, obviously dental procedures, ENT

procedures, general surgery, scopes, there’s a broad base of procedures which are same
10

day procedures.
MR GRILLENBERGER We would like to table a few proposals in terms of which
hospital inflation can be curtailed. The objective should be to achieve a medical

10

inflation rate in South Africa which is equal to our CPIX. We've got to have greater
utilisation of day hospitals for short procedure surgery that can make a substantial
difference. The general perception that day hospitals are not important should be
changed on the basis of what experienced overseas. These facilities can make a
powerful contribution to the cost savings which are necessary in our system.

20
15

The helping with the delivery of quality cost effective health service, bearing in mind
that at least seventy five percent of all surgical interventions can today be attended to in
day hospitals. This equates to more than ten times the number of surgical interventions
attended to at present day hospitals in South Africa.
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Day hospitals are the ideal mechanism to enable the movement away from the
traditional fee for service system in South Africa, and to implement fixed fee systems.
Members of our association know and have worked this fixed fee systems and
countries such as United Kingdom and Australia.
5

One of our concerns is the ability of competitors to prevent or to lessen competition. In
this we have seen that larger hospitals groups are using methods known as cost shifting

10

techniques to channel patients away from the more cost effective day hospitals whilst
securing higher charges for their long stay patients. This is something that has started
to happen and the South African market in the late 1980's and early 1990's. As a result

10

of this is the larger hospital groups were able to in fact minimise the competition from
day hospitals, and many of the investors who showed an interest in this type of
development turned actually away from developing these facilities in South Africa.
During 2012 Professor Alex van den [Heever] has stated that the significant market
power wielded by private hospitals permits them to merrily convert one revenue stream

2015

into another with no market constraint provided by the medical schemes. We have in
the past two years suddenly seen that of the larger hospital groups communicate with
medical schemes and motivate the schemes to actually not increase the cost that applies
to the short procedures that they sell to these buyers and rather increase the cost of the
larger and more expensive items in a hospital. This is a classic example of this cost
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shifting and is utilised to actually take patients away from the day hospitals movement
and to maintain these in the hospital environment.
The anti-competitive behaviour of MediClinic is indicated in a circular that MediClinic
has sent to its doctors and it’s dated in May 2015, in that MediClinic states it objectives
5

in relation to day hospitals which we believe are very positive objectives apart from the
following, which consider as being anti-competitive in nature.

10

The one statement in the circular is migrating day cases to a lower cost streamline
environment in their own facilities. They are talking about freeing up capacity for
more profitable larger cases and they are also talking about preventing the migration of

10

day cases to competitors such as other day clinics, and they are looking at attracting
day cases from competitors.
Anti-competitive behaviour resulting from preferred and designated provider contracts
concluded this larger hospital groups. Many of the low cost medical scheme plans

20
15

have got special arrangements in terms of which designated service provider
agreements have been concluded with hospitals and hospital groups. In the case of
Discovery Health all these low cost plans make also provision for services to be
rendered via day hospitals as an alternative DSP, and this is what we believe should
happen in the rest of the industry.
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In the case of other schemes, many of the designated service provider agreements don't
allow cost effective day hospitals to render services at a lower cost than the competing
DSP hospital. Alternatively, patients will have to incur substantial out of pocket costs.
Co and top off payments should be done away with or alternatively be structured to
5

make use of cost effective day hospitals which are basically more attractive from a
pricing structure. An example which we could give here is that, for example, a

10

procedure costing R8,000 in a hospital would be linked to a top off or co payment or
R2,000. We feel that the same medical scheme should, in the case of such a procedure
which will cost more or less R6,000 in a day hospital allow the day hospital or the

10

patient involved to reduce the co payment from R2,000 to R1,000.
MR VON WLIELLIG We do believe that the Department of Health should look
differently in awarding day hospitals. Currently they look at various things and we are
not quite sure what exactly they are looking at ,but the one big variable that they do
look at is the number of beds in an area, and we don't think that that is the, you can

20
15

only look at the number of beds because you get different beds. You get ICU beds,
you get high care beds. You get many sorts of beds, and there are many areas where
there are no day hospitals.
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So we think the Department of Health should really be more user friendly when it
comes to the allocation of day hospital licences.
We also feel strong that more competition should enter the market and from a DHA
point of view there’s dominant role player. Of the forty plus members, plus, minus,
5

most of the day hospitals are fortunately are not in the hands of the big three, and we
really hope that that will remain.

10

If you look at the current members of DHA , of the groups, it’s our group called Cure
Day Clinics, it’s advanced, who also has hospitals in Australia and is the Intercare
Group, and then there are various other role players. So, we really feel that it is not

10

important to offer day hospitals but also not to have dominance there from two or three
groups.
We also believe that we can assist, we all know that NHI will come and must come to
give more access to the uninsured, and we believe that day hospitals can also contribute

20
15

towards that because of the nature of our business offering minor procedures and also
of the more common procedures, and we know if NHI kicks in there will be a big
shortage of lots of resources, and we believe that we can assist there.
Currently the occupation levels of day hospitals are far behind acute hospitals. In our
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instance we can triple our number of cases so we are far from operating at full capacity,
and I think that’s the case of most day hospitals, because obviously in South Africa day
hospitals are still relatively new in the market, it’s extremely difficult to compete with
the big role players. We are making, I think our locus standi is stronger due to the
5

support of medical aids, especially [a cole] 0.25.32 refer to Discovery, they may be no
secret that they support day hospitals and that they want to see more day hospitals.
Unfortunately currently we don't have a good enough footprint, but it is improving, and

10

as our footprint improves, our locus standi will hopefully improve.
So we hope that the Department of Health will also support day hospitals and it is

10

encouraging to see that the medical aids are starting to be more supportive as well as
the surgeons.
MR GRILLENBERGER By moving the short procedure patients out of the in hospital
environment into a day surgery environment, the day surgery is in fact helping the
hospital industry to free up beds and the hospital industry can then utilise these free

20
15

beds for the treatment of NHI patients in the future.
We just want to touch on lessons that we've learnt from the United Kingdom. One of
the interesting aspects in the UK is where a large number of UK hospitals have been
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developed after the second world war in the UK, that these hospitals are now becoming
older and outdated and are in need of repair and refreshment.
Day hospitals are very often in the UK developed on these NHS public hospital sites
and these new day hospitals are then utilised to take over the overflow of patients out
5

of the hospital, and then very often that day hospital’s also utilised as a training facility
where doctors are actually getting the understanding of how to treat patients in a day

10

hospital environment, and the impact of that has been such that one sees today that
these day facilities located on NHS properties are actually very highly utilised in
helping to get Sections of the older hospital vacated so that these older Sections can be

10

upgraded and renovated to cater for the future of patients.
We are also looking and hoping that the idea of a public private partnerships is
considered more serious in the future in South Africa, and by mentioning this we
believe there is a large number of day procedures that are at the moment on waiting
lists in public hospitals, and by implementing public private partnerships, the Day

20
15

Hospital Association can help these public hospitals to alleviate some of their problems
with waiting lists.
We also believe that with the planning of the National Hospital Insurance system and
referring to in particular the white paper that has been circulated recently, the day
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hospitals when utilised correctly can help this cost effective implementation of these
patients.
We just would like to stress that the Day Hospital Association is in support of the
government's planned NHI initiative.
5

There is just one last comment I would like to make and this actually comes back from
the UK experience, and it was one of the statements that was made by a driver of the

10

day care and day hospital industry in the UK, and he actually stated that innovations
happen when barriers are removed. Perceptions need to change in order to create a
more cost effective competitive environment. Thank you.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Thank you. My colleagues are going to put questions to you just
to get a fuller understanding of how you operate and also raise issues that may arise
from the presentation that you have made.
DRS VAN GENT Thank you very much. I would like to take you back to page

20
15

number 3, your presentation on international trends. A minor point is I think, I would,
if you state the population to be 54 you would have to take, I think, the number of
private and public hospitals in account, if you compare them to the United States and to
Australia, but that’s a minor point.
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I have read your presentation with interest and I do think there is quite a bit of potential
in day hospitals in cutting down costs. I do think it wouldn't be that problematic for an
economist to make a projection of precisely the amount of cost that can be cut back if
you would bring, the penetration at the moment is 7%, isn't it, yes, and you said that
5

also international evidence suggests that it could be up to 75% of all surgical
procedures, could be done within a day hospital environment, cutting back costs quite
significantly. Have you ever make calculations what the National decreasing costs

10

potentially could be? That would be a very strong argument, I think, to provide to us,
as a panel, for your case, maybe also provide evidence in that respect of what is

10

happening in Australia and in Europe, because in Europe, as you mentioned the United
Kingdom, but I do think that on a continent of Europe there is a lot of examples where
the penetration of day care hospitals is significant at the moment. If you haven't done it
, think about it and provide us with that information.
MR GRILLENBERGER Thank you. On that question can I just try to answer parts of

2015

it? We haven't quantified it to that extent, but the way we get information that is fed to
us, we must bear in mind that the South African Health-Care system is very restrictive
regarding the cost of surgical interventions because of the competitive environment we
are living in, but getting feedback from Discovery, they said it’s because they feel that
in 2014 day surgery facilities were 30% cheaper than the same procedure done in a
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private hospital. They were quite happy to pay surgeons an additional compensation in
order to motivate these surgeons to do these procedures in day surgery facilities.
DRS VAN GENT Yes I appreciate it is quite hard to get the right data. On the other
hand, you are part of the NHN, isn't it, and that may be also, forms a bridge to the
5

second part of my question, and that relates more to the competitive dynamics that you
were also alluding to in your presentation, but I would suggest that checking with the

10

NHN sisters and brothers on their data and providing you information on this that
might give us some indication of what we are thinking of. Now,, on the competitive
dynamics side, what I am intrigued by is that your, what you said is that the only

10

scheme, actually, in South Africa that is interested in your proposition, in other words
in cutting back costs, is Discovery.
MR GRILLENBERGER You are correct. Discovery is a scheme that is actually very
positive relating to day surgery.

We have had various discussions with other

administrators of other medical schemes, they have shown and interest but we detect a
20
15

certain level of nervousness, possibly that these schemes might feel that the larger
hospital groups are at the moment the main parties treating their patients, and are not or
have not up to date implemented strategies that are advantageous to day hospitals. We
have suggested to these schemes simple things like doing away with copayments when
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a patient is treated in a day hospital, or alternatively if there must be a co payment, half
the co payment to make it more attractive for the patient to save some money, because
he is the initiator of the use of that facility.
DRS VAN GENT In my trying to understand the competitive dynamics in South
5

Africa, as a scheme I would be more nervous about the fact that y main competitor is
cutting back its costs, Discovery, than of the opposing side, the market not interested in

10

cutting back its costs. So I can understand, sorry, a primary reaction of three hospital
groups that they want to maintain their turnover and the profits, etc. etc., and of course
what you do potentially is present what Joseph [Shumpater] in 1936 called perennial

10

gale of creative destruction in the hospital groups, isn't it. It needn't be that bad
because they themselves could invest in day hospitals and restrict the perennial gale or
the destruction within their groups, but I can understand the first hesitation of these
hospital groups. I can't really understand the hesitation of the demand sides of the
schemes, particularly seeing that the most powerful scheme that we can think is

2015

referred to Discovery is really sensitive to your proposition.
MR VON WIELLIGH

I think we are definitely winning ground, but the one

disadvantage we have, we only have 50 day hospitals currently. So there are many
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areas where we don't have a footprint.
DRS VAN GENT Right, but that can be changed, isn't it, if there is a proper way of
doing this, there will be capital that can be. So, as I said it's a bit of, but of course we
are asking the wrong party. We should ask schemes and we, I made a note, we’ll do
5

that during the specific competitive dynamics hearings later on in the process .
Can I ask you about your sheet on MediClinic's behaviour, and you called MediClinic's

10

reaction, unless I don't understand and maybe you can provide us with this brochure or
with this note that MediClinic allegedly wrote to his doctors. As I see it, or maybe you
can explain to me precisely what is anti-competitive in this text that you provided us

10

with. Migration day cases to lower cost streamlined environment is a way of cutting
back their costs, isn't it, or do I not understand the first bullet?
MR GRILLENBERGER I get the impression that MediClinic issued the statement
over two main objectives in their mind. The one objective was clearly stating to its

20
15

doctors who are involved in its hospitals and also associated role players that
MediClinic has taken a decision to move into the day hospital surgery market.
DRS VAN GENT Where do you derive that impression from, looking at this text, the
only text I have is this, where do you derive that impression from?
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MR GRILLENBERGER Sorry, I didn’t get the question.
DRS VAN GENT

Where did you derive that impression, the impression that

MediClinic decides on getting away from the day hospitals?
MR GRILLENBERGER The slides just reflects an extraction from a total two page
5

document that was prepared by MediClinic and circulated. Now,, that two page
document clearly stated that it is our objective to go into the development of day

10

hospitals in South Africa. At the same time it stated to its doctors that part of the aim
with this strategy is to prevent the migration of patients out of its existing hospitals to
new competing day surgery facilities.

10

DRS VAN GENT But isn't that what competition is all about?
MR GRILLENBERGER That is what competition is all about, I agree.
DRS VAN GENT What is anti-competitive in that?

20

MR GRILLENBERGER I think the statement clearly shows to doctors be wary if you
working in a MediClinic hospital that we will counteract any action from a competing

15

day hospital by implementing these steps, and then the hospital doctors who are
involved at MediClinic are nervous to make a move or to attend to some of these
patients in the competing day surgery facility.
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DRS VAN GENT I honestly can't read this from the text that you gave us, so it might
be an idea if you can provide us with the text that you are referring to and we can have
a ...
MR GRILLENBERGER I can let you have the text afterwards.
5

DRS VAN GENT Thank you very much. Okay, that will be all. Thank you very
much.

10

MR GRILLENBERGER Thank you
JUSTICE NGCOBO

What we have put up here, it’s just, these four bullet points,

these are just excerpt from that information sheet, is that right?
10

MR GRILLENBERGER Correct
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, I think to put this in context and the suggestion you make
here in context, it would be better if you can make available to us the entire document.

20

MR GRILLENBERGER I will give you the document after the meetings, thank you.
JUDGE NCGOBO Yes, thank you.

15

DR NKONKI Thank you I have just one question. You talked about the licensing
applications and that the Provincial departments of health look at existing beds, and
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you think that they should rather consider economic indicators. Can you tell us in
practical terms what economic indicators should they consider instead of existing beds?
MR VON WIELLIGH

I think the Department of Health, the various departments

must look at the footprint. So, there where are no day hospitals, if I just think of a few
5

places. I think about a place Rustenburg, for instance, does not have a day hospital, a
place like Kimberley for instance, and I think there are a lot of places where there are

10

no day hospitals. So we have applied in areas where there were no day hospitals and
our application was declined, and the answers given to us was due to an oversupply of
beds in that specific area. So we just think they cannot only look at beds, they must

10

also look at types of beds. I mean, if you just look it, the other fast growing business
which is also a subgroup of NHN is sub acutes. Now, that is also an initiative which
can lead to substantial cost savings. Now a sub-acute bed is total different than an
ICU bed or a high care bed or a general ward bed, so I just think the department needs
to look a little bit more, let’s call it scientifically, not look let us not beds, population

2015

beds, boom, yes or now, they must look at other factors as well, are there day hospitals
in that area, because that’s the one frustration that when we open one of our hospitals
we had Discovery there, and the speaker of Discovery said that his biggest wish is that
more day hospitals will emerge, because they will save a lot of money, but there are
certain areas where there are just no presence.
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PROF FONN I suppose my questions are of a similar nature. Firstly, the medical
schemes jobs are not to worry about the day hospital movement, their job is to worry
about their members, and it is your job to market to them the benefits, and it is not our
job to marketing, it’s your job to do your marketing, but what it is our job to do it to
5

understand if there is structural barriers. So the one you have illustrated to us is the
way provinces might or might not understand the nature of beds, and so that we've
taken on, and I think you were here earlier, and you did in fact hear us asking those that

10

were here exactly this issue, and it was interesting to note that at least for KwazuluNatal they did say they don't take them into account in their three per thousand bed

10

count. But if you have evidence of other structural barriers that keep you out, so you
did give the example of MediClinic and my colleague has asked you for actual
evidence to say there is some barrier to entry, then that is what we need to hear,
because that’s what we can respond to. We cannot market for you or anyone, that is
what we are here for, so if you have any evidence of structural barriers, this is what you

15

20

need to provide for us. So please if you have that would you give that us?
MR GRILLENBERGER

Thank you. Can I answer on that point? First of all

structural barriers we indicated, is designated service provider agreements that medical
schemes have concluded with specific hospitals, and when it comes to that the same
treatment that can be rendered in a the day surgery environment, that patient that comes
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into our facility has to pay a co payment or a top up payment because he is going for a
service provider that is not a designated service provider. In this we've mentioned that
Discovery is said that we have got various designated service provider agreements but
we are also including all day surgery facilities automatically as a designated service
5

provider.
Other medical schemes that we have spoken to and have said to why don't you do that,

10

they come forward and say we've unfortunately got contracts that we entered to with
specific hospitals as designated service providers, and these contracts don't allow us to
conclude a separate contract with a day surgery facility. We feel that is anti-

10

competitive and we also feel that it is actually not allowing the patient to go for the
most cost effective alternative.
Another example or alternative is what we have mentioned earlier, that certain
procedures done, especially if it is a low cost medical option, then there are co
payments to be paid by the patient, alternatively a top up payment, and this we feel the

20
15

medical scheme should say that if there is a top up payment and the procedure is done
in a day surgery facility that the top up payment should be reduced or be halved in
order to entice a patient to take that decision.
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PROF FONN Okay. I mean, I suppose what I feel is you want to play in the private
sector then you have to play by the private sector rules, so it is your job to go to the
schemes to argue that point, and certainly we will ask for contracts. As I understand it,
contracts are made year on year. You don't have ten year contracts, so the opportunity
5

to influence schemes happens for you on a regular basis. So, my sense is you have to
do that.

10

MR GRILLENBERGER I hear what you’re saying and I can assure you we are in
discussion with the schemes all the time. We are trying to motivate them. Possibly it
will happen but it might take time or is something that the perception of the scheme

10

must come on board. My colleague, Burt here, mentioned that one of the problems is
that we have to grow our footprint. This is often mentioned by the medical schemes
but our counter argument to the schemes is we can only grow our footprint as long as
we get your support to channel sufficient volumes of patients into these facilities to
make them economically viable.

20
15

PROF FONN To then to reiterate I think what Mr van Gent has already said is that the
other thing that we are interested in is decreasing the cost of Health-Care, and so if we
had data before us to say that is the savings that would be made on a projected model,
that would be another entry point. The one question I do want to ask you that is a little
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bit different is that part of the problem of the Health-Care sector is the availability of
personnel, and part of the challenge that the system faces is access to services in
underserved areas. You cannot offer a day care facility or any other facility unless
you’ve got the provider, and so that reinforces again and again the concentration of
5

services where providers already exist. Is there anything about day hospital services
that means that you can capture the capacity of different kinds of providers? So if you
see what I mean you might do different kinds of interventions which means that if the

10

facility existed then providers who are in that area who are not using hospitals could do
it. So the example might, for example, be very experienced GPs who can do

10

appendectomies. The problem is that’s an emergency procedure, so that doesn't fit in
nicely with the day hospitals model, but I might not be able to think of examples and
you might.
MR VON WIELLIGH
procedures.

2015

I think a good example is dentists performing dental

A dentist performing a procedure in an acute hospital is not really

profitable. So those cases it is better if the dentist perform the procedures in a day
hospital, and we do a lot of dentistry procedure. I think currently there are such a large
demand for day hospitals and the biggest difference we can make is where there are
existing infrastructure, so where there is an existing hospital. One of our hospitals, for
instance, is opposite a very busy acute hospital and since the opening of our hospital a
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lot of procedures moved over to us, like dentist, plastic surgeons, and despite that the
acute hospital across the road improved their bottom line because they could use
certain ICU beds, surgical beds, they could do more, they could use that better and
leave the minor procedures across the road. I think the big difference we can make is
5

where there is a dense population with existing infrastructure. I know that you have a
day hospital in Soweto, maybe you can tell us a little bit more about that, but I think
that is where we can make a difference, but with time, the need for day hospitals, I

10

mentioned the number of fifty should become two hundred, but I think where we can
start making a difference immediately is where there are busy existing hospitals and to

10

relieve them of the minor procedures.
PROF FONN Thank you.
MR GRILLENBERGER On the question regarding Soweto, our organisation took a
philosophy that Soweto is one of the most densely populated areas where a large
community that has got medical cover is living, but there is very limited amount of

20
15

private hospitals services or no day hospital services. For that reason we've opted for
that area and the first day hospital that we have actually developed in Soweto will open
for its first patients to be admitted now during the month of March, and from this we
will be able to gauge what is the take up of volume based on that, but from a strategic
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decision we feel quite comfortable for taking that decision to go to Soweto. Your other
question was about staff, what do we do about staff and how is that handled. We found
that staff by and large is actually very keen to work in a day surgery environment
mainly because it is a five day work week, it is no night shift and that is to a lot of the
5

staff members a huge advantage, and we get staff members that have been out of the
hospital or private hospital or public hospital industry, working for pharmaceutical
companies, and other type of organisations coming back and wanting to work in a day

10

surgery environment. Similarly we've seen staff that has gone overseas to work in
places like Dubai, coming back to South Africa, wanting to work in this environment

10

but from a staffing point of view we've had ample applications and we've had, I can say
comfortably, an ability to select really good staff for our day surgery facilities, and for
patient treatment and also the type of procedures we do, it is very important to work
with the staff that is very competent and makes the patients and the doctors who work
there feel comfortable. Thank you.

2015

MR VON WIELLIGH If I can only add one more point to that, we have the same
experience and I think the fact that the day hospital is a happy environment, no one
dies in a day hospital, there is no emergency case that needs to be shoved between
cases, there is no case that can overrun, that can take hours in theatre, so it is a more
planned environment, and it is not only a cheaper option but it is also convenient. We
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can plan, so we know tomorrow at hospital A we are going to do twenty cases. Patient
number eighteen should go to theatre approximately two o'clock, and we’re normally
quite accurate with that, as I said earlier, because our procedures being minor, we can
plan it, we know the tonsillectomy takes forty minutes, for instance, we do ten of them,
5

so you can do the mathematics and that’s very easy . So it is a smaller, a friendly
environment and the big advantage is the fact that you can plan, you know what is
going to happen tomorrow, so Sister A can know tomorrow I can go home by three

10

o'clock. There will be no, and it’s cold planned cases.
PROF FONN The other thing that you didn't present us with which we would think

10

would benefit us is more of a description of your association, your membership, who
they are, how it is spread across BEE, all these kinds of bits of information is in fact
missing, so we would like to know that because if we are interested in increasing
ownership then we need to know who is who in the zoo.
MR VON WIELLIGH We have this information available.

20
15

DR BHENGU Okay, thanks. I would just to get a more specific example here, where
you refer to patients who prefer to be treated in a day hospital are penalised through out
of pocket payments. Is this in the context of a DSP or are we talking about medical
scheme plan designs here that penalised people who go to a day clinics?
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MR GRILLENBERGER The patient very often will go to a specialist, say, for
example, an orthopaedic surgeon, and will say to this orthopaedic surgeon, can you do
this as cost effectively as possible that I do not have to have too much of an out of
pocket payment, and the patient will say to that surgeon, but I am, because of health
5

fund, committed to do this procedure in a designated service provider private hospital,
and the day surgery is not a designated service provider. Then that surgeon has to
either say to that patient, sorry, I can't do you in the day surgery or I’ll have to see if I

10

can get an operating time in that private hospital in order to help you.
DR BHENGU

10

Oh, okay, alright, so it is really, I thought over and above just your

normal DSP exclusionary rules, at times there is an additional issue for day clinics but
it is really within whether you’re part of a DSP network or not. Okay, fine. Now how
do most patients reach you here? I mean, is it patients who walk in or is it patients who
are referred by a specialist who decided they must come to your facilities, or are most
through a channel by medical schemes? How do most of patients reach you?

20
15

MR GRILLENBERGER I don't think the medical schemes in South Africa at this
point in time channel any patients to day surgery facilities. Most of the patients come
to us via the surgeon that they’ve approached for a procedure, and then it depends on if
that surgeon is working at a day surgery facility or not. So if he is working in a day
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surgery facility then it is fairly easy, provided that there is no designated service
provider obstacle.
DR BHENGU Do day clinics, day hospitals, do they have a higher proportion of
doctor owners than your full service hospital?
5

MR VON WIELLIGH I can't answer that question. We, our doctors do, we do offer
them equity within line or within rules of the HPCSA, but I cannot answer that

10

question, I don't know if doctors have a bigger or a smaller stake in day hospitals
compared to acute hospitals. What I can also, just on the previous question, what we
also see, the patient who pays out of his own pocket, not insured, for instance, cosmetic

10

surgery, day hospitals are much cheaper compared to acute hospitals, and I think the
word is spreading and more and more plastic and reconstructive surgeons are aware of
the fact that day hospitals are cheaper. So definitely patients come to us through the
doctor. That is at the end of the day the main decision maker where a patients should
be done, and if a patient has to pay out of his own pocket, the patient could put pressure

20
15

on a doctor. So we do see in our day hospitals that we do a lot of cosmetic surgery.
DR BHENGU Yes, let's go back to the issue that you do offer equity to the doctors.
Are you talking now as Cure or are you talking about this is normal practise within
DHASA?
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MR VON WIELLIGH No, we cannot talk on behalf of the Day Hospital Association.
We've got various day hospital members, so we cannot talk on behalf of them. The
comment I made was Cure.
DR BHENGU Okay, specifically ...
5

MR GRILLENBERGER Sorry just to add that talking now from the advanced health
side, that we've implemented a similar strategy and it is actually an essential strategy

10

that we have to implement in order to get doctors who are at the moment working full
time in other competing private hospitals to get them to do their short procedure cases
or part of their short procedure surgical cases in a day hospital, that we then offer these

10

doctors a shareholding, and because of that these doctors will say, fine I think this is a
good opportunity to buy a shareholding and at the same time it is good to render a cost
effective service to certain of my patients.
DR BHENGU Yes, but the point is, day hospitals may be more cost effective but I do

20
15

not believe that the reasons, while there is caution around doctor ownership and supply
and use demand, I don't think we should assume that the day hospital association is
immune from those concerns. So when you say it would seem like it is almost a
deliberate strategy to attract doctors for whatever reason, you have stated them, but
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what percentage, roughly would you say within your respective groups is owned by
doctors who practise in your facilities?
MR VON WIELLIGH I think what is important here is let’s say two cardiologists
own a 50% stake each in a catheter lab, I mean that's much different compared to
5

twenty doctors owning a small shareholding of 1% or 2% that amounts to 20% or 30%
shareholding. I think that is, yes, so it’s important to look at the shareholding, the

10

number of doctors and the specialists.
DR BHENGU The point though is counterintuitive, because if the share is so low,
then it can't induce the doctor to behave in a certain way, then why do it?

10

MR VON WIELLIGH I think what we offer to doctors is something different. We are
smaller, and better planned, the throughput is fast, we have good staff, and the doctors
are part of decision making. We will include them when it comes to the decision of
what equipment we need. So the shareholding at the end of the day is, I mean, if you

20
15

offer a terrible service the doctors can own a hundred percent of the business and they
will not support you. At the end of the day the doctors’ practice remains the most
important for him.
DR BHENGU Now how other than through shareholding, how else do you attract
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doctors to work from your facilities?
MR VON WIELLIGH There is nothing else we can offer them. We can only offer
them good service and what we also see, doctors who initially don't really support you,
will start supporting you on a small base but they will increase their support as time
5

goes by. So there is nothing more we can offer them. At the end of the day the doctor
will decide where his going to do the patient, where we have very little influence on

10

him. We don't have consulting rooms, we cannot offer the doctors any other perks, we
can only offer them good service and hope they will come back.
DR BHENGU Even in day clinics you did explain that, which is true as far as I know,

10

most of the cases are predictable, they are short, but there is always a chance that one
case you complicate, one case will stay overnight. Is that catered for among all your
members and roughly whether you want to use international benchmarks or experience
here, do you have an idea of what percentage of cases like that materialise?

20
15

MR VON WIELLIGH In my eight years of experience of Cure Day Clinics I think we
had three cases where patient, where there were complications and had to be
transferred to acute hospitals, and I think the important point, no doctor can do hundred
percent of his procedures in a day in a hospital. The surgeon can maybe do ten percent,
the ENT surgeon can maybe do ninety percent, but no doctor can do hundred percent
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of their cases in a day hospital. So most of our supporting doctors do work at us but
they also work at an acute hospital. So if there is a complication it is easy for a patient
to be discharged and transferred to the nearest acute hospital where he already works.
DR BHENGU But is it always the issue of, when that happens, the patient gets
5

transferred or do you have the capacity keep overnight in your facility?
MR VON WIELLIGH We don't have the capacity to keep patients over at night. A

10

day hospital there are strict rules. A patient is not allowed to sleep over. We do
however at some of the day hospitals there are sub acutes close or in the same building,
but patients are not allowed to sleep over, not at all, that’s not allowed.

10

DR BHENGU Now,, within NHN most of your colleagues there are full service
hospitals, right? Now does that present a problem for you because day hospitals are
actually in competition with those full service hospitals who represent you even in
negotiations with tariff, in negotiations with DSP, are you are comfortable that your

20
15

interests are served as you want them to?
MR GRILLENBERGER We've been advised by the management of the National
Hospital Network that they've put strategies forward in terms of which different tariff
negotiations will take place as from now regarding day surgery tariffs. They are also
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looking at the implementation of fixed fees as an alternative to the fee for service
system and we feel very comfortable with the assurances that we've received from the
National Hospital Network.
DR BHENGU
5

Thank you.

MR VON WIELLIGH And it is not only day hospitals. As I said earlier, NHN, also
the sub acutes, the psychiatric hospitals, So NHN certainly has something to offer

10

which the big three cannot offer in terms of the different sub groups.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Thank you. Now as I understand it you have two concerns. The
first concern is that the regulators do not, have got a policy which prevents you from

10

expanding your business in the sense that they focus on the number of existing beds as
opposed to the type of facility. Is that your first concern?
MR VON WIELLIGH Yes, but we are winning ground. The sixteen has become fifty
and we are thankful for that but we think we should enhance further day hospital

20

15

applications.
JUSTICE NGCOBO That's right, and you consider that this policy of the government,
whether at Provincial National level has the effect of preventing you from expanding
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your business. The other concern concerns the attitude of medical schemes. Is that
right?
MR VON WIELLIGH Correct, but once again I think we are winning ground and we
are very thankful the initiatives that some of the medical aids have done. So we are
5

winning ground but we would like that the medical aids should move faster.
JUSTICE NGCOBO So you are on winning ground on both these matters?

10

MR VON WIELLIGH Yes, I agree with that. I think we are making inroads but
obviously we must not stop, it should continue and even continue faster.
JUSTICE NGCOBO So, what are we supposed to do? If you are on winning ground

10

on both these matters, what are we supposed to do?
MR VON WIELLIGH

To support the concept of day hospitals and to enhance

competition, and I think it is a threat if the big three also play in the day hospital
20

market because they already represent eighty percent of the beds. So we hope that the
Departments of Health will not allow the acute, the big three to get day hospital

15

licences, because we see that as a big threat and it will be destructive to fair
competition.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO So you want us to make a recommendation which is to the effect
that the big three hospitals should not be allowed to have day licences.
MR VON WIELLIGH Correct
JUSTICE NGCOBO And why?
5

MR VON WIELLIGH It is difficult to compete in the Health-Care market in South
Africa. What makes it even more difficult is that three groups represent eighty percent

10

of the beds. So we think that why did the acute hospitals in the past, the big three, why
did they not support day hospitals? Why did they buy day hospitals and they closed
them down and they incorporated them within their hospitals?

10

We see that as a

concern. The fact that we have so few day hospitals today, in my view is to a large
extent due to the big three who bought the businesses and closed them.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

Now, can you give us more information about that, of day

hospitals that were bought and then closed down after been bought?
20
MR GRILLENBERGER Yes, there are quite a few examples.
15

JUSTICE NGCOBO How many, what is the number we are talking about?
MR GRILLENBERGER Well I think offhand of plus minus about ten day surgery
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facilities which were closed down by, of the larger groups.
JUSTICE NGCOBO These day hospitals were bought and then shut down after how
long?
MR GRILLENBERGER Just to give you a little bit of feedback, in history we had a
5

company which was [Presmat] Ltd, and [Presmat] started with the development of day
clinics in South Africa. Eventually [Presmat] had to buy into hospitals and develop

10

hospitals to be competitive in the South African Health-Care environment.

That

company together with the day surgery units was sold to a company called Afrox
Health-Care and Afrox Health-Care is today Life Health-Care and I might be wrong
10

but of the thirteen facilities which were part of that sale agreement, only three or a
maximum of three are still owned by Life Health-Care. Most of the other ones, Life
Health-Care either closed down or are closed and applied to the licensing authorities to
have the licence transferred to their general hospital and utilise these beds as part of
their general hospital.

20
15

JUSTICE NGCOBO Who closes these hospitals? Do they close on their own?
MR GRILLENBERGER No, they decided to close these.
JUSTICE NGCOBO On their own?
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MR GRILLENBERGE On their own, yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Because they couldn't make it?
MR GRILLENBERGER No, no, no, they were most probably profitable entities but
they felt by closing them down they will use the same doctors to work in their hospital
5

and to attend to the patients in the hospital environment where the fees were higher.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, I understand. I think what would be interested to know is

10

the number of day hospitals that were bought by these large hospital group and were
subsequently closed by these hospital groups that bought them.
MR VON WIELLIGH That is easy to determine because there are approximately ten

10

day hospitals currently within the big three, so we can look at the statistic, let’s say
twenty years ago, I know of a few, there is one in Paarl. for instance, and there is one in
Centurion, Wierdapark which was then moved to the Netcare Unitas Hospital, but we
can get that information.

20
JUSTICE NGCOBO And they cease to exists as day hospitals.
15

MR VON WIELLIGH There were day hospitals, they closed them down, the work
was incorporated within the existing acute hospitals and they closed the day hospitals.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, and the interval between buying of these day hospital and
the closure, do we have that information as well?
MR VON WIELLIGH If I have to guess two years but I think we need to go and look
at the history, but I think one can also determine that, but I would say more or less
5

within a year or two.
JUSTICE NGCOBO No, I don't want guess work, if you can, I mean, if you can get

10

that information I will be grateful to have that.
MR VON WIELLIGH We will try to get that.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

Yes, now on the scheme side, do scheme designate you as a

designated service provider?
MR GRILLENBERGER Yes, Discovery does and some of the other schemes also
take certain of the day hospitals as designated service providers.

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO So you don't have a problem with that.
MR GRULENBURGER No, we have a problem.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO What is the problem?
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MR GRILLENBERGER We have a problem that many schemes have got hospitals
which are designated service providers and if there is a day hospital close by, that day
hospital very often cannot be considered is not being considered by the scheme as a
designated service provider. We would like to put a recommendation to the medical
5

schemes that they should, similar to Discovery, consider all day hospitals as designated
service providers in view of the fact of the fees charged by these day hospitals.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, now patients get referred to your facility by a specialist.
MR GRILLENBERGER Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

10

And then you have a working relationship with these

specialists.
MR VON WIELLIGH Yes, a working relationship, he charges, we’re independent, we
send our account to the medical aid and the doctor sends his account to the medical aid,
so he’s not , only a working relationship, we offer a service to him.

20
JUSTICE NGCOBO Right, and then the specialists invariably have practice from
15

hospital facilities.
MR VON WIELLIGH Yes.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO And then of course they will refer patients to your facility only
to the extent that it is something that can be done within a day.
MR VON WIELLIGH Correct
JUSTICE NGCOBO And then in order to attract those specialists, to do so you offer
5

them a shareholding.
MR VON WIELLIGH Correct.

10
JUSTICE NGCOBO What sort of a percentage do you offer to them?
MR VON WIELLIGH On average never more than three percent in our scenario.
MR GRILLENBERGER Three percent per specialist and total I would say not more
10

or close to round about forty percent of the total shareholding in the day hospital.
JUSTICE NGCOBO What is the maximum, is it forty percent?

20

MR GRILLENBERGER Forty percent of the total percent of shareholding in the day
hospital will be allocated to various specialists.
MR VONWIELLIGH So it can be ten doctors holding a four percent or it can be

15

twenty doctors holding two percent.
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JUSTICE NGCOBO Individually.
MR VON WIELLIGH Individually.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Individually, the maximum is what, three percent?
MR VON WIELLIGH Correct.
5

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, and then in return for these shares there is an expectation
that they will refer patients to your facilities.
MR VON WIELLIGH They are equity partners, but we cannot force them, and as I
said earlier ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO I understand that but there is an expectation, isn't there?

10

MR GRILLENBERGER Can I maybe respond and just say to, we very often look at
these developments of these day surgery facilities as a partnership between the
operating company and the medical fraternity that is supporting that unit. This is a

20

philosophy that is utilised internationally, we see it in various other countries and we
believe that the day surgery environment which is effected by this does it to have a

15

close relationship with these doctors and also to secure the ongoing support of these
doctors. If, for instance, these day surgery facilities would exist without any doctor
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shareholders but at the same time these doctors have got rooms in the larger private
hospitals and their rooms are subsidised on a rental basis, many of these doctors would
say, no, we are not prepare to risk our subsidisation of our rooms by working in a day
hospital, there is no real benefit. So we look at it as a partnership arrangement where
5

we want to work with these doctors closely, and we believe that many of the doctors
that are linked to our facilities are in fact doctors who believe in a cost effective
treatment of the patients that come and see them.

10
JUSTICE NGCOBO

But you do expect, do you now, though, that they will refer a

patient to your facility.
10

MR GRILLENBERGER I cannot expect it, the way you put it, I would feel it is a
partnership arrangement in terms of which they would come along but my expectation
can't be you have got a shareholding, you have to work here. That is a very difficult
situation and we in fact say to our doctors that they are free operate on their patients
where they feel it’s the best alternative to treat their patients.

20
15

JUSTICE NGCOBO

Put it differently, you do expect that the partners will work

together to make sure that the business is viable.
MR GRILLENBERGER Correct, but , sorry, I can just also add we have got a
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number of surgeons ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO Each making a contribution according to his or hers expertise.
MR GRILLENBERGER I would not say it is related to expectations, I would say ...
JUSTICE NGCOBO Expertise.
5

10

MR GRILLENBERGER Expertise?
JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes.
MR GRILLENBERGER Correct.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, what did you want to say?
MR VON WIELLIGH I just wanted to say quite a number of surgeons who operate at

10

our facilities are not shareholders. They just feel that it’s maybe convenient, that it is a
good service they can render to their patients, and that is why they make use of day

20

hospitals.
JUSTICE NGCOBO

In those instances, though, where you have not obtained a

licence in circumstances where you would have obtained a licence but for the existence
15

of the number of beds, have you taken the matter up with the department ?
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MR GRILLENBERGER We have taken these instances up with the department, we
had meetings with the department, we had round table discussions with the department.
One of the biggest frustrations that I personally experienced in having a discussion
with the department was that the department outright said, we cannot take economic
5

considerations into consideration when we issue licences, our licences are purely based
on the issue of a number of beds in relation to population.

10

MR VON WIELLIGH Mr Chairman, I can also confirm that we were awarded a few
licences on appeal which was declined and then there was an appeal process which can
be followed and we were successful in obtaining a few licences that way.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Are you able to indicate to us whether there is a trend from
particular provinces or is it just a random thing?
MR VON WIELLIGH I can share that with you. Our experience from the Department
of Health, Western Cape was that they there were very, the former Minister of Health

20
15

of the Western Cape was very in favour of new players in the market. So in the
Western Cape we did obtain good success in obtaining licences, and many licences
were awarded in the Western Cape. I was quite surprised about Kwazulu-Natal, I
didn't realise seventy six licenses have been approved and not been developed, but
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certainly the Western Cape I think has I think most of the day hospital licence were
probably approved in the Western Cape.
MR GRILLENBERGER

Sorry, I just want to contradict my friend\s statement,

because in the Western Cape a lot of licences were granted or allowed to be issued
5

prior to December 2014. For the last year we've actually put motivations forward to
the Western Province Department of Health with regard to licences in areas that we

10

believe would be absolutely making an economic viable licence application and they’ll
be outright refused.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Do you have day hospital in other provinces?

10

MR GRILLENBERGER Yes, we have.
JUSTICE NGCOBO All nine provinces?
MR GRILLENBERGER No like my learned friend here next to me said, at one stage

20

Kwazulu-Natal Department of Health sort of had a moratorium on licences and today
we learned that that’s changed. It might be a possibility.

15

JUSTICE NGCOBO No, but do you have a hospital in Kwazulu-Natal?
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MR GRILLENBERGER No.
JUSTICE NGCOBO No.
MR VON WIELLIGH We also, not, no.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Okay, in Gauteng?
5

10

MR VON WIELLIGH Yes.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Northwest?
MR VON WIELLIGH We've obtained licences now, two licences.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Limpopo.
MR VON WIELLIGH We've obtained one, yes.

10

JUSTICE NGCOBO Northern Cape?
MR VON WIELLIGH

But we did not, we decided not to exercise it because

20
MediClinic also obtained a licence and with the new Netcare we decided it’s not
feasible anymore and we did inform the department, thank you very much but we
considered that it is not feasible and we rather want to put it, we want to ask for
15

extension in or postpone, or what do you call, we asked if we can get extension in
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terms of their timelines.
JUSTICE NGCOBO In the Northern Cape?
MR VON WIELLIGH No, we have applied but no licenses granted for us.
JUSTICE NGCOBO Eastern Cape?
5

10

MR VON WIELLIGH No. We have applications in, no positive results.
JUSTICE NGCOBO I understand. Okay. Now is there anything else that you want
to add to your presentation before we conclude?
MR VON WIELLIGH No, I can only say thank you for the opportunity to be here, as
small role players, we appreciate it that you were prepared to listen to us. Nothing

10

from my side.
MR GRILLENBERGER Thank you, thank you Mr Chairman.

20

JUSTICE NGCOBO Yes, thank you so much indeed for coming here and sharing
your experience of the day hospital with us and we really appreciate it, thank you. I
don't know whether the stakeholders will be making the presentation tomorrow are

15

here, but tomorrow we will start at 8:30 instead of 9:30.
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